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Introduction

Since its founding in 331 BCE, Alexandria has been associated with food
and abundance. When Alexander the Great was planning the city with his
engineer Dinocrates, he laid the streets with grain, and when they woke
the following morning, they found that the birds had pecked the “streets”
clean! The priests, however, said this was a good omen, and an indication
that Alexandria would always be a city of plenty. Since then, food has been
used as a symbol of the wealth and exoticism of the city. Cleopatra, the most
exquisite woman of all time, has often been connected to the lavish banquets
she served in Alexandria. This tradition was first established by Plutarch, who
narrates that a certain Philotas saw the preparations for the sumptuous feasts
held every evening at Cleopatra’s palace. This is his experience in the royal
kitchen, which he told to Plutarch’s grandfather:

So he was taken to the kitchen, where he admired the prodigious
variety of all things; but particularly, seeing eight wild boars roasting
whole, says he, “Surely you have a great number of guests.” The cook
laughed at his simplicity, and told him there were not above twelve
people to sup, but that every dish was to be served up just roasted to
a turn, and if anything was but one minute ill-timed, it was spoiled.
“And,” said he, “maybe Antony will sup just now, maybe not this
hour, maybe he will call for wine, or begin to talk, and will put it
off. So that,” he continued, “it is not one, but many suppers must be
had in readiness, as it is impossible to guess at his hour.” (Plutarch,
p. 757)
Other writers, wishing to portray how Cleopatra ensnared the two great
Roman generals of her time, described the lavish feasts by which she seduced
them. Bernard Shaw exercised a fertile imagination in conjuring up her table,
at which she served exotic dishes such as peacocks’ brains, nightingales’
tongues, sea hedgehogs, black and white sea acorns, sea nettles,
beccaficoes, purple shellfish, fieldfares, asparagus, fattened fowl, oysters,
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and roast boar, in addition to Sicilian, Lesbian and Chian wine (Caesar and
Cleopatra, p. 268). This, perhaps, was the greatest era of Alexandrian cuisine,
for Egypt was then the wealthiest country in the world, and its queen was
erudite, sophisticated and sensuous. Cuisine was an expression of civilization
and culture, and a sharp and refined appeal to the senses, and Alexandria
had an abundance of both. Cleopatra’s table was an indication of the
luxury Alexandrians enjoyed, and the type of good living that would have
been unknown anywhere else in the world. Like the other goods which came
from around the world to Alexandria’s port, the wine came from across the
Mediterranean, for it was the best the civilized world could offer. Alexandria
drew all kinds of people, with their cultures and foods, to her shores.
There is a jolt when one reads al Makrizi’s descriptions of Alexandrian
hospitality as he describes it in 1442. It seems that by then Alexandria can
only offer water – a far cry from the Hellenistic tables laden with delicacies
and rare foods:

He who comes to live in Alexandria is offered nothing more than
water and a description of Pompey’s column; he is provided with a
generous amount of fresh air and is shown the Pharos; he is told all
about the sea and the great ships of Byzantium but is not given a
morsel of bread! (cit The Zoghebs: An Alexandrian Saga, p. 33)
Alexandria sank into poverty and disease, and did not revive until the early
19th century. When Mohamed Ali became Wali of Egypt in 1805, he realized
the strategic importance of Alexandria, as well as the need to expand the
arsenal and strengthen the fleet. Foreigners were encouraged to settle in
Alexandria, and so, as in the Hellenistic period, people flocked to her from
the four corners of the earth, bringing with them their cultural baggage and
wealth it had not seen for centuries. Suddenly, Alexandria became a Babel
of tongues and races and creeds, all enjoying the security it offered and the
promise of gold it held out. All availed themselves of its immense opportunities,
and in no time Alexandria had become a cosmopolitan city rivaled in the
Mediterranean by only Istanbul itself. It was the cultural and financial capital
of a wealthy Egypt, and the main port of a country that was fast acquiring
power in the Mediterranean. The foreigners formed communities under the
Ottoman millet system, and soon became pillars of the city. They integrated
well with each other and with the local population, though, owing to the
community system, each still held on to its language, religion, traditions,

xii
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beliefs, and eating habits. Exchange and diversity produced a colorful
cultural mosaic.
With ethnic diversity and wealth came a rich cuisine that partook of all
those cultures. In the oral cookbook of our mothers, hands stretched out
across the table to pass the salt, from Mediterranean coast to coast, just as
our grandfathers had reached out, across the dinner table, for more than just
salt. The communities who had come from across the sea, or other continents,
worked with us, ate with us, and shared our lives. In Alexandria, food cannot
be said to have been influenced by the undesirable occupation of our
kitchen cabinets by foreign powers of a merely colonial or political nature.
For that would have left a bitter aftertaste on buds forcibly conditioned by
intrusive and alien culinary practices and the dictatorship of an imposed
foreign taste. Rather, especially as in the case of Alexandria, it was given
its high definition by indigenous foreign communities who have enjoyed
and shared their experiences with native Alexandrians. These were not
occupiers, they were not enemies and did not pose a threat to our identity
as manifested in our kitchens, our dining tables or domestic routines in such
a way as to resign them to gated communities, and render our respective
territories off limits. In the end, we all became Alexandrians, and our foods
crossed borders and formed parts of each others’ tables.
As wealth in Alexandria increased, so its menus and eating habits became
more elaborate – but always with room for friend and neighbor to share.
Patrice de Zogheb, a member of the Alexandrian elite that had had its roots
in Damascus but was in Alexandria mixed with Greeks and other races,
describes the culinary experience at Palais Zogheb, his grandfather’s house,
around the 1890s:

Lunch was at 12.30 and dinner was at 7.30. Meals were copious
and heavy and there were always a few empty places for friends
remaining for a meal.
Alexandria has always been famed for its Junonesque women
and this made the late Lord Carrington – a well know expert in such
matters remark: “I am afraid there is in the Alexandria goddess more
aubergine than ambrosine.” The rather rich food our beauties feast
on certainly inclines them to be the opulent type!
An invitation to dinner without three weeks’ notice would
have been considered impertinent, and gross eating, characteristic
of a peaceful and unrationed epoch, was imperative. Meals were
Introduction
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ceremonious but not, however, always served as smoothly as the case
when my grandfather’s butler – during an official banquet – shouted
out: “Fate attenzione alla testa di Sua Eccellenza” to prevent a clumsy
suffraghi banging Lord Northbrook, British High Commissioner to
Egypt, on the head with a dish!
Life was comparatively cheap though my grandfather’s daily
menus were as follows: on Mondays, Wednesdays, Thursdays and
Fridays, there were three courses; on Tuesdays, Saturdays and
Sundays four courses with, always, cheese, entremets and fruit. (The
Zoghebs: An Alexandrian Saga, pp. 27-31)

Menu From the Count de Zogheb Memoirs

xiv
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Though Alexandrian cuisine was not to rise to the heights it had enjoyed in
Cleopatra’s time, Alexandria was once again as abundant as the priests had
prophesied, and its citizens entertained on a grand scale. Dinners reflected
the cosmopolitan nature of the city, where cultures and cuisines mixed and
people enjoyed sampling others’ foods, and tables groaned under the
weight of French and Levantine varieties that hostesses prided themselves
on serving.
Even during World War II Alexandria managed to maintain the lifestyle it
had got used to, and rationing turned out to be a mere formality, with life
going on as usual:

Rough brown Demerera sugar occasionally appeared next to the
smooth white cubes (although even this you could find all through the
war). À la guerre comme à la guerre, sighed the Alexandrian hostess
apologetically, as her suffragi passed around a host of delicious things
from Baudrot’s. It was even rumored that one would not be able to
buy meat two days a week, though one would be able to buy all one
wished on the preceding days. Tea and oil were also to be rationed,
but when one thinks of the strict rationing in England and other
countries during and even well after the end of the war, Egypt must
surely have appeared a paradise of opulence. (Carol, p. 128)
In fact, food acquired significance during the war, for there were
innumerable parties and dances held to raise funds, and it became the
moral duty of young girls to feed and entertain the soldiers when they were
not at the front. Everyone participated in this national duty:

There were clubs like “End of 20 Club” and “Britannia Club” where
we would all go to work. I once cooked 150 eggs in one day and handed
out 600 cups of tea. The English were very young and were looking
for families to whose homes they could go and feel they were back
home. It was all very simple and there were no segregation of races:
Greeks, Armenians, Muslims, Copts, Protestants, Catholics, all were
the same and there was no discrimination. (Voices from Cosmopolitan
Alexandria, p. 121)
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Despite the endless round of parties and the countless eggs cooked,
one thing disappeared from the Alexandrian market. The potatoes were all
requisitioned for the British soldiers!
The cosmopolitan Alexandrian culinary experience was not limited to
shared dinner tables and kitchens. Restaurants and patisseries were opening
all over the city, offering Alexandrians food from Greece, Italy, France and
Turkey. Baklava, finikia, panitone, kaak and marrons glacés were all consumed
with equal relish, though certain eateries acquired fame for certain foods.
Yacopoulo was sought out for its krapfen, Tournazaki for its loukoumades,
Délices for its ice cream Bombe and Pastroudis for its ice cream sorbet,
meringue au chocolat and the plaisir de femme. The sablé Fluckiger was
famous for eventually became Sablé in Montazah, a favorite for tea after a
day of swimming. Some patisseries had their own service sets designed by
Sèvres, Limoges and Rosenthal, with their logo stamped proudly on the plates
and silver. But cosmopolitan did not mean only foreign, for Saber, with his
meshmeshiyya and rice pudding roz bel laban, was as popular as any foreign
patisserie. All stretched out to sample the food of the other, crossing dividing
lines of race, faith and class. Indeed the variety of Alexandrian cuisine was
not the monopoly of the upper classes and their endless dinner parties. The
poorer quarters had their share of foreign communities and together they
shared trials and tribulations, feasts and funerals, meals and recipes. Among
the foreigners there were also Chinese, Indians, and White Russians, but they
were too few to have a real impact on the eating habits of Alexandrians, and
it was mainly the Turks, Lebanese, French, Greeks and Italians who contributed
the most, though other communities from around the Mediterranean all
added a pinch of something.
The foreign communities, whose home Alexandria was for generations,
have dwindled in the last fifty years. Many eateries have closed down, and
with them a lot of the foods that were sold there have disappeared. But
the legacy of a shared culinary heritage, handed down by our mothers
and grandmothers, survives in our kitchens, in some of the foods we cook,
and in the collective memory of the city. Baudrot and Tamvaco, legendary
patisseries and tea houses of Alexandria, still stand as the epitome of good
taste and good food though they have physically disappeared. Fino and
Hamos, Egyptian and Greek bakeries, are a whiff of the good old days when
recipes were exchanged and we all shared more than bread together.

xvi
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A Taste of Alexandria is not a cookbook full of recipes. Nor is it a history
of food in Alexandria, for that seems an impossible task. Rather, it is, as its
title indicates, a taste of what cosmopolitan Alexandria had been like,
experienced through its food. Recipes weave in and out of the narrative, as
memories, history and bare facts all serve to contribute to the portrait of a
city where foreigners and locals, rich and poor, all tasted each other’s food
and gastronomy contributed to its cosmopolitan character. It is the story of
interaction at the most basic level and of the development of how its eateries
began, catered to people with different tastes – and indeed schooled those
tastes – then changed as the character of the city changed. The book is no
less than a slice of Alexandria’s modern social history, sampled through its
gastronomy.

La Basboussah est de Fifi
La Koubebah est de moi
Operetta by Bernard de Zogheb
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I

The Eateries of Alexandria
Athineos, Délices, Cap d’Or (Sheikh Ali),
Union, Hamos, Yacopoulo, Tamvaco,
Groppi & Baudrot, Pastroudis, Trianon,
Monaco, Mohamed Ahmed (Benjamin),
Elite & Asteria, Sofianopoulo, Brazilian
Coffee, Chez Gaby, San Stefano, Lord’s
Inn, San Giovanni, Mayfair Inn & Beau
Rivage, Santa Lucia, Fino, Delta, Tikka
Grill & Fish Market, Greek Club, Sea Gull,
El Biyassa, Bleik, Agami.
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The Eateries of Alexandria
Eating out in Alexandria at the beginning of the 20th century was an
experience as full of pleasure as it was of variety. Bakeries and patisseries in
particular reflected the diversity of the clientele that bought brioches, ka’ak
or Finikia Kourabiedes as the occasion demanded. But while some of them
seemed a world apart, a number shared one thing: humble beginnings. One
may have been a peasant arriving from the countryside with all his worldly
belongings wrapped in a bundle, starting business with a cart, while the other
may have crossed the seas with a single trunk and started as an apprentice.
The Alexandrian palate, always an epicurean affair, would appreciate each,
in a way, and both would prosper. The Alexandrian diner also appreciated
the personal touch with which the owner endowed his eatery. Mr. Pastroudis,
in his white sharkskin suit and tie, would personally receive his guests whom
he knew by name. Mrs. Pitsa at Délices knew all the children’s birthdays and
addresses, and what to prepare for whom, when. Gastronomy in Alexandria
was almost a family affair.
The earliest eateries still extant in Alexandria were established around 1900.
Most were established in the European town, or the city center, which was
created by the foreigners residing in Alexandria. The Ottoman Town (or Turkish
Town, or Arab quarter as it is variously called) would develop a different
sort of eatery later on in the century. But the Westernized cafés, patisseries,
restaurants and bars all started in the down town area of Alexandria. They
were the haunts of the foreign population, and the Westernized Egyptians.
Recipes came from Europe, as did the hats and gloves that the clientele
wore. Although there is a belief in Egypt that the Greeks of Alexandria were
all grocers – or, alternatively, that all the grocers of Alexandria were Greeks –
statistics tell us that this is more legend than truth. In 1915 there were only 36
grocers as opposed to 116 merchants. Greeks were successful entrepreneurs
and the largest foreign community in the city. They were also the owners of
most of its eateries. There would be the odd Italian, the infrequent French or
Swiss (Flückiger) but the vast majority were Greek.
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The “Egyptian” eateries were to be found around Attarine and rue de
Bourse, and in Bahari, the Arab or Turkish part of Alexandria. These served
a different kind of food altogether, and were established earlier than one
would have thought. We assume that the kebda (liver) stalls that the gentrified
community recently made fashionable only materialized a few years ago.
Totally wrong!! Some of them started in the 1920s, almost a century ago.
The fare there is hot and spicy, the quantities absolutely filling. The venue,
needless to say, is modest and unassuming. What you could get at these
eateries were three things: liver, fish, or grilled meat and chicken. Most of the
fun of eating at those fish restaurants (and later on, in all the fish restaurants
of Alexandria) is that you get to choose your own fresh fish and shrimps where
they lie in boxes filled with crushed ice. A number of the fish restaurants were
also Greek, such as Xenophon in Mex, where the clams were of prime quality
and freshness, and were served with a delicious garlic and lemon dressing.
There were few eateries in Ramleh, which only became a residential area
in the 1930s – in 1907 it was not even considered a suburb of Alexandria.
To the far east, in Abu Kir, is Zephyrion the fish restaurant. Its Greek owner
bought the land from Prince Omar Toussoun, a direct descendent of Egypt’s
Wali Mohamed Ali. He owned most of the land in Abu Kir and, known as the
Prince of Alexandria, was a patron of nearly everybody in Alexandria (in the
more modern era, it seems the late president Anwar el Sadat himself made a
round of all the eateries of Alexandria: every other café or restaurant claims
that he ate there). Zephyrion certainly existed in the 1930s; it may have been
established in the 1920s. Here is a description of what it looked like in the
1930s:

“The Zephyrion Casino stood overlooking the sea on the north side. It
was no more than a large wooden shack, crudely painted in green and
yellow, with unattractive brown chairs and tables. But, although it was
empty, it had atmosphere, and I could not help hoping it would not be
replaced by some showy new construction.” (Carol, p. 173)
Inevitably, it did change. Its colors are now blue and white, imitating
the blue and white of the Greek islands, but it still serves some of the best
fish in Alexandria. In the 1930s, too, San Giovanni would be established on
the Corniche in Stanley, and a number of bakeries running along the tram
from Chatby to Cleopatra – an area heavily populated with foreigners.
Sheraton and Renaissance would rise in the1980s and boast fancy French
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Alakefak becomes
McDonald’s
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and Italian cuisines. Eventually ice cream stalls and the ubiquitous ful shops
would find their way to Bulkeley and Glym. A Lord’s Inn restaurant and disco
would open, and shut down, and now the American fast food chains have
invaded Ramleh, just as they have taken over the city center (where once
the legendary Baudrot lorded it over the coffee shops of Ramleh Station)
as well as the congested Smouha. McDonald’s, Hardee’s, Kentucky, Pizza
Hut, Cilantro, Harris Café, Starbucks, Roastery and Costa Café – these are
the new order. Sandwich joints have mushroomed all over the city, headed
by Mo’men, the Believer, whose very name indicates the change of heart
in Alexandria. The latest addition to its eateries is the koshary guy, Bonduq.
Like the grill Balbaa’, it signals a reverse in the expansion pattern. Whereas
expansion was usually from west of Alexandria to the east, these two eateries
began in the far east and opened branches in the city center and Smouha.
Whole new areas have developed to the south of the city. Opposite
Carrefour, the Jungle and Allegria are fast becoming the new “in” eateries,
especially for the youth. “Ethnic” food is also becoming popular, as it is the
world over. A Japanese restaurant Koi has opened at the end of Kafr Abdou
(Rushdy), Indian Taj Mahal also opposite Carrefour, a Chinese where the
Lord’s Inn used to be in San Stefano, and a Chinese at the top of the Cecil
Hotel with a spectacular view of Alexandria’s coastline. The east has come
to the Mediterranean.
And while in the past having tea and cakes was a leisurely affair in grand
patisseries like Trianon, Délices and Athineos, today’s famous patisseries, like
Delight and Pumpkin, offer their delicious cakes and tarts only as take away.
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The Cecil Interior

Where Darley met Justine in the Alexandria Quartet by
Lawrence Durrell
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As for the Greek and Western eateries of the city center, they have had a mixed
fate. Some have closed down altogether, and remain a source of nostalgia for
a few. Others have simply changed hands, and try to continue as before while
accommodating the necessary changes of the time. Yet others have changed
hands as well as identities. Tamvaco, once the confectioner par excellence, became
another ful outlet, signifying the ultimate triumph of the Egyptian bean.
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Let us start our journey along the eateries of Alexandria with a trip down
memory lane. Here is Mona Klat reliving her experience as a child going to
Unica, which no longer exists:

UNICA: a remembrance of things past,
recollected in mature tranquility
With my memory of this particular morning in a cafeteria on rue
Cherif (now the Credit Agricole Bank), I finally had my own version
of a caffeinated, about town, story to tell my friends. The account I
had been competing to match with one of my own was, of course,
that of Mr. Fortis of The Union restaurant. He would drag his dog
as he went round the tables making sure his customers were without
complaint and never failed to remind them what prestige it was to
dine at the restaurant that Churchill had frequented: he’d point his
finger at a table by the door and half close one eye as though targeting
the exact position that had been so prestigiously occupied.
My story involved a less historical figure, but for my purpose
almost more flamboyant, for I had caught sight of an actress there, a
movie star sitting by herself and brooding. I was later often to think
back on my impressions of her and depending on my mood and age she
would take on whatever guise I fancied and as I would remember
her and the context, so they changed shape and took place. So much
so, in fact that I sometimes wonder whether Unica, for which I also
remember an alternative name that came from whence I know not
now, a Vinchi (pronounced Vinki) was at all not a figment of my
imagination and a recollection of a place not unlike the Petit Trianon
with its garden that I sometimes wondered had existed at all.
If Madiha Yousri – the actress I had met when I walked in that
day with my mother, and, it turned out, a regular client – only
knew who the little boy sitting with his mother at a table nearby
would one day become, she too would have something to remember
today! Meeting Mohamed Awad for the first time in years, the
first thing Samir Sabri fondly recalled and reminded his fellow
Alexandrian of were “those times” when they would be dragged to
Unica, to sit quietly listening to what their respective mothers were
saying, but most importantly eating a mille feuilles, or two, if they
behaved well. He seemed to relish the memory and the word gateau
somehow sounded different from its recent version that I could
see the very accent circonflexe atop the letter “â” like the hat of a
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khawaga ... most of whom did not wear hats, by the way.
The place was not very spacious, but I remember a pleasant effect
on the lighting from curtains on the windows and perhaps one or two
French windows; they may have overlooked a small garden, but I
don’t remember. All the tables had clean and well ironed tablecloths,
almost a rarity today.
I remember a certain quiet about the place and the fact that it
was frequented by a movie star denoted a certain cache and gave it
importance, in my eyes; after all, Madiha Yousri could afford to go
anywhere else she liked but, exactly, that was the place she chose.
Dress code was, I remember, rather chic and definitely not dressed
down. If I remember well, there used to be a street vendor who sold
newspapers and magazines, maybe in a kiosk, and I remember my
mother buying some publication on the way out, which was probably
not the order in which his design for setting up shop there had
been. Gentlemen most likely would buy the papers as they went in
and would read them over coffee in the quiet of the place.
It was not a place for shady couples, or students, and probably
not for a too young age group as was Asteria, for example, or for
hardcore caffeinated intellectuals as was Elite famed for. Rather it
was more of a salon de thé à l’ Européenne with the light shining
softly through the draped windows, with very little to disturb the
quietude, and certainly very unobtrusive waiters, who probably
knew their regular customers by name as they did the various
French pastries. I don’t especially remember a whole lot of other kids
being there, but again the place was not too crowded and it was not
common practice to take your child to a place where basically grownups want to have their cup of coffee in peace, read a paper or discuss
matters with other grown-ups. I remember going there again, after
communion one Easter for breakfast, with mother, father and Zeina.
It was probably considered bien vue and convenable and comme il
faut: all three epithets that were very much used then.
So, those of us with memories there must have been specially well
behaved as well as tolerant, I suppose, but also very lucky. Who the
regular clientele would have been I can only speculate: probably
businessmen and men in the banking business, and at least four
women we now know about: a movie star and three mothers who
took their well behaved children there for what they believed was a
treat. Looking back, they may well have been right!
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And now, the physical journey begins. Let us stop at the Corniche, Ramleh
Station. There is Athineos, whose history reveals the variety of influences in the
city, both ethnic and gastronomical. The land where Athineos now stands,
21 Midan Saad Zaghloul, was owned by an Italian Jew. Costantinos Athineos
made a deal with him, that he Athineos would build the building and use
the lower and basement levels as a glacerie and patisserie, while the Italian
would keep the rest of the building. The restaurant was officially opened
in 1900. In 1912, the Italian needed money so he mortgaged the building
for 3,000 pounds, to be paid over 36 months in monthly installments of 100
pounds. The Italian was allowed to take only 50 pound in rent monthly.
Sèvres, Limoges and Rosenthal made special plates, bonbonnières and
jardinières with Athineos stamped on the bottom. The art deco style of the
place added a charm that was certainly as Alexandrian as it was European.
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Athineos
In the 50s the wife of
Athineos,
Catina,
started
helping him run the place. She
introduced new programs,
such as ballroom dancing
and orchestra twice a week.
The crème de la crème of
Alexandria flocked to see and
be seen.Constantinos died in 1955. Catina assumed full control of Athineos till
1968, receiving no help from her four children. In 1970 the establishment was
sold to Nassar, and today it is run by the son Yacoub Nassar. It is a restaurant
and patisserie.The clientele has changed. More than 70% are tourists who
come for lunch or dinner. Seafood, barbecued meat and chicken and some
Greek dishes are their main menu. Their specialty is pasta with seafood.
In 2005 the owner walked in at 9 am and found Ahmed Zweil, the Egyptian
Nobel prize winner, having breakfast with his family. He told the owner that
as a student he used to sit opposite Athineos, on the seaside, and watch
the elite of the city walk in and out, and
he vowed that he, too, would one day
eat there. Naguib Mahfouz, another
Egyptian Nobel Laureate, wrote his
Miramar in Athineos. The name Miramar
was probably inspired by by a café on
the seafront by the same name, where
the aristocracy of a bygone era used to
meet for coffee, now the site of L’Aiglon,
and above it was a pension. Naguib
Mahfouz also met with his friends in the
near by Café de la Paix.

Miramar Café
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“The Corniche cafes gave directly onto the sea,
and each had its own special shisha. Smoking the
shisha in Alexandria is especially enjoyable. The
humid weather has the advantage of keeping the
tobacco moist.” Naguib Mahfouz
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Délices
Round about the same time as Athineos was
established, Délices was also established in Ramleh
station on the Corniche by a Greek, Cleovoulos
Moustakas, in 1900. However, the official opening was
in 1922, when all the legal papers were finalized. The
name was also given in 1922, when a French lady told
Mr. Moustakas admiringly that the pastries were “une
merveille de délices.”
The shop started out as a bakery, pastry shop,
chocolaterie, salon de thé and confectionary. There
were machines to make dragée (sugar-coated
almonds) and bonbons as well as dandourma, the ice
cream they were famous for. They were also famous
for their mango and strawberry syrup. The employees
and chefs were mostly Alexandrian Greeks, and most
famous of them all was Stelios Koumoutsos, the waiter
who was obsessed with digging for the grave of
Alexander the Great.
Délices was one of the favorite haunts of the
cosmopolitan Alexandrian society, who went there to
sip tea and choose from the delicious variety of cakes
and pastries such as mille feuilles, baba, croissant,
Palermo, cassatta, meringue and profiteroles. They
could sit either on wicker chairs outside and watch
the world go by, or choose the fancier seats inside.
In addition, catering was possible for those who
wanted special teas served in their homes. Greek,
Italian and French receptions were organized by
The wedding and coronation cakes of King
Farouk, baked at Délices.
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Délices. Weddings and children’s birthdays
(including cakes and ice cream baskets) were
also prepared, for the well-known Alexandrian
families, and for the royal family as well. The
wedding cake of King Farouk was baked by
Délices, as was his coronation cake. After the
revolution of 1952, the family of Gamal Abdel
Nasser, the president of Egypt, continued
the tradition of patronizing Délices, and their
weddings were organized by the famous
pastry shop. Rosenthal, Sèvres, and Limoges
made special plates, bonbonnières and
ashtrays with Délices stamped at the bottom.
Délices is associated with a number of
occasions. It was the Alexandrian custom,
after a Greek funeral, to have a coffee and
biscuit at Délices. And after church mass held
on the fortieth day after death, brioche and
colivo were served by Délices. For Christmas,
the traditional bûche, brioche Vasilopita, and
Finikia Kourabiedes filled the shop.
Last Ramadan a tent was set
up for the first time, in keeping
with the tradition that evolved
around 15 years ago of the tents
pitched in Ramadan, where mint
tea is offered with backgammon
and shisha, the water
pipe
that also became popular in
the more elegant places round
the same time. Délices served
loukoumades,
kunaffa
and
qatayef – traditional Ramadan
sweets – in the tent. The change
from Rosenthal to water pipes is
symbolic of the changes that are
blowing over Alexandria.
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For Easter, they offered the traditional chocolate eggs which were made in the same
way since 1922 and which are still being made in the same way. Other Easter goodies
are the Tsoureki, the brioche with colored eggs, and Koulourakia with sesame. During
the Christian fast they offer fasting pastries such as Esli and Skaltsonia. The façade of
the shop is also decorated according to the season. The establishment is now being
run by the grandson, Ioannis Antoniou, who tries to be true to the spirit of Délices while
keeping up with the changing times. For instance, most of the recipes have stayed the
same, with some few changes. The establishment has been renovated and a restaurant
section added. Tourists often stop at Délices, to have a coffee or a meal, or to buy the
famous dates with chocolate. It is fast becoming once more the trademark of the city
center of Alexandria.
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Délices,
now and then
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Cap d’Or

(Sheikh Ali)

Round about 1900, give or take a year, yet another establishment was
set up in the city center. When foreigners, or Cairenes who are not familiar
with Alexandria, are told “Let’s go to the Sheikh Ali,” they inevitably ask, “Is
this a mosque?” They are astounded when the answer comes, “No, it is not
a mosque. It is a bar.” Those are the oddities of Alexandria. The bar was
originally owned by two Greeks and a French man, and was called Cap
d’Or. It was established around 1900 in a narrow alleyway off Manshieh
Square. There were then a lot of bars in Ramleh Station, owned mostly by
Greeks and Armenians. When the foreign owners of the Cap d’Or decided to
sell it to leave the country in the wake of the nationalizations of Gamal Abdel
Nasser’s socialist regime, Ali bought the bar for 500 pounds. It was then bigger
and was divided into a grocery and a bar. Ali bought the bar only, and kept
it as it was, but he added the food. It remained known to many foreigners as
the Grocer’s Bar.
The foreign owners of the Cap d’Or closed it only on certain feast days.
When Ali bought it, he took Friday off. So when people came by on Fridays
and found it closed, they thought he’d gone to the Friday prayers, and so
they called him El Sheikh Ali.
In the past the clientele was varied. Bankers, businessmen, tradesmen and
speculators from the cotton and stock exchange nearby used to come often.
Pashas and beys, such as Mazloum Pasha, Farghali Pasha and Bassili Pasha
were regulars. Until the 1970s the gentlemen wore suits, ties and tarboushes.
There were also jockeys and racing fans, as Ali himself liked horse racing and
used to gamble at Sporting Club, and his son now owns three horses called
Old Parr, Dewar’s and Black Label. The clients know one another and form
a sort of private club. Not anybody could go in, and a sort of filtering of
customers does occasionally occur. The popularity of the place is such that
some of its lovers have made online groups about it, due, Ali’s son thinks, to its
site: “The Cap d’Or is the Cap d’Or,” he says. Its popularity has encouraged
others to give the same name to their bars in Cairo and Port Said, but they
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have not met with the same success as the Alexandrian original, for
they miss the certain je ne sais quoi associated with the city and its
foremost bar.
The décor remains the same and nothing about the place has
changed. This is its charm and magic. The bar tender claims that
“everything may have changed, but the place remained the same.”
The uniquely art nouveau style is breathtakingly striking, and the bar
itself with its marble top counter is of rare authenticity, even if the
original handle for draft beer has been replaced by a copper tap, and
there is no draft served any longer.
El Sheikh Ali doesn’t really have rivals. The Spitfire mainly attracts
foreigners, but El Sheikh Ali has its own regulars. Nagat el Saghira, Henry
Kissinger and Adel Imam have all patronized El Sheikh Ali.
There is a particular joie de vivre about the place, which is an
upbeat, lively intellectual hub with an odd name: Bar El Sheikh Ali. The
waiter doesn’t mind if you don’t order alcohol. After all, it is the bar of
a sheikh!
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Union

The Union near El Sheikh Ali was also very famous. It had a table reserved for
Abdel Halim Hafez and another for Om Kalthoum. Of course, its other famous
clients were Churchill and Roosevelt. Although it has now closed down, it has
thankfully not been totally obliterated. It survives in the memoirs of the Irish
poet Desmond O’Grady, who describes not just the place in the 1970s but
the way it encapsulates the very essence of cosmopolitan Alexandria:

There can be no enmity where there is a mutually common
curiosity about the history of cultures and there was certainly none
between any of us who represented many of them in Alexandria.
… During late autumn and winter on week nights the Union was
frequented only by a meager handful of regular, respectable old men
from the neighborhood, occasionally varied with the presence of an
adult courting couple wishing privacy rather than quiet. Occasionally
an elderly married couple, who knew the owner from their youth,
might show on a holiday or weekend evening to dine and chat with
the owner and the old waiter. The hospitable owner, or perhaps he
was the manager for the real owner, was a stocky, mustached, well
dressed Egyptian in middle age with a warm smile and gentlemanly
manners. He spoke some Greek, some English and some formal French.
He had one elderly waiter in a formal, black cutaway, immaculate
white shirt and black bow tie. He stood tall and slender with a refined
face, fit for a museum, crowned with well-groomed light grey hair.
His manners were immaculate, his poise and movements aristocratic.
He reminded me of Gino the old Austro-Hungarian head waiter at
Albrechts Biererria in Rome. They could have been first cousins.
Dimitri was an Alexandrian Greek in his seventies. He had been a
high ranking officer’s batman at Alamein and had been involved in
the Greek Resistance. Except during the war, he had worked at the
Union all his life despite the nationalistic movements of the 1960s
when many Greeks and other foreigners left the city. He and the
owner-manager had become the best of friends during the war and
had remained so afterwards. Dimitri had a natural fluency of five
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languages – not an uncommon characteristic of the older Alexandrian
generation no matter how poor their formal schooling. With his
courteous welcome and attentions, his impeccable manners at table
and his genuine conversation mixed with gentlemanly good humor
when we chatted on arrival, while ordering and when we talked
leisurely after dinner over brandies he epitomized his profession. A
gentleman’s gentleman, his kind was rarely found anymore. He and
I became friends and dining at his table was like dining ideally. His
very comportment and gentlemanly conversation taught me much
about education and manners. He had many wonderful memories
of the old Alexandria, knew about Cavafy, Forster and Durrell and
had served Winston Churchill and Roosevelt in the Union when they
were in the city for a meeting. … I shall never forget the Union and
the gentlemanly Dimitri. (O’Grady, pp. 60-61)
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Hamos

Another Greek establishment was opened in town around 1900, called
Hamos. Dimitri Hamos came from his island in Greece to Alexandria with only
one piece of luggage: a wooden trunk. He found work in a Greek bakery in
rue de France where the owner taught him the secrets of the trade. Eventually
Dimitri bought him out. Rue de France was one of the early streets branching
out from the Ottoman town inhabited by foreigners, hence its name. Dimitri
got married and had four sons.
A couple of years later, Dimitri moved the business from rue de France
to rue Prince Ibrahim, on the tram station of Ibrahimieh. The streets weren’t
paved and the tram rails were laid in the middle of the sand dunes. Although
the area was relatively uninhabited, he was smart enough to realize that here
there would be less competition than in the city center. Soon, Ibrahimieh
would be heavily populated with Greeks. His sons worked with him in the
bakery.
After his death in 1927, the bakery declined slightly. It was later on taken
over by his sons, and later on in the fifties by his son Nicola, with his wife
Alexandra and their son Dimitri. Twenty years later Dimitri, wishing to expand
and introduce a new line of pastry, asked the renowned chef Yorgho
Margellos to join the team. Chef Yorgo remained with Hamos until he passed
away. Recipes of Chef Luigi Lozar, who later worked with Hamos, added to
the success of the bakery.
Dimitri died childless. His sister Photini (Nitso) Issa-Hamos, mother of Marianne
and Lillian, inherited the business. Eventually, Lillian took over after the death
of Chef Luigi Lozar. She now runs “Alexandra Hamos” successfully, dividing her
time between Alexandria and Montreal where she had moved years before
deciding to continue the family pastry business, and where her husband and
two sons live.
The business could not continue in the old location in Ibrahimieh.
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Encouraged and supported by her husband Karim Jbeili, Lillian bought a new
venue in the same area at 140 Omar Lotfy, on the tram in Sporting el Soghra,
and called it after her grandmother “Alexandra Hamos”, thus keeping the
family name and tradition alive.
The team at Alexandra Hamos follows the rules established by Chef Yorgo.
Products are made with fresh ingredients with no additives or substitutes
added, thus preserving the traditional taste of pastries and bakeries. Recipes
are produced with love and care, offering a great variety of fresh bakeries,
salaisons, cakes, chocolates and candies. The famous Saint-Honoré, Cassata
and Mille-Feuilles stand next to newcomers such as doughnuts and Danish
pastries. Specialties like Vassilopita, finikia, kourabyedes and tsourekakia are
available for Christmas, and you can order boiled colored eggs, chocolate
eggs and Tsourekia (brioches) for Easter. Alexandra Hamos is also renowned
for its delicious products for Coptic fasting.
A woman walked in and asked for an engagement cake for her daughter
exactly like the one she got from Hamos when she herself got engaged!
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Yacopoulo

Yet another Greek baker, on Rue Fouad near the Sursock Palace, is
Yacopoulo, which was known for its toast, Kaiser, koulouria, and stangel. It
is still a bakery, but with less of a reputation. Gone are the days when it also
made krapfen, essentially a doughnut filled with apricot jam and sprinkled
with castor sugar and some cinnamon. Krapfen is the snack totem engraved
in the minds of the English Girls College girls as “the bun” served during
breaktime, and bartered for a “bun ticket”. Today the only place to get them is
Mocambo who also learned the trade from his Greek employer. Unfortunately
one cannot buy them off the counter as they have to be ordered, since there
is little demand for them among today’s customers. Mocambo has survived
in the same little shop of the original owner, and is specially famous for the
small choux with crème chantilly or custard cream filling with glazed caramel
topping. Many households order them for their profiteroles, or gateaux Saint
Honoré, once also a Flückiger and Pastroudis specialty.
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Tamvaco

In the city center, Tamvaco was fast becoming a great hit with Alexandrians.
Tamvaco may have opened as early as 1914; it has definitely “been there”
on Rue Sesostris a long enough time to stretch easily back to the thirties
when the old man could still remember himself a child watching wide-eyed
the decorations at Easter and Christmas, and the chocolate Santa riding a
sleigh, both so big that the child could swear they were real and coming to
town. The large chocolate eggs at Easter bewildered him and he wondered
what mother hen was capable of laying them. Apart from impressive vitrines,
Tamvaco had won medals from exhibitions in London, Paris and Italy; those
were carefully put behind framed glass and hung proudly on the wall for all
to see. They certainly gave an air of quality and food authority which could
not fail to impress. A catalogue of Tamvaco specialties would include:
Chocolate dates and sugared dates and sugared almonds, which people
used to carry on their travels as a cherished Alexandrian specialty, but always
those of Tamvaco, “de chez Tamvaco”.
Crystallized fruits, always renovating the crop, even introducing crystallized
zucchini and cucumbers for the affectionades.
Loucoums stuffed with walnut or filled with cream and garnished with
angeliques and dried rose petals.
The famous rose jam (confiture de roses), the unforgettable mastic jam
(confiture de mastic), the merrabet el weshna (blackcurrant jam) since even
old Mr. Tamvaco would call it just that, as he would announce the season
for blackcurrants and the limited amount of jam he had made and urged
his clients to get their quotas since that was all he’d be making. There was a
jam Nazi attitude about the old man coming out of the kitchen in his white
overcoat and his inspection of the shop and its clients: the word clientele for
some reason ringing more appropriate.
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Mr. Tamvaco probably had a thing for coating everything with chocolate:
there were prunes and apricots, orange rind (écorces d’oranges: only
these are still made in Alexandria, by Trianon), loucoumi and sometimes an
odd recipe that would not go down too well and would be discontinued.
Although it was an established business there was a sense in which feedback
was welcome and that somebody in the kitchen was listening.
At Xmas time, they would sometimes have paper specially sent by family in
Greece for fancy packaging, always a limited amount for the choosy client.
During Lent, they had a specialty called Skaltsounia, made from a mixture
of ground nuts that formed a dough then shaped into a semi circle and
sprinkled with icing sugar and cinnamon.
During Coptic fasting, Tamvaco offered a fasting (seyami) version of their
products. They were also always aware of the different calendars and the
different times Easter would occur for the Westerners as well as the Eastern
Orthodox Christians. (This awareness must probably have been heightened
with all the banks in the neighborhood, given the high percentage of Copts
in the banking sector, because Tamvaco had also developed a “line” of
inexpensive breakfast snacks like spinach and white cheese paté.)
Small chocolate eggs at Easter, wrapped in coloured foil.
Marrons Glacés, and the heart-shaped marrons deguises, which were
made with the pulp of sweet potato and which could sometimes pass for
chestnut puree. It was a common mutation for expensive confectionaries
in times of less economic affluence and social sophistication, to substitute
ingredients with less costly ones, hence the famous Délices amarette would
be made using peanuts in lieu of almonds, for example.
Tamvaco had a brief stint flirting with the capital, Cairo. Although the jams
and many other specialties were met by eager Cairenes who had either
visited the original branch or simply heard about it, survival away from home
and out of its element became a strain on the business and its owner. They
closed shop much to the dismay of the small clientele they had nonetheless
managed to secure. There was no love lost, but rather perhaps, no love
had managed to clone another Tamvaco away from Alexandria where it
stayed with the sweets. In fact, not many moves from Alexandria to Cairo
were blessed, apart from the ful shops and the grills. Those that came from
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Alexandria had a special flavor, and the more they depended on locale or
local color, the less they survived out of their context.
Tamvaco had crystallized more than just fruits: he had shaped a sensibility
people on the street still remember.
A few years ago Tamvaco was bought by Abou Rabie’, a ful establishment
that won much fame in Bulkeley. However, it didn’t do well, perhaps because
it is neighbors with yet another ful shop Gad which had also been a foreign
restaurant in an earlier life called Clenzo. Settled in the heart of the banking
neighborhood, Clenzo catered to the bankers, offering them full meals as
well as quick sandwiches. It was a chic restaurant, and rightly so, given its
clientele. When it sold out to Gad in the early sixties, its furniture was sold in
an auction managed by Salles Cherif, a family business founded by Charles
Camel-Toueg, and on that occasion it was the son Djemil Camel-Toueg who
held the auction. When Gad first opened, Alexandrians were disturbed by its
presence in the heart of Alexandria’s financial center. But it is now very solidly
established in the neighborhood, while Abou Rabie’ is seeking other areas to
conquer, such as Marina on the North Coast, and even Cairo itself!
Gad, formerly Clenzo
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Groppi & Baudrot
While Clenzo and Tamvaco have metamorphosed into something different,
legendary Baudrot, once upon a time opposite the Mohamed Ali Club, has
ceased to exist at all. But it, too, had started out with a different name.

This description of a bar as “perhaps one of the most beautiful
places to drink whiskey in under a large tree in the garden and there
is a handsome black barman who speaks seven languages.” Sounds
like a typical Alexandrian text. However, it is a description of Groppi
written by Waguih Ghali, a Copt from Cairo. (Hamouda p. 54)
We may wonder why the description “sounds like a typical Alexandrian
text”, and the answer is: because it echoes the all too familiar heartbeat of
the city where Groppi first set up shop; a city with a spirit to reckon with the
bottles at the bar. Maison Groppi first originated in Alexandria!
Groppi was founded by the Swiss Giacomo Groppi in 1890. He had first
arrived in Cairo in the 1880s and after working for a few years with another
Swiss, Gianola, he bought out Gianola’s interests in its branch in Alexandria
on rue de France. This was in 1890, when Groppi was 27 years old. There, he
opened Maison Groppi, a pastry and dairy shop and chocolatier, then soon
opened another branch on rue Cherif. It was there that Groppi introduced
crème chantilly to Egypt for the first time, the technique of which he had
learned when he visited the Exposition Universelle in Paris. He was also the first
chocolatier in Egypt to employ female staff: but then, Alexandria was famous
for its long history of “firsts” in many areas.
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In 1906 he sold his company to Auguste Baudrot, a Frenchman, and moved
to Cairo, where Groppi acquired great fame and still exists on Adly Pasha
Street. Baudrot, in its turn, rose to the highest ranks of tearooms and pastry
shops in Alexandria. Whiffs of its pink china and tablecloths may survive in
fragments of narratives, and in the memories of a few die-hard Alexandrians,
and while Groppi in Cairo will continue to bravely serve the crème chantilly
that had first appeared in Alexandria, in a few years all Baudrot’s fame will
be forgotten entirely.
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Pastroudis

Pastroudis is still going strong, though
it has shrunk somewhat in size. Pastroudis
had a famous marble-topped bar where
the gentlemen had their drinks, while
the ladies had their afternoon tea and
biscuits, or meringue au chocolat (with the
children, perhaps, delightedly sipping an
ice cream soda), on the café trottoire with
the Greco Roman Theater nearby. Délices
and the Elite were the other cafés trottoires,
apart from those on the seafront which
are mostly deserted in winter. Those cafés
trottoires, so Mediterranean in ambience,
and where one can enjoy the sun, or at
night, a clear and moonlit sky, provide
the ultimate convivial experience for the
Alexandrian habitué. A small collection of
discreet tables inside Pastroudis, at hours
when most clients preferred to be enjoying the sun or observing the “va et
vien”, would allow for detachment and retreat. All of which may also explain
the special charm the place had for poets and writers from Lawrence Durrell
through Desmond O’Grady. Leafing through the menu card, the names
Durrell and Cavafy stand out as they prefix pigeon and steak, where they
honor the writers who immortalized Pastroudis in their works.
Pastroudis is the name of a Greek adventurer who took Alexandria as his
new home at the turn of the 20th century. He established the bakery in 1923,
on two sides of the street: one side on Rue Fouad, and the other facing the
railway station. Eventually the bakery expanded to become a restaurant,
tearoom and bar. In the early 1930s the newly married Athanash Pastroudis
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inherited the venue from his father. Together with his new wife
Gabrielle, who was originally Swiss – and who had a sweet tooth
herself – they expanded by setting up a pastry division. This allowed
Alexandrians to spend their mornings and afternoons on the street
promenade, sip their tea and coffee, and enjoy some of the city’s
best chocolate cakes. Pastroudis also owned Monseigneur on
the seafront, a restaurant and wedding hall reserved for some of
the city’s most prestigious weddings. It offered much dining and
dancing during the war years and throughout the 1950s.
It must have been in the 1940s when King Farouk regularly dined
at Pastroudis on summer nights, as the oldest chef recounts. The
many functions organized by Pastroudis have been characterized
by their classy menus. President Sadat occasionally ordered
delicacies for his guests at Montaza or Ras el Tin Palace.
Today every corner in the refurbished Pastroudis still tells an
episode of Alexandria’s legacy. It intends to capture the spirit
of a bygone Alexandria, yet add hope to the promise the new
century holds. Not all its former clients seem to think so, however.
O’Grady, returning to Alexandria 13 years later, in the 1990s,
hurries to Pastroudis to meet his old friends for a drink round the
marble top bar. He finds neither friends nor bar, but is gratified to
find the shoeshine man, whom he calls Mr. Shanabo because of
his mustaches. Today, Pastroudis is closed for renovations. Rumour
has it that Pastroudis will metamorphose into Aboul Sid, a Cairene
eatery offering typical Egyptian food such as okra, molokheyya,
and mombar.
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Pastroudis Revisited
After my long absence, thirteen years,
I return unannounced, that long older.
My first call’s at Pastroudis to look for
those friends used, at midday, on high chairs,
sit to the bar for our aperitif.
We kept our bills in one glass on the shelf.
I find Pastroudis and its people changed.
The bar’s gone. Gutted. My friends too gone
elsewhere or dead. I stand awry on my own
in a coffee-and-cake place, confused, estranged.
The customers today sit pairs in love
and retired couples who don’t speak or move.
Then there, asquat, on the kerb, I recognize
that form and face. He’s shining shoes. Moustaches!
He’s dressed the same: flop hat, winter galoshes.
He’s seen and known me too I realize
and when our eyes meet he salaams a hand
to head, slight-smiles sadly, shrugs the end.
I take a chair to him and place my foot
on his old box. He takes my new shoes off,
places his pavement mat. That’s not enough.
He proffers a cigarette from under his hat
out of his ear. His spine’s bent. His hair’s
grey, his teeth amber. One dead eye stares.
Neither of us comments on our lives or
change. Silence speaks its own soliloquies.
He’s welcomed me as one from the old days
who left for work elsewhere but now sits here
again. My new shoes shone, he tips his moustache.
I reach to pay. He whispers one word: Maalesh.
Desmond O’Grady
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“I wrote the script for a
film directed by Salah Abu
Seif as I sat in the Trianon in
Alexandria, and the script for
Raya and Sakina in a cafe
in
Glymenopoulos.”Naguib
Mahfouz
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Trianon
A warning from a judge friend of his father’s as the young
Tewfik el Hakim goes into Trianon “Are you an idiot to go into
this place ? A cup of coffee in there costs three piastres !!”
Tewfik el Hakim, Prison of Life
Trianon, originally Greek and also in the city center, has been expanding
over the years. Trianon was established by two Greeks, Andrea Drikos and
George Pericles, in 1935 in Ramleh Station. It was originally a patisserie and
chocolatier, as well as a café where people could enjoy a piece of cake with
their tea. The place was a pleasure to be in, whether because of its location
occupying three streets, Saad Zagholoul Street and Safia Zaghloul Street
and the street overlooking the Eastern Harbor, or because of its beautifully
designed interior with wood paneling and art deco women painted on the
panels by an Italian painter. The cakes and chocolate remained the supreme
delight.
With the death of the owners, Trianon was eventually sold in 1970 and in
1975 to Egyptian partners: the families of el Hadari, George Louka and Samir
Boulos. The business expanded and extensive renovations were undertaken
in the Trianon shop in Ramleh Station. It continued to sell its signature
chocolates and pastries, but also opened a five-star restaurant and coffee
shop, and soon branches were opening all over Alexandria. Today there is
the Grand Trianon, Le Salon Restaurant, Coffee Shop Trianon, Trianon Sporting
Club, Trianon Pharos Club, and branches in San Stefano, Rushdy, Kafr Abdou,
and as far as Bianchi in Agamy. Trianon also does catering and offers Italian,
French, Oriental and Chinese cuisine.
Fatta is one of Egypt’s most popular dishes. It is traditionally eaten on
Moslem and Coptic feasts, as well as occasions for celebration. On ordinary
days it is cooked with veal, but on the Big Eid, or Greater Bairam, it is usually
eaten with lamb, to honor the sacrifice of Abraham as it appears in the Koran.
Egyptians don’t usually eat it with yoghurt, but perhaps under the influence of
the Shawam, who make their fatta with yoghurt, Egyptian fatta is now served
with yoghurt on the side. In the following recipe it is added to the dish.
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Mural art from the walls
of Trianon, City center
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The second is the Brazilian Coffee Stores, established in 1928 by Sedaris, who
was also the owner of the Alexandrian department store Salon Vert. There is
one on rue Cherif (Salah Salem) deep in the banking heart of Alexandria:
here the bankers and businessmen would meet for their morning or midday
coffee. There is another store on rue Saad Zaghloul. Although the two stores
have changed hands and are owned by the late Nadia Mohamed Sobhy
and her husband Youssef el Messiri, the interiors have not changed, and the
original granite bar, coffee grinders and machines and display cabinets date
back to the 1920s. The coffee beans still come from Brazil, and sometimes
from Cuba as well, and the two stores are still lively and full of coffee drinkers.
Among the regulars at the Rue Cherif branch were the last cosmopolitans,
who met there for coffee every day at 1 pm, among them Cyril Sursock,
Robert Gasche, Jean Chamas and Mohamed Awad.
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Monaco
A charcuterie opened in 1936 – this time established by Italians! Francesco
Monaco came from Naples with his father around 1900. They sold pasta and wine,
while charcuterie was imported from Italy, Germany and France at the time. They
started to buy their own farms, and Francesco Monaco set up the business in 1936.
He sold all kinds of pork products. His location was 6 rue de l’archevêché, which is
now 6 el Oskofieh Street, as it was near all the churches, and is still standing there
today. It was the custom of people in the past to pass by after they left church on
Sunday, and buy all the pork products they needed.
During World War II the Monacos, being Italian, had to leave the establishment
and it was run by somebody else. This was from 1941-1946. When the war ended,
they took over the management again.
The Alexandrians who lived in the cosmopolitan city used to buy their charcuterie
from there. Before 1970, Monaco catered to Groppi and all the big hotels in Cairo.
Now they cater to all the Red Sea resorts. Their specialty is cooked and smoked
ham, for which there was a big demand in the grand parties in Alexandria. They
also provided ham on the bone, and always sent a member of their staff to carve
it. Funnily enough, when people in Cairo today buy mortadella, they ask for ½ a kilo
of Monaco!
The original establishment is still there, and is run by the two grandsons Franco and
Rolando Monaco.
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Mohamed Ahmed

(Benjamin)

If Tamvaco and Clenzo changed their identity when they changed
ownership, Benjamin rose to greater heights when it became Mohamed
Ahmed. One of the most famous ful shops in Egypt, Mohamed Ahmed really
began in two places. This is how it happened.
The senior Mohamed Ahmed started his business in 1918. His first shop was
in Manshieh in Midan Street, which is now El Nasr Street. It was a ful and falafel
shop which continued to function there until 1957.
Benjamin started as a ful shop in 1932, on 17 Shakour Street off Ramleh
Station. The shop was situated in its present location near the Jewish
synagogue. Benjamin was a rabbi and it was convenient for him to be near
his ful shop.
When he left Alexandria in 1957, he asked the two sons of Mohamed
Ahmed if they wanted to buy him out. They bought his shop and still own it.
The shop is still famous for its ful and falafel. However, new items have been
added to the menu: fried cheese, lentil soup and eggs.
Its clientele are from all walks of life. Tourists and visitors to Alexandria make
it a point to go and eat there. It is the Mecca of ful and falafel in Alexandria.
Famous characters such as Queen Sophia of Spain, Prince Henrich of
Denmark, Naguib Mahfouz the Egyptian Nobel Laureate, Demis Roussous the
Alexandrian/Greek singer, Fouad el Mohandess the comedian, Soad Hosny
the actress, Mustafa and Ali Amin the journalists, Ahmed Zoweil the Egyptian
Nobel Laureate, and the children of Gamal Abdel Nasser have all patronized
Mohamed Ahmed.
When Mustafa Amin walked one day into Mohamed Ahmed, nobody
recognized him. He ate his meal and left. Two days later he wrote an article
in the daily paper Al Akhbar in his column “Fikra” all about his experience in
the eatery. He said that eating ful was like eating turkey. He pointed out that
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the shop caters for all kinds of people, and that ministers and porters are all
treated the same.
In 1979 Benjamin’s daughter came to Alexandria. She went to the shop,
and after she had eaten, she introduced herself to the owners. Every time she
comes to Alexandria, she goes there to eat ful.
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Elite
and Asteria
Precisely at the end of rue Safia Zaghloul, Elite and Asteria look across
the street at each other. Both are owned by Greeks, and both are barely
surviving, having lost all their old clientele and allure. Elite used to be larger,
with an extension on the pavement, with a full upstairs dining room and a
live singer. It witnessed days of glory in up until the last two decades, but
its real fame lay in its proprietress, the late Madame Christina, who passed
away a few years ago. It was Madame Christina who presided over the
establishment and received the clients like a gracious hostess receiving her
guests. She would join them at the table and entertain them with stories of her
famous – and long departed – regulars. The Elite’s specialty, Caprice, is not at
all Greek, but French, claims the old cook. He says Madame Christina tasted
it in France and brought it back to the Elite. Asteria is a later generation. It
was established in the 1960s by Panayoti Zoulous. Originally it was a baker’s
shop which was bought out and converted into a pizza shop. After 48 years it
is still being run by the descendents of Panayoti. Pizza, cannelloni, louitsi, and
different kinds of pasta are offered, although the favorite – at least in memory
– is the chocolat mou. While lovers have been the staple clients of Asteria, a
number of well-known figures have also patronized the place. They include:
Egyptian Nobel Laureate Naguib Mahfouz, actors Ahmed Zaki, Mamdouh
Abdel Aleem, Hani Ramzi, Mohamed Sobhi and singer Mustafa Qamar.
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Sofianopoulo
The Greeks monopolized not just the restaurants and cafés of the city
center, but also the coffee stores. The first, Sofianopoulo, was established
in 1908 on the site of what was the French post on rue Saad Zaghloul.
It specialized in selling a mixture of Ethiopian, Yemenite, Brazilian and
Colombian coffee. El Tantawi took it over in 1932, and Sofianopoulo
stayed on for another five years before emigrating to Greece in 1937.
Although up until the fifties the clientele were mainly people over forty
years old, since youngsters did not drink coffee, especially dark coffee,
Sofianopoulo has expanded and is willing to change with the times: it now
offers light coffee with a variety of flavors such as hazelnut, chocolate,
and vanilla. It also sells new types of coffee, mainly Indonesian and
Indian, which is cheaper and therefore more affordable to the majority
of the clientele.
In 1992 a small coffee shop was added to the store, where clients
can have a cup of coffee. In the morning it is usually grownups who
have their breakfast there, while in the evenings the young people from
the area pop in for a cup of coffee. Tourists, too, often enjoy a coffee
there.
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The superior quality of Sofianopoulo’s
coffee made it the supplier of coffee to
the Presidency in Cairo until the 1980s. It
also featured in Samia el Etreby’s Hakawi
el Ahawi TV program.
In June 2008, Sofianopoulo was divided
into two shops for inheritance reasons.
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Brazilian
Coffee
The second is the Brazilian Coffee
Stores, established in 1928 by Sedaris,
who was also the owner of the
Alexandrian department store Salon
Vert. There is one on rue Cherif (Salah
Salem) deep in the banking heart of
Alexandria: here the bankers and
businessmen would meet for their
morning or midday coffee. There is
another store on rue Saad Zaghloul.
Although the two stores have
changed hands and are owned by
the late Nadia Mohamed Sobhy and
her husband Youssef el Messiri, the
interiors have not changed, and the
original granite bar, coffee grinders
and machines and display cabinets
date back to the 1920s. The coffee
beans still come from Brazil, and
sometimes from Cuba as well, and
the two stores are still lively and full of
coffee drinkers. Among the regulars
at the Rue Cherif branch were the
last cosmopolitans, who met there
for coffee every day at 1 pm, among
them Cyril Sursock, Robert Gasche,
Jean Chamas and Mohamed
Awad.
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The Regulars. Left to right, Mohamed Awad, Youssef el Messiri, Jean Chamas at the
Brazilian Coffee store - Rue Cherif - Photo by Carlos Freire
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Chez Gaby

If rue Cherif is Alexandria’s financial street, then Avenue Fouad is its
entertainment street. It was on Avenue Fouad (the world’s oldest living street,
which was laid by Alexander the Great’s engineer Dinocrates and was called
the Canopic Way because it led to Canopus, the old name for Abu Kir) that
Alexandria’s cinemas and theaters were built. Theater Zizinia, the first theater
built to purpose in Egypt, is no longer on Avenue Fouad, but the Cordahi
complex, once owned by the wealthy Lebanese George Cordahi, included
the Mohamed Ali Theater (later renamed the Sayed Darwish Theater and
now the Opera) as well as Cinema Royal and Cinema Plaza. Pericles Dimitrio
rented the Cinema and cafeteria in 1935 from the Cordahis. He restored
them, and installed the first talking apparatus, or sound system, in 1936. He
converted the cafeteria into Chocolaterie Royal. He gradually bought out
the small shops on the side street, which he transformed into Au Ritrovo in
1948. It was a luxurious restaurant with a foreign chef. The clientele was the
elite of Alexandria. After his death, his son Michel Dimitrio inherited with his
sisters Marguerite who was married to George Milonas and Denise who was
married to Pierre Thomoglou. Together they ran the establishment. Later on
George Milonas was in charge of the complex till he died and his wife took
over. Gabriel Asaad rented Au Ritrovo from them.
Au Ritrovo started out at the
end of the 1940s as a restaurant.
Matiné dancing was held with
a live orchestra from 6-9 pm.
Then the soiré would start, with
dinner and dancing. The Greek
singer Esterlita sang there in the
1960s. She was very famous and
many people flocked in to hear
her sing. A lot of people hired
the place for private parties,
dinners and receptions.
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In 1979 Au Ritrovo was sold to Gabriel Asaad and Mohamed Abou Zeid.
They were the youngest restaurant owners at the time. They transformed part
of Au Ritrovo into the pizza shop Chez , which became the rage of the town.
They were encouraged by all Alexandrians. A modern yet classical Italian
atmosphere, casual and relaxed, Chez Gaby offered a welcome mediation
between two cultures at affordable prices and in a friendly and welcoming
spirit. With its two chefs operating smoothly behind the counter, partners in
business, one could not help delighting at a perfect example of a solid social
fabric. Café Royal was originally part of the cafeteria of Cinema Royal, and
was opened in 1988.
Gabriel (Gaby) has passed away, and Chez Gaby and Café Royal are now
run by his widow Roxanne, yet another Alexandrian woman at the helm of
a successful eatery in the city, counting Madame Elite as Madame Christina
was known, the Lady at Petro, Gina Soulos at the head of Fluckiger, and Pitsa
almost singlehandedly running Délices (incidentally now run by Aliki Antoniou)
then Flückiger and later the Lord’s Inn pastry shop. Well-known figures like
Samir Sabry, Madiha Kamel, Moataz el Demerdash, Magda el Sabah, Ihab
Nafie frequented the establishment. Both Alexandrians and foreigners enjoy
eating at Chez Gaby. Gihan el Sadat was one of their most famous clients.
International figures include Prince Albert of Monaco, John Major and Prince
Philip of Belgium.
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San Stefano
Hotel and Casino

As Alexandria expanded eastward, and neighborhoods such as Rushdy,
Bulkeley and Zizinia began to grow, it was natural for entrepreneurs to create
leisure spots in Ramleh. Foremost among those was the Hotel and Casino
San Stefano, elegant, old world, and often cheerful. Concerts, balls and
dinners were a nightly affair, though not many people were willing to make
the long journey from town to Ramleh. And so for many years the Hotel and
Casino San Stefano was the haunt only of the inhabitants of Ramleh, while
those who lived in town had many other places to choose from. And just as
Petro at the bottom of Iqbal Street overlooking the sea, with its bird cages,
is associated with Tewfik el Hakim, San Stefano is associated with Naguib
Mahfouz and his Harafish, with whom he met on the terrace or in the garden
when in Alexandria. Across the street, on the tram station, was Philippe, who
sold sandwiches, and who had a pretty daughter. Whether people came
more for the sandwiches or the daughter is difficult to determine. In the 1940s,
when the British school Victoria College was requisitioned as a hospital, it
moved its premises to the Hotel and Casino San Stefano. This sudden threat
of so many young men trying to get close to his daughter was too much for
Philippe, who was often seen chasing the boys off by brandishing his knife in
the air. The San Stefano had an open air cinema that was well frequented,
always an Alexandrian preoccupation with the more affluent classes, which
also meant better business for the cinema since it would ensure a clientele
of a certain standard. Sadly, in the 1990s San Stefano was pulled down and
in its place rose the inevitable modern construction: a huge concrete tower
blocking the sky, enclosing a hotel (in this case the Four Seasons), a series of
dining facilities ranging from the expensive restaurants to the Food Court with
its variety of fast foods, and the shopping mall that has come to us from the
States via the Gulf countries.
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Old San Stefano hotel and casino
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Zephyrion still - best fish in town
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Petro - no more

“In Alexandria, in the summertime, I used to go
to the cafe only to meet my friends. I often joined
Tawfiq al-Hakim’s group at Casino Petro.”
Naguib Mahfouz
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Lord’s Inn
Parallel to the San Stefano building on a narrow street leading from the
tramline to the sea, an Egyptian owner and his German wife set up the Lord’s
Inn restaurant and discotheque. Those were the middle years between the
time of Santa Lucia, Pam Pam etc and the later Au Privé, later still followed
by Fever and other discotheques mostly in Agami. Their nightclub was
hugely successful, and much of that was due to excellent food that would
sometimes have names too difficult or too long to pronounce that went by
numbers instead! Eventually moving to Rushdi proved not such a successful
step – perhaps because of the lack of parking on Syria Street! Even the smart
marketing move of appointing the familiar Alexandrian face of Pitsa, with
all her association with previous greatness was not enough to attract as
much attention proportionate with the three vast restaurants plus patisserie
complex.
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San Giovanni
A more modest building than either Casino San
Stefano or the Four Seasons is the San Giovanni Hotel
and Restaurant on the Corniche in Stanley Bay. It was
established in 1939 and has managed to survive in the
face of many changes in the city. Patronized by both
Anwar el Sadat and the late King Hussein of Jordan,
San Giovanni is famous for its seafood rice, known as
San Giovanni rice.
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Mayfair Inn,
Beau Rivage and others ...
Modest in size was the Mayfair Inn, which no longer exists. Here is its
description from Tales from Alexandria by Jacqeline Cooper:

On the Corniche at Stanley Bay, overlooking the sea, a quaint onestorey wooden building called the Mayfair Inn was a popular place
to go for tea or a drink.
A steep flight of stairs led up to the small terrace and one could
either sit there or, if it was winter, inside by a cheerful fireplace,
something not too common in Alexandria. Although there were many
places with English sounding names because of the war, the Mayfair
Inn looked more like the real thing – English, cosy, and unpretentious.
If it had not been for the suffragis in their long white robes, white
turbans, and red cummerbunds, you might have thought yourself in
England.
The British Forces loved to go to the Mayfair Inn. So did my
Lebanese grandmother. (Cooper, p. 36)
Such descriptions, where the English, the Lebanese, and the Egyptians
all blend into one remind us of the time when the various communities of
Alexandria had lived peacefully together, even during times of war.
Mention of the Mayfair Inn brings memories of the Beau Rivage, also no
longer gracing the seafront of Alexandria in Ramleh, originally owned by the
Swiss family Bolens and then sold to the Salamas. Apart from a cosy hotel with
lots of typically rustic wooden beams and a very welcoming atmosphere and
friendly personnel, it had a splendid garden with tables and parasols on both
sides of the entrance. A number of Egyptian films were shot there. Similar, if
somewhat less rustic, was the Hotel Mediterranee which was also a family
type hotel. On another level, more vast and luxurious, were the Romance
and the Cote D’Azur with their terraces often frequented by Queen Nazli and
members of the royal family, and the Romance nightclub and casino where
King Farouk was a frequent guest. Around the same area in Ramleh, on a
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corner of Rue Fouad in Glymonopoulo, stood the Summer Palace, majestic
like its name. The beautiful Villa Medzeger, run by the Hungarian brothers,
was the place of choice of an evening of high sophistication. Dressed up to
the nines, the fashionistas of the haute bourgeoisie in their latest imports of
clothes bought at Chalon or Renee in Cairo, and their furs brought in from the
cold of the Sistovaris fur fridges, would go there for an evening of music and
dance. That, too, was one of King Farouk’s favorite haunts, and it is said that
when he arrived the doors would be closed, allowing no more guests in, while
those already in the restaurant would be served champagne, on the King!
Alas, structured almost entirely with wood paneling and flooring, the Summer
Palace went up in flames on a New Years’s Eve in the forties.
Those were the places that were especially popular during the wartime
period, and flourished with a certain opulence and social sophistication
that Alexandria was perhaps never to experience again. The pashas and
the beys, the rich and the famous, were all familiar faces at those venues
of leisure and pleasure and gastronomic exquisiteries. Later, there would
be other places like the Grenouille with its live band, one of whom an ex
Alexandrian Azer brother, another the Egyptian Tunisian Bakr Sallami, and the
Pam Pam discotheque. The Pam Pam had its heyday much later than the
hugely successful Grenouille, and the fact that it was located literally across
the street from Santa Lucia did very little to stop it from being the favorite
place for the young generation. It was likely parents would go to Santa Lucia,
where Rafaello the barman would sip a swig of Scotch with every drink he
served, going home as a rule always half drunk, and the young would literally
turn their backs and go to the Pam Pam where unrestrained fun could be
had. Today, Santa Lucia has a night club by the separate name Fever; time
will tell whether its initial kickstart will secure the same long-lived fame of the
original Santa nightclub where tall Vic Dan towered above troubled waters of
change with his singing and his songs. The Crazy Horse in Athineos had a brief
encounter with success too around the late 1970s but in spite of Alki at the
mike and membes of the Alexandria Dreamers Band, much like the Belvedere,
it too had a short lived span of fame that soon came to an end as did an era
of nightclubs in Alexandria. An exception broke ground, however, with the
Au Privé that catered in large part to a middle and upper middle class client
and to different age groups. Managed by Jean and Karim Chamas, it served
some of the best food for which one would also go for lunch. Today, many
of those said night clubs function as such solely on weekends with weekdays
almost totally out of work.
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Santa Lucia
Perhaps the greatest survivor in the city center, that has weathered change
successfully, is Santa Lucia. Essentially a very famous and well frequented
restaurant for much of its history, with a night club adjoined to the dining
area, it was the place where the rich and famous went to dine and entertain
amidst notable clients from the upper classes and visiting actors and singers
from Europe. Having experienced a dip in popularity following a series of
mismanagement hazards, a tour de force by its young owner managed
to restore its previous luster. A chemical engineer by formation, and a
businessman by training and as true an Alexandrian as you will hear speak
with fondness and understanding of the city and its needs, the young Yanni
found the right formula for success: “To capitalize on the memories of the
nostalgic clients, and to recreate under the umbrella of its tradition and its
name, a place to which also the young will wish to share in the spoils of the
past”.
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A restaurant restored and updated was the result of several years of work
and clever planning; help from an indispensible friend and advisor Rudy, a
menu put together to serve a variety of tastes, a slight touch of fusion and
voilà, the Santa Lucia was raring to go. Demis Roussos visiting recently strongly
commended the owner on the face lift he had given the place. Today, it
has also found long lost favor with government officials and members of the
cabinet, most of whom at present happen to be ex-Alexandrians. They would
come all the way from Cairo for a meal, to fill up their senses on some of the
city’s je ne sais quoi with which a true Alexandrian is so familiar.
Santa Lucia’s owner has just closed a deal for the inauguration of its Cairo
branch in Giza. Young and debonnaire, but especially very astute and with
an acute sense of business acumen, Yanni will go all the way to the capital
on the steam of a heritage shared by a certain strata from both cities. These
are Cairenes who spend the summer on Alexandrian beaches, who have
appreciated a way of life often all too lacking in their until recently less
cosmopolitan city. Today, things are different and Cairo is admittedly, and
by all standards rather more cosmopolitan in the modern, global sense of
the term, but it is the same umbrella of nostalgia that will give shelter to the
business. He prides himself on never having once needed to advertise either
the Santa Lucia or the Greek Club restaurant that he owns, and that word of
mouth in a city like Alexandria was all he needed to siren their rebirth. In Cairo,
however, a different story will be told: with fierce competition, and a much
larger public to tend to in a city bigger by far, commercial advertisement will
be called for. The biggest slogan, however, just the brand: the name Santa
Lucia; of Alexandria, one would imagine it could also be added.
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Fino

In between Ramleh and the city center, the neighborhoods of Chatby,
Ibrahimieh, Sporting and Cleopatra had also been burgeoning, and the
population was heavily composed of Greeks, especially in Ibrahimieh. In
their midst, the landmark bakery Fino was opened on the tram in Camp
Caesar (alternatively spelt Cesar and pronounced Chezar) in 1948. Since it
was established by Haj Mohamed Hassan and Co, it has remained within the
same family and partners.
It originally sold what is called Afrangi, or Fino, bread, which means Frankish
or foreign bread. These are the long loaves, somewhat like French bread but
with a less crunchy crust, as opposed to the local pitta bread. In those days,
the loaves were not sold individually, as they are today, but by weight, which
was then the wekka.
As it was established in a cosmopolitan neighborhood, where the
inhabitants were mainly Greeks and Italians, and served neighboring Chatby
and Ibrahimieh as well, it gradually expanded the business and catered to a
variety of demands, serving bakeries for Greeks, Italians and Egyptians alike.
Pastries and gateaux were introduced, at 10 milliemes the piece (now it is a
few pounds the piece).
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There were also special products for special occasions. During the Moslem
month of fasting, Ramadan, special bread was offered called Bread for
Fasting, while during the Coptic fasts bread made with vegetable oil was
sold. For the Moslem and Coptic feasts ka’ak stuffed with dates and agamia
(a form of loukoum) and biscuits would be prepared. In Christmas Finikia and
Vasilopita (Christmas cookies and cakes) were done specially for the Greeks,
and Panitone for the Italians. In Sham el Nessim a cake decorated with eggs
was the specialty of the season, and a certain brioche was made for the
fortieth day of mourning. It is said that Anwar el Sadat, the late Egyptian
president, liked to order Chrissini (bread sticks) from Fino for breakfast, without
the sesame.
An anecdote related by Samir Abdel Aziz, sales manager at Fino, goes as
follows: in the early days of Fino, a foreigner, khawaga, came into the bakery
with a bag full of crabs. He insisted on baking the crabs in the oven. So the
crabs were laid out on the tin tray and shoved into the furnace. The khawaga
waited patiently, with another bag full of cold Stella beers, for his meal. When
the tin tray was finally brought out, it was empty! The crabs had apparently
been alive, and had preferred to commit suicide and burn in the oven rather
than become the khawaga’slunch!
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Delta
Hotel and Restaurant

In the Delta Restaurant on the tram station of Mazarita, only a few steps
away from the Bibliotheca Alexandrina and from the city center, refined
dining could still be found. The restaurant was established by Antoine Saman in
1980, and is specialized in French cuisine and pastry. There are usually special
pastries for different occasions such as Christmas and Epiphany; Galette des
Rois, and for Easter the famous brioche. The classical décor complements the
excellent cuisine and the French specialties which wowed the Alexandrians
when the Delta first opened, such as Cuisses de Grenouilles (locally produced
frog legs) and the Escargots (snails imported from France or Italy) complete
with the pince, the special prongs, with which to eat them. Another item which
took Alexandria by storm when it opened was the Omelet Norvegienne, an
ice cream flambé topped with meringue. Delta is also famous for its flambé
steak and Crêpe Suzette. The Nobel Laureate Naguib Mahfouz was a regular
at the restaurant, where he always sat at the same table and had the same
food: Salade Niçoise and Piccata aux Champignons.
In keeping with the etiquette it tries to observe, Delta has two menus: (one
with prices on it for the men, and one without for the ladies.)
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Tikka Grill
& Fish Market
Further west the Tikka Grill was established by the Americana Group in
1976. The superb location on the Eastern Harbor and the spectacular view
add to the delight of eating the grills and barbecued food for which they
are famous. Tikka is the name of the seasoning used for their grills, which is of
Pakistani origin, and they are also famous for their Indian Puri bread. But they
also serve French and Oriental cuisine which are appreciated by the tourists
who frequent the place.
When the Tikka first opened in the seventies, people used to go dressed
formally, but as the years went by, the casual style prevailed. And to suit the
taste of the new generation, it changed its classical décor eight years ago to
a more modern style.
As a result of the success of Tikka Grill and mainly due to the mad cow
disease, Fish Market opened in 1990 above the Tikka Grill overlooking the sea.
It is famous for its seafood soup, seafood rice, Lebanese mezzeh and freshly
baked oriental bread.
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Greek Club
Towards the Fort of Qaitbey, is the Alexandria Nautical Greek
Club. One of the most popular eateries in the city today, it
boasts a clientele that encompasses a wide range in terms of
age and social standing though in that particular respect a
not too flagrant gap. With the Greek club, a paradox of sorts
makes it a unique and very Alexandrian case in point. Unless
one was Greek and knew of its existence, situated as it is in
Bahari, it was not in the past an Alexandrian’s first choice for
a meal or a dinner out. The fact that it was a club, naturally,
excluded the possibility of non members having any access
to its premises. More importantly, it was one place long after
the days of Stanley and San Stefano, where people were
able to enjoy what is probably the only beach in Alexandria
where food and drink are served in a simple, friendly and
welcoming environment and at affordable prices. A beer
could be ordered and would be accompanied by peanuts,
fried squid in small quantities are allowed on the beach. A
small earthenware “bram” of moussaka, fries, a salad, Greek
or other would be happily served by very willing and obliging
waiters who didn’t have to plod their way through too many
umbrellas or across miles of heavy sand since the whole area
is a mere few meters. So much for the beach. On the first floor
is a very modest dining room frequented by the members and
that was a restrictive dimension of the Greek Club experience.
However, once it was decided by a new management that its
third floor which had hitherto been much neglected would be
slightly refurbished and open to the public, the once relatively
secluded club experienced a sudden twist of fate. Perhaps
not an overnight success, but the minute word went around
that there was a new eatery in town that promised a view of
the sea, it was almost an instant success. Given its size, and a
certain Mediterranean character, word of mouth was almost
all it would take in Alexandria to spread the news.
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Of course, the Tikka was already in the area, and so was the Fish Market,
both offering much of the same, however, the lure and the success of
the Greek Club was another instance of the ethereal, inexplicable if
not totally, elusive and delightful extra zest and ingredient of a holistic
paradigm of success. Much smaller than the Tikka and therefore unable to
accommodate as many at a time, the restaurant, called Blue and White,
became even more enticing. Reservations often had to be made well in
advance to secure a table and not have to drive all the way in vain. Tables
were set on the terrace with a view of the sea extending along the horizon
and overlooking the Yacht Club. An indoor dining area is also available,
and gatherings of a more business nature would sometimes prefer the
privacy of the dining room. The food is so far tasty and the menu though
in great part Greek, includes dishes from Mediterranean and Egyptian
cuisine. The mezzeh is varied and especially good, with grilled octopus,
tarama and a specialite maison: the zucchini croquettes. During Ramadan,
lunch and dinner would be served as usual, but Iftar has been introduced.
The management is undoubtedly a skilled one, and a marketing strategy
of sorts has definitely breathed new life into it and put wind in its sails. The
list of VIP clients is impressive and the management is especially proud of
what they have managed to achieve in a relatively short period of time.
The elitist clientele is not such that it would be inhibiting or disconcerting
to the regular middle class Egyptian, and this, apart from being one more
reason for it, should be deemed a measure of its success.
An Alexandrian may be unable to explain away the lure of the place
as much as someone less familiar and accustomed to the city, unless one
departs into an unconditional eulogy, or the “where to dine tonight”
journalistic format. A view, a menu for all tastes, including the exotic
and the gourmet, liquor served and a reasonable price list, set in an
atmosphere friendly and cozy, yet not too detached as to exclude the
typical Alexandrian love of socializing, of “seeing and being seen”, did
much to ensure the potential for success. The rest remains an unknown
ingredient, which in this particular case has a lot more than the normal
dose to do with an affinity in nature, a conviviality that permeates the
place. The dissemination of warmth emanating from a hearty flavorful
meal will go a long way to bring people and peoples together, which in
the case of the Greeks has been taken care of for longer than we can
say.
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Sea Gull

The Sea Gull fish restaurant is in Mex. The spot is the remains of the old fort
in which Bonaparte lived after he had ordered his troops to land by night on
2 July 1798. He mobilized his forces under the leadership of his officers and
generals Kléber and a harbor was constructed bearing the name French
Harbor, by which it is still called now.
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When Mr. and Mrs. Abdel Moneim el Gamal returned from Germany in
1985, they hired the skilled workmen who had worked on the restoration of
Cairo Citadel to restore this fort into the restaurant we know today. One of its
main attractions is the animals and birds on the premises, which children in
particular are thrilled to watch.
Primarily a fish restaurant, the Sea Gull has a private fishing fleet to ensure
that the best fish and shellfish would be offered. The vegetables and fruits
served are also grown on the restaurant’s farm. For those who do not eat fish,
grilled meats and chicken are also available.
Famous clients have included stars, politicians and writers such as Omar
Sharif, Sherihan, Adel Imam, Moufid Fawzi, Youssef Idris, Nelly, the actress
Fairuz, Esmat Abdel Meguid, and Mustafa Hussein. Scenes from the TV serial
Raafat el Haggan and the film Yacoubian Building were filmed in the Sea Gull.
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El Biyassa
Attarine is one of the most culturally mixed neighborhoods of Alexandria.
Essentially working class, it is close to the Cairo train station Mehatet Misr, so
that migrants arriving from Upper Egypt or the countryside often just stepped
off the train and sought rooms in nearby Attarine. In addition, there was a
variety of inhabitants from the foreign communities, especially the Greeks
and the Shawam, as the Lebanese and Syrians were called, as well as Jews.
Lively and bustling, it is full of women calling to each other out of windows,
and laundry hanging from the balconies to dry, along with the bunches of
garlic and onion. This is the colorful setting of Alexandria’s most famous quail
restaurant. Originally owned by the Lebanese Elias, it took its name from its
location. The tiny square which is a cloth and bales market by day, known as
El Biyassa (from the Italian piazza, or square), is transformed by night into a grill
which offers quails, beqfiquoes and pigeons (stuffed or grilled) to people from
all walks of life. From September to November migrating quails are offered,
but during the rest of the year only the local variety – not as tasty – can be
had. The place is as simple as can be. Unassuming tables and chairs set in
the small square, with the grill close by, and the cats weaving in and out of
the tables and your legs. The
owner is now Egyptian, and
the name of the restaurant
is Malek el Semman (King of
Quails) but nobody knows
the name. It is called, as it
has been for generations, El
Biyassa, in another tongue La
Piazza, which by force of habit
and cross cultural influence
seems to have better stuck
in the Alexandrian mind as
to usurp the place of King of
Quails.
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Bleik
Despite the plentiful Lebanese and Syrian population in Alexandria, and
the fact that tourism in Lebanon thrived on their excellent restaurants and
mezzehs, there were no restaurants offering typical Shami fare. Their elegant
Syrian Club, situated on rue Safia Zaghloul next to Asteria, served French
cuisine. The single proper Lebanese food restaurant was called Bleik, and
was owned by Hassan Bleik, who had come to Alexandria on a visit and
had decided to return whenever he decided to start a family. And return
he did. He opened his restaurant in 1936 on a conspicuous corner of Saad
Zaghloul and was a favorite with office employers and employees in the area
for years. Bleik also had a very loyal clientele made up especially of people
from the show biz: Rushdy Abaza, Soheir el Babli, Nelly, and Abdel Halim
Hafez. Politicians and famous Alexandrian families were regular customers.
Many foreigners were especially fond of the spotless but unassuming place
with its very welcoming atmosphere, and its owner who knew the guests by
name and would do the round of the tables enquiring about the food. That
was much in typical Alexandrian fashion of the times, and no less Lebanese
in hospitality and marketing genius. English department students often went
there for what was very good value for money, and mischievously referred to
the place as “Blake’s’’.
Bleik served the best stuffed vine leaves, filo pastry with minced meat
and above all their specialty, the kebbeh which Egyptians insist on calling
kobeiba, as though to challenge the possibility of total assimilation. But tahini
(sesame paste) babaghanouj (the same but with grilled pulp of eggplant),
and hummus (tahini with chick peas) were almost staple side dishes common
to both. During Ramadan, lentil soup would be served, sumac added for
extra flavor to different dishes and towards the second week and with the
equal number of weeks to the feast, Bleik would start preparing for the kaak,
stuffed with nuts and agwa (dates), generously sprinkled with sugar and
lavishly displayed by the entrance, all neatly covered with cellophane paper.
Often, demand would be so high that orders had to be put through well in
advance of the feast. Hammouda, the only son of Hassan’s to continue in
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his father’s footsteps, maintains that the product owed its excellence to rigid
quality control of the ingredients used and to precision of the recipe that was
handed down to him and with which he would never attempt to tamper. So
much so that he preferred to close down in 2001 rather than compromise
quality or standards in the face of rising prices or diminishing clientele. His
wife Ghena, who had come as a young bride to Alexandria 25 years ago,
decided to set up her own in the “new” Alexandrian Down Town area, and
Lebanese Colors was launched to the delight of many a gourmet. She served
strictly Lebanese food, by way of meals and snacks. With a largely young
clientele who were happy to enjoy meals with their parents in a relaxed
atmosphere, young and old were treated to typically Lebanese dishes of
kebbeh, ma’ane’ (sausages), ‘osban (stuffed intestines), Lebanese salads,
fattouche and tabbouleh, as well as mana’eech and labneh ‘aroussaa
(sandwiches made with filo thin bread, spread with labneh and rolled cigar
style). Although the place was an instant success, when business slowed
down during the less busy seasons, it was thought best to close down instead
of undergo heavy losses.
Alexandria has only one Lebanese eatery today, at The Four Seasons’
Hotel.
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Agami

Even further than Mex is Agami, the summer resort for both Alexandrians
and Cairenes. Long hot summer nights were relieved by outdoor dining,
often accompanied by music and dancing. Chakos, with a cosy, familial
atmosphere added all the more to the friendly amateur feel of the place
with customers at the mercy of the day’s providence. If Mr. Chakos, who did
the fishing himself, was lucky enough, dinner was secured. If not, perhaps
the George’s then, or the Agami Palace and later Andrea which also once
boasted a beautiful spot on the Alexandrian seafront where the Sheraton
now stands. Andrea of Agami was beautifully decorated but two elements
at the entrance could have been severe drawbacks: a pool of stagnant
water, and a selection criterion for entering. The pool of stagnant water did
not dissuade anybody, but the owner turned many away. The criterion for
selection? Whether the owner liked you or not! If he didn’t, you were told, not
often politely, that the place was full.
Today, Andrea is gone, having migrated first to Agami and Cairo, and
is now open along the affluent North Coast. So too has Chakos shut down
the business, but Chez Michael’s, run by the Greek owner of Santa Lucia, is
going strong with a loyal following not just among hardcore Agamists, but
commuters who are willing to drive back to Alex after a meal had there.
The setting, it has to be noted, is a simple villa owned by the Spendjians, an
Alexandrian practice echoed by the Au Privé, once Cordahi office premises,
all of which lend a special Alexandrian flavor otherwise obtained by much
contrived efforts. In a reversal of direction, the Tijuana bar so popular in the
recent years in Agami, is rumored to have shut down and its manager has,
effectively, recently re- inaugurated the Au Privé now aptly called the Déjà
Vu.
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Alexandrian Specialties
Kebda Iskandarani (Liver)
Fish and Seafood
Mashawi (Grills)
Koshary
Ice Cream
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Kebda Iskandarani

(Liver)

Awlad el Fallah
In Attarine, a group of peasants arrived from Meit Ghamr in the 1920s. They
had no use for fancy dishes, nor the money for restaurants. They just about
scraped enough money for carts, from which they sold kebda, liver. One
of them, Mohamed Farid, set his cart up in Attarine, and his business was so
good he eventually bought a shop in town in Abdel Moneim Street – the
original Awlad el Fallah. The family went on using the place for generations,
but expanded to open a series of branches in Bahari, near Gate 1, and Morsi
Badr and Ramleh Station.
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El Fallah specializes in liver. Haj Wahid says this is what the family has always
done, and he won’t alter the “menu”. Liver is cooked with thyme, cumin
and chili, and is served with green pepper, lemons and watercress. This is the
traditional kebda Iskandarani, ironically made famous by a group of nonAlexandrians. But that is the typical Alexandrian character, which is welcoming
and which assimilates many influences, whether from the Mediterranean or
from around Egypt.
Recently customers have been asking for tahini and babaghanouj with
the liver, and many shops comply, but not Haj Wahid. These are never served
with kebda, he insists. El Fallah still prepares and serves liver in the traditional
way that it was offered from the cart almost a hundred years ago, without
tahini.
They used to have a lot of clients, and people used to appreciate good
food. Now, grumbles Haj Wahid, they just gobble up anything they get
without noticing the difference. Famous actors still go to El Fallah, as it is part
of the Alexandrian experience.
Haj Wahid recounts that customers sometimes try to cheat them. They
would see someone paying 20 pounds, and claim that they were the ones
who had paid the money and demand the change. So they would eat,
and take some money as well! Haj Wahid laughs and says people still try
and do that trick, but they don’t fall for it! However, his father once got into
trouble because of it. A customer who hadn’t given him any money took his
sandwiches and asked for his change, claiming to have paid a pound (which
was a lot of money at the time). The man filed a complaint at the police
station, and though Haj Mohamed insisted he hadn’t taken any money, he
spent the night in the police station nevertheless!
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Abou Gharib
In 1936, Haj Ziyada began a kebda
(liver) business on a cart with his brothers
Tewfik, Younis and Gharib, and their father.
They set up their cart near their current shop
on rue Bourse. Their business grew and they
eventually moved into the current shop, called
Abu Gharib. The shop has never changed hands
and is still owned by Haj Ziyada.
Abu Gharib started out selling liver sandwiches for a piaster. Their specialty
was – and remains – kebda Iskandarani. The liver is sliced thinly, and fried with
cumin, thyme, chili and green pepper, and is usually served with lemon. The
difference between Alexandrian liver and the way it is done in Cairo is that
in Cairo they don’t add green pepper, or cut the liver into small pieces. They
also use sauce in Cairo.
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Everyone goes to Abu Gharib, which is considered a must-visit in Alexandria.
Egyptians and foreigners alike enjoy the very special liver, and some famous
clients have been Laila Elwy, Mohamed Abul Wafa, Nur el Sherif and Poussy,
Said Saleh, Younis Shalaby and Emad Eddine Adib.
Althoughh kebda remains the specialty of the place, Abu Gharib now
offers a more varied menu including grilled meat and chicken.

Seesa
Ahmed Abdel Aziz, of Seesa – which began as a cart in Ibrahimieh in 1960
– agrees that the difference between Cairo and Alexandria liver is that in
Cairo they don’t slice it finely, and they toss it in flour and bran before frying it.
All Alexandrians (even if they originally came from the countryside or Upper
Egypt) agree that kebda Iskandarani has to be cut into small slices, and its
ingredients are thyme, cumin, chili, green pepper and lemon. Alexandrians
like it spicy, like their ful Iskandarani! Here’s a few tips from Ahmed: heat the
oil, throw in the thyme and cumin with some water, so they don’t become
tough and burnt by the time the liver cooks. Add the liver (if you add the
cumin and thyme to the liver first, it won’t be as tasty). Only add the lemon
as you’re about to eat.
Ahmed has two memories from the “old days”. “We used to smell flowers,
and now we smell garbage and can do nothing about it,” he exclaims,
pointing to the garbage can outside his shop. The other memory is that his
father used to cut the fino loaf into two halves. Now the loaf is too small and
they just cut off the two edges to make it look like it used to in the past. Their
clients are mainly youths but they too have had their share of famous stars:
Mohamed Heneidi, Ahmed el Sakka and Iman el Bahr Darwish.
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Fish & Seafood

If kebda Iskandarani is one of the specialties of
Alexandria, it goes without saying that fish is another
specialty. Households may of course buy their fish fresh
from the several markets of Alexandria, such as Souq
Zananiri (in Cleopatra), Souq Shedia (in Ibrahimieh), or
Souq Bacos (in Bacos), where everything from vegetables
to poultry to fish could be had fresh, or from the specialized
fish market in Anfoushi. However, nothing beats a meal
of fish (aklet samak) in an open air restaurant facing
the sea. Zephyrion in Abu Kir is one such treat. Other fish
restaurants “on the sea” are Qadura and Hosni in Bahari,
as well as the Fish Market also in Bahari, and the Sea
Gull in Mex. What they all have in common is that the
fish, crabs, shrimps, squid and lobsters are displayed in
boxes of crushed ice, allowing the customer to choose
something to his/her liking. Clams are available too.
What distinguishes the fish market in Anfoushi from other
fish markets in Alexandria is its sea turtle (tersa) blood. Early
in the morning, young girls would make their way to the
market, there to drink the blood of the freshly slaughtered
sea turtles. In Islam it is strictly forbidden to drink blood or
to eat creatures that were not slaughtered according to
Islamic rites (and in Alexandria, also Copts will slaughter
their chickens saying “In the name of the Cross, cluck
City of Saffron cluck cluck”, as Edwar el Kharrat narrates
in his novel), but in Alexandria this injunction is somehow
sidestepped when it comes to tersa blood. It is believed
that its fresh blood, taken first thing in the morning,
strengthens the body, hence men and women, Egyptians
and members of the foreign community, will drink it. But
it is especially prescribed for fertility, and so young girls
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desiring to fall pregnant will be found queuing up for tersa blood in Anfoushi.
Tersa is also a cooked delicacy, though no restaurant can prepare it properly
and it can only be eaten at home.

Qadura
When Qadura first opened in Bahari in 1950 by the fisherman Haj Abdel
Qader Mohamed, there were no buildings between it and the sea. The
location was very important, even though it started as a delivery place and
only later were tables and chairs added for in-house dining, which today
caters for 80 tables. Yet the sight of the sea, of which Alexandrians can never
get enough, is always an added charm to dining on fish. Fifty years later
Alexandaria’s population has grown, and with it the buildings, from Bahari to
Montaza. Qadura’s view of the sea has gone, and only a small sliver open to
the sea is all that remains. But even that gives Qadura an advantage over its
competitors along the waterfront, as its clients still get to see the boats and
fishermen return with their catch from the sea. Qadura has opened a branch
in Manshieh, then expanded east and opened one in Montaza, and also in
Mohandessin in Cairo, making them four in all.
This immense success may be due to the fact that they haven’t altered their
menu since they opened. Only fish and a few salads are served, prepared
traditionally, with no fancy gimmicks or additions. The fish is supplied by a few
specific fishermen who reserve their catch for Haj Sukkari, who is responsible
for buying the fish for all four branches and who lives next to the restaurant in
Bahari. The fish is sent to Cairo by refrigerated truck everyday around 9 am.
At Eid el Fitr, fish is very much in demand (see Eid el Fitr). Additionally, in
May and June fish is very expensive because ships with mechanical nets
are forbidden from fishing. Also, fishing must be done with larger holes in the
net to allow for proper repopulation. This may provide an explanation to
why Alexandrians are told not to eat fish in months with no “r” in them. The
assumption had been that these were the hot months when fish could go
bad, but the words of Sayed Mahmoud, daytime manager of Qadura for
thirty years, makes much sense.
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Geziret el Maleka
The youngest fish establishment in the area is Geziret el Maleka, owned
by the son of Hosni, one of the best-known grill places in Bahari. Huge and
rambling, but not necessarily picturesque or even pretty, it opened around
fifteen years ago and started big. Its fish soup is loaded with crabs, clams and
shrimps and its seafood pasta is mouthwatering. As with all the Bahari places,
and El Biyassa, it is frequented by all Alexandrians and even Cairenes make
a beeline for it when they visit. People forgive the absence of elegance,
for the quality of the food more than compensates for the earthiness of the
surroundings.
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Mashawi

(Grills)

Ba’ash & Hosni
In Bahari,
Ba’ash and
Hosni have
also acquired
fame
as
grills offering
mashawi,
or
grilled
chicken,
pigeons,
kofta
and
kebab, which
are
staple
Egyptian
fare, though
pigeon
is
a delicacy
and whether
stuffed with
rice or grilled,
it is always a
treat. Ba’ash
was founded
in 1950 by
the current
o w n e r ’ s
grandfather
in the heart of Bahari, and was visited by no less than
King Juan Carlos I of Spain. Magdy Ba’ash says that if
Cairo has three pyramids, so does Alexandria: Qadura,
Ba’ash and Saber! Hosni was opened around forty years
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ago by Haj Hosni, a butcher. His shop has expanded and now there are five
branches: the original one in Bahari, one to the east in Mandara, one to the
far west in Mersa Matrouh, one in Cairo, and one outside Egypt all together,
in Kuwait! Hosni raises its own herds on its own pasture land, and also offers
fish in addition to the famed mashawi, though not in the Bahari branch where
there is stiff competition from other fish places.
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Safwani & Balba’
In Ibrahimieh on the tram, Safawani still holds sway as one of the city’s
best known grills. It was founded in 1960 as an Egyptian coffee shop and a
Yugoslavian grill that merged together and created a restaurant in the lively
Ibrahimieh neighborhood. The Safawani family was also well-established in
the tobacco industry, and today the family runs several restaurants based on
the successful 1960s venture. Only the current owner Mohamed Safawani,
and his uncle, know the recipe for the spice mixes that they use. The day he
mixes the spices is treated with all the ceremony befitting a secret recipe.
From the 1980s onward, the areas in Ramleh beyond Laurens have grown
exceedingly populous. Consequently, eateries have proliferated there, but
of the mashawis, Balba’ is certainly the best known. Opened in 1985 in Sidi
Bishr, it quickly became so popular that within a few years it had opened
another branch in Down Town opposite Carrefour. Its excellent meat has
been supplemented by fish as well, and by rice cooked Gulf style.
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Koshary Bunduq

Like Balba’ that started in the east then opened a branch in a more
centralized area, Bunduq started in Miami sixteen years ago. In an incredibly
short time, it had opened another branch also in the east, in Maamoura, and
two in the direction of the west, in Smouha and in Green Plaza, which are
now probably the most congested areas in Alexandria. Bunduq started with
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koshary, that cheap and filling Egyptian dish, and that is probably the secret
of its success. It makes its own spicy chili sauce, made of tomatoes, garlic,
spices, cumin, black pepper and dried coriander. Here the Bunduq koshary
recipe:
Next, Bunduq added pizza to its menu (not a strange combination today,
when the emphasis is not on fine eating but on filling meals) as well as feteer,
and now the Maamoura and Miami branches serve macaroni, burgers and
sausages. While Qadura scored a victory by opening a branch in Cairo,
Hosni scored two by opening one in Kuwait, and totaling five branches in all.
However, Bunduq, selling its humble koshary, has done even better. In addition
to the four branches in Alexandria, there is now one in New York as well! In
the Alexandria branches, most of the clients prefer take-away (around 60%),
while 20% is delivery, and only 20% is eat in. During the Coptic fasting there is
a boom in the business (since this dish is seyami, or possible during the Coptic
fasting) while in Ramadan there is a drop in the business. Nevertheless, no
drop will really affect Bunduq, whose meteoric success perhaps signals all the
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changes of the 21st century in Alexandria: the heyday of the city center, and
Greek patisseries, is over. Today, the food is simple, fast, spicy, take-away. It
starts in the congested areas of Sidi Bishr and Miami, and spreads to other
congested areas such as Smouha. Leisurely dining, followed by coffee and
dessert, beautifully laid tables and center pieces, and the four-course meals
of the Zoghebs, are almost a thing of the past.
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Ice Cream

Gellati, galata, glaces, clo clo, cassata, are all names by which ice
ceam has toured our streets, cooled our summer promenades, made some
specialized parlors famous, and been immortalized in songs from as far back
as the forties by Abdul Wahab playing a dentist to the pretty Ra’ya Ibrahim
suffering from a toothache, to the more recent film Ice Cream fi Glym. In
fairly typical Egyptian manner, the origin of the word seems to have been
no cause for much discourse of ethnic nature, and in even more typical
Alexandrian fashion, two more words were equally used, their specialty all the
more Alexandrian and sought-out in the festival season by visitors from Cairo
and elsewhere: namely the Dandorma (of Turkish descent) and the granita,
a variation on the sorbet. The word Bouza did not make it across the borders
to mean ice cream as in its native Syria, and remained quite distinct from
what vocabulary we instinctively and almost inexplicably choose whether or
not to embrace and adopt.
En passant, in the mid seventies, after once having successfully launched
the clo clo, Fluckiger introduced the frozen Parfait, but what with chocolate
mousse and profiteroles already existing desserts, the parfait failed to impress.
Perhaps a too perfect, difficult to pronounce Frenchy name may have
antagonized the casual customer by then not as francophone as his earlier
counterpart. After all, gelati and Turkish dandorma were easier on the tongue,
as were many words derived from the Italian. Granita, often pronounced
garanita, would jocularly sometimes be used as an answer to the question:
“Gara eh?” (what happened?) to which garanita was assumed to mean
“nothing (nita) happened (gara)”. However, one fact remains: there is no
commonly known word for ice cream, at least in our everyday language of
which one is really aware.
In time, when ice cream became an industry, one of the first to package
and sell its products, at least in sanitary conditions one could trust, was Groppi.
Small-sized containers sold in fridges placed by the entrance of the better
known grocers such as Menassa, Eino and Simonds, as well as other patisseries
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leave a typical olfactory memory of their mango and strawberry flavors in
particular. Along the Corniche, Groppi was not an unknown brand to be
feared, and carts drawn by street vendors were acknowledged safe and of
higher quality than some ice cream sold in parlors. Later still, “soft ice cream”
would break new ground around the country, and in Alexandria machines
were set up in Montaza and Maamoura. They had their fans, especially
of children since the technology of dispensing the ice cream through a
machine was considered new
and exciting. However, they
did not find favor for very long
and soon a much improved
industry would take over.
During the golden years
of
Alexandrian
gourmet
refinement,
and
elite
confisseurs, Maison Baudrot
offered a specialty of fruitshaped ice cream presented
in a basket made of croquant,
a nut and honey-based sweet
that chefs were adept at
wielding into different shapes,
such as cones that they would
fill with chocolate from a piping
bag. Pastroudis was famous
for its fruit sorbets, inspired
perhaps by the necessity for a
cooling less creamy glace to
scoop and sip through a straw
as one sat outdoors rather
than in a salon de thé such as
were Le Petit Trianon and Baudrot.
Délices too had its own variety of ice cream that came in what was called
a Bombe that would be dispatched to complement a typical children’s
birthday party menu complete with Louis Quatorze and Alexandre le Grand
canapés for the more Europeanized Alexandrian already familiar with the
specialty from other similar events. The Bombe would typically arrive in a heavy
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fridge with insular lining looking like some piece of army artillery, and which
was sure to cause great glee on arrival at the birthday site. Often, marrons
deguises (chocolate coated chestnuts) would be sent as a compliment “on
the house”.
Casatta, too was a favorite with many, and because it offered a variety
of more than one flavor, and came in a single bar, flat shaped slab, it was
easy and less messy to eat. Elite was famous for their Trois Petis Cochons:
three scoops of multi flavored “home-made” ice cream presented in a
mound. Asteria had its specialty of chocolat mou, topped with fresh cream
and probably quite unique to this day. Ice cream soda: scoops of any flavor
to taste placed in a tall glass, then flushed with soda water and served with
grenadine sherbet, then stirred with an accompanying pair of drinking straws
which often a cozy couple in a remote corner of Asteria would share, was
also typically served.
Ice cream parlors, such as the earlier Garbis of great Alexandrian renown
on La Gaieté Street in Ibrahimieh, followed by Saber in Ibrahimieh, originally
on an adjacent street corner from the shop where the owner worked as a
little boy and who became a success in Alexandria and with Cairenes in the
summer adding his own touch of rice pudding topped with ice cream and
nuts were always a treat to finish off a dinner had elsewhere in the city. Prices
were affordable, and service pleasant and courteous. One had a choice
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between ice cream in a glass coupe or a plastic cup easier to drive or
walk away with, or better still, scooped into a thin cone shaped crisp wafer.
Apparently those were privy only to Alexandria, virtually unknown except
to Cairenes who spent their summer in Agami, at least until very recently.
Apparently these cornets used to be known as Shebbak el Bascote. Long
ago, too, they used to sell them dipped in molasses, and place a coin inside
the cone that would stick by virtue of the honey and be almost invisible to
the eye. Children would rush to buy them and the lucky one would get the
cone with the coin.
In Agami Bless, a small little shop by the name of Bisso was almost all there
was by way of non packaged ice cream, that kept up the competition
with other growing brands in fancy plastic containers such as Nestlé, Dolce,
Hawaii, and more recently Mövenpick and Sultana. Sultana first set up shop
in Kafr Abdou, before acquiring more widespread outlets in Cairo, Marina
and Carrefour where they have a stand dedicated to chocolate ice cream.
Apart from ice cream cakes, decorated with dried apricots and prunes in
Ramadan, a month when ice cream as dessert will only be favored when the
holy month occurs during the summer, Sultana also has a low sugar diabetic
/diet variety, and a seyami line for the periods of Coptic fasting.
The word “mixte” once upon a time finally uttered after some hesitation
between what an ice cream parlor had to offer, and often associated with the
favorite combination of chocolate and milk, or lemon granita and strawberry
sorbet, is now nostalgically a thing of the past. What with many flavors on the
market such as guava, hibiscus (at Saber’s), blackberry (if in season), apricot
and melon, not to mention the introduction of Baskin Robbins’ 33 FLAVORS in
the 1990s which was an instant success. Given its prices, however, the success
was not too long-lived. Gone too, are the biscuits cuillere, flanking ice cream
scoops at Délices to which true to style Alexandrians preferred the equally
French if more quaint and languorously evocative name of langue de chat.
Of all the fancy French ice creams, and the newer multi-national ones, the
most popular today are the simple vanilla with mastic ice cream, sold in the
small white biscuit, the large brown biscuit cone, or the small plastic cups.
They are sold in modest parlors with white plastic chairs and tables placed on
the kerb. Most commonly, however, cars will drive up to the tiny shop, and
the waiter will deliver the ice cream right up to the car. That is part of the
leisure of being Alexandrian.
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Granita El Mahdy
Granita El Mahdy: The grandfather arrived from Upper Egypt on foot,
a thirteen-year-old orphan in search of a means of livelihood to support
the family that his father had left behind. El Mahdy needed to find work,
as he couldn’t very well
go back empty handed.
He started working with a
Greek man who sold ice
cream in Bahari but, being
an ambitious boy who
already knew he wanted
to start his own business, he
walked along the Corniche
in search of the perfect
spot to set up his ice-cream
kiosk. Glym was the place
he finally chose, and he
built a wooden kiosk and
acquired a fridge in 1926.
At first he would buy the ice
cream from his Greek exemployer and sell it, then
his ambitious streak got the
better of him and he began
to think of making his own
ice cream. He bought two
barrels, one wooden and
the other copper, and put
the copper barrel inside
the wooden one, filling
the space in between with
layers of salt and ice, just
like they used to in the old days.
Soon it was time for experimentation with new flavors. El Mahdy used lemon
juice, sugar and gelatin, but not milk, thinking that lemon and milk would not
go well together. The result was not ice cream, but people loved it! He worked
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on this recipe, sold it in ice cream cones, and called it Dandorma. Then Mr.
Glymonopoulos,
a Greek whose
mother
was
Italian, told him
that in Italy they
called it Granita.
(Glymonopoulos
owned
a
supermarket,
and
his
villa
was
opposite
to Shehab the
Butcher’s now).
One day King
Farouk
looked
out from the hotel
opposite the kiosk,
and saw a crowd
around the kiosk.
So
he
strolled
down and bought
himself a granita,
and
paid
five
pounds
(which
is still with the
family). It was only
when the people
applauded that El
Mahdy realized it was the king. From that time on, he was patronized by pashas
and beys, while commoners didn’t frequent the area much, anyway.
The wife of Mustafa Fahmy Pasha asked El Mahdy why he didn’t have a
shop, and he said that he could not get a license to open a shop on Mustafa
Fahmy Street. She managed to get him the license, and permission to open
a shop in the garage of Mustafa Fahmy Pasha. Eventually, he moved closer
to the Corniche, and bought the shop they currently own in 1948. In addition
to ice cream and granita, El Mahdy was the second place in Alexandria to
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make sugar cane juice, which was at first pressed manually. It was the first
shop to switch to machine pressed juice. Now they also make mango and
tangerine flavor granita, in addition to the original lemon flavor.
El Mahdy made granita for Sporting Club, and that is why many people
will find that both granitas taste the same. In the 1960s a famous ful and
falafel shop, Scheherazade, was next to El Mahdy, and it was an Alexandrian
tradition to eat ful and falafel sandwiches then have the granita for dessert.
Mahmoud Ali Mahdy, the current owner, who is the grandson, has seen
President Anwar el
Sadat, and Gihan el
Sadat, buy granita
at El Mahdy (Sadat
arrived in a sky blue
Volks Wagon). He
heard that President
Gamal Abdel Nasser
also came buy one
day, but he didn’t
see the late president
himself. Amr Diab, the
famous singer of the
nineties, immortalized
El Mahdy in the film Ice
Cream fi Glym.
At the other end of
town, in Bahari, Azza
started with a Syrian
but when he left Tarek
Gamal’s grandfather
took over the business,
and now it has been
expanding,
with
shops all over the city.
Though not the first
to open in Bahari (it
opened in the 1960s,
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Azza
while Nezami and Makram have been there since the 1940s), Azza started as
a cart. Only the best material is used: mastic from Greece, sahlab from Syria,
and natural material rather than artificial colors. They have also added a
date flavor imported from Iraq. Abla Kamel’s new movie, Bolteyya El ‘Ayma,
was filmed at their branch next to the Yacht Club, and Nelly Karim in Akher el
Donia was shown eating ice cream there.
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Psychology and national character do come into play as regards success
in the food and eating department, and Alexandrians seem to have a natural
hunch for it, but it is not just that. A deep understanding that goes a long way
back into a way of life rooted in the city’s persona and its social heritage
also contribute to the holistic ensemble of enabling factors for the common
experience of the shared time and place.
Egyptian hospitality, which some claim is now a thing of the past, was also
key to opening many doors for the food business of eating out. Just as in
homes, receiving was always a pleasure enjoyed by the rich, and to a great
extent also the poor who took pride in providing bread to break with relatives
and friends, so was it with the commercial version of feeding a customer in your
restaurant. Mr. Pastroudis greeting his customers cum guests in all his elegant
attire, Mr. Fotis of the Union, and of times gone by, or Alleco spanning several
generations of a loyal clientele, and though, contrary to recommendation,
rarely sporting a smile, still manages to draw a following of stellar standing
which his employer cannot help acknowledging. Osta Ibrahim, chef at the
Syrian Club, worked on the ship Esperia on its trips to the Lebanon; his son
Tony was later to become head waiter there. Famous barmen, like Am Ali
at the Sporting Club bar all testify to tradition, all have borrowed from a
distinctive past and lent a flavor to the nature of the profession. Like Stelios
the waiter obsessed with finding the tomb of Alexander, many Alexandrians
long to unearth some of the treasures of those days gone by, just as many
others look to the future propelled by winds of change and fragrant vapors
from the past.
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Coffee, Tea or Beer?
Eating, essential for survival, developed to become a cultural marker and
a means of exchange. Drink was from the beginning a social affair. People
gathered round different forms of drinks, whether coffee, tea, cokes or the
hard stuff. It was the necessary accompaniment in any entertainment, and
could be had alone or with food.

Coffee and the Coffee House
Like ful, the Egyptian coffee-house – called ahwa just like the beverage –
was ubiquitous. The familiar simple wooden chairs, and the small table that
is sometimes three-legged, could be squeezed into tumble down shacks in
narrow alleys, or they could be placed in large, airy rooms, but in any case,
they were the only furniture needed for that classic Egyptian establishment,
the ahwa baladi or local coffee-house. According to the Description de
l’Egypte, coffee-houses in the eighteenth century were spacious constructions
of one storey, with intricate wooden lattices typical of Islamic architecture,
surrounded by vine trellises and jasmines (Ibrahim, p. 355).
Now a widespread practice, coffee drinking was in the beginning a
controversial matter. Coffee was first introduced to Egypt by Abu Bakr Ibn
Abdallah in 905H, which immediately gave rise to the controversy over
whether or not it was it was forbidden by Islam to drink this “upper”. War
against the bean had also been rampant in Mecca, where it was banned
and sacks of coffee beans were burnt. By the eleventh century Hegira the
ban had relaxed in Cairo and coffee was served in coffee-houses which had
previously offered hibiscus and fenugreek drinks. And with the coffee came
tobacco, also introduced to Egypt in the eleventh century Hegira, which was
smoked in a water-pipe, alternatively called goza or shisha, and which was
also banned at first by Mecca. When the British occupied Egypt in 1882, they
introduced tea, which took its place next to coffee in the ahwa (Ibrahim, pp.
354-5). The three basics in the late nineteenth century were therefore coffee,
tea and the water-pipe.
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El Ahwa el Togaria
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Coffee-houses weren’t just places where idlers passed the time: they
have historically been places where one gleaned news of the world.
It is worth remembering that Lloyds, the famous shipping insurance
company, started as a coffee-house in London where news of ships –
vital in an empire that had built its wealth on its maritime power – were
posted for merchants to follow their progress. In Alexandria, whose wealth
depended in the main on its Cotton and Stock Exchange, they were
also places were news of the Bourse, the Exchange, were announced,
and hence a coffee-house was also known as a Borsa. One of the most
important of these was the Toussoun Bourse, where the Lumière Brothers
film was first screened in Egypt in 1896. As gathering places, coffeehouses gradually catered to certain professions and vocations, possibly
determined by location. Those in the financial district were the meeting
places of merchants or financiers and brokers, while lawyers, judges,
attorneys etc met in coffee-houses that had grown round the courts.
Yet others would be frequented by members of certain guilds, such as
the building guild. And intellectuals, of course, had their specific coffeehouses (some more sophisticated than others: Naguib Mahfouz discussed
literature with the Harafeesh in the Café de la Paix in Ramleh Station or
on the terrace of the Hotel and Casino San Stefano in Ramleh). It was
also possible for coffee-houses to change their characters with time. For
example, the Commercial Café (el Ahwa el Togarrya) in Manshieh was,
as its name indicates, the meeting place of merchants, but it eventually
attracted the young intellectuals of the city, then the new profession
of members of the civil society and NGOs that have gained popularity
in the late 1990s and the beginning of the 21st century. More recently,
they have moved to Sporting and the new, more modern coffee-shop
called Clay Café, owned by a young woman Dalia el Nil, a sculptor
who works with clay (hence the name of the café).
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Coffee-houses are also places where public opinion is formed,
political campaigns are conducted, deals are made,
rumors are spread and jokes are made (Ibrahim, p. 358).
Equally, they are places of leisure and entertainment
for men. They play backgammon, dominoes and chess
as they sip their coffee and tea and smoke their shisha.
The sound of rolling dice and backgammon pieces
being slammed hard on the board is accompanied
by the roar of men as they count in Turkish rather than
Arabic: shish gahar, shish bish, dobara, and yeck are
all too common in a coffee-house but never outside
it. Or, they could just sit quietly and watch the world
– or the women – go by. In the past, they used to
listen to the wandering minstrel sing the epic of
Traditional coffee pot
Abou Zeid el Hilali, to the accompaniment of his
rababa, as he walked from one coffee-house to the other in his galabiya and
turban. Now every ahwa has a TV, no matter how small, where the men can
watch the football match without being harassed by their uncomprehending
wives. An ahwa is the haven of pensioners who have nothing much to do in
the mornings, and a waiting place for
travelers getting on the trains from
Sidi Gaber Station or Misr Station.
Starbucks, Cilantro, and Beano’s
may be all the rage today, but
the ahwa is an institution that
will continue to reign supreme in
Alexandria. From Turkish coffee to
Nescafe, from local hibiscus drink
to the local Greek fizzy drink Spathis
and Blue Cross, from Saad Mustafa,
Sinalco, Pepsi and Cokes to “canz”
and Fairuz, the ahwa will continue
to modernize itself and keep up with
the times. It’s installed a TV and now
there’s WiFi!
Ahwa Baladi sketch by Mahmoud
Said. Collection M. Awad
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Traditional coffee houses (ahwa baladi)
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Spirited Drinks

Other than an esprit de bon viveur, Alexandrians may have shared with their
Mediterranean cohorts more spirit yet, distilled in bottles, that found a niche
on almost every cosmopolitan lunch or dinner table, “selon les circonstances”.
Those could be feasts, a ceremony or an informal gathering of friends, or an
invitation to “un drink”, or un aperitif, or a toast enjoyed after a game of golf,
or a bridge tournament at the Sporting Club. But that was before the bar was
transformed into a reading room, and the night cap, or “one for the road”
would no longer signal the end of
an evening among friends: and a
long road was travelled since the
days of Am Hassan the barman.
Long before its non-alcoholic
counterpart, beer was a favorite
beverage that would often
accompany or precede a meal,
whether lunch or dinner, though
more often the former. In the heat
and humidity of the Alexandrian
climate, a glass of beer, very often
enjoyed on the beaches of Sidi
Bishr, for example, was a common
sight. Rows of the typical dark
green (vert bouteille) local brand
Stella (an Alexandrian production), would often be seen at the end of a day
at the beach after company had parted and the servants would take care
not to lose any for they would have to pay more money if they went back to
the grocer’s for more without bringing in the empty bottles to refill. Beer in the
summer has been immortalized by the film Ice-Cold in Alex, to the extent that
an Englishwoman come in search of her grandfather’s home in Alexandria (in
March 2009) mentioned that because of the film, she too would like a cold
beer in Alexandria! In March, beer lovers would eagerly await the Marzen,
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later to be named Aswan, which was the Egyptian equivalent of “stout” black
beer like Guinness. In July and August, they would often lament the decline
in taste due to the rice crop whose irrigation had some undesirable effect on
the brew. Servants and chauffeurs had no qualms about handling the bottles,
or for that matter serving liquor or any hard drink. Quina Hadideyya (Ferro
China) was recommended to the anaemic or the convalescing, and beer
for kidney stones and urinary tract occlusion. With different, less secular winds
blowing, one would be loath to ask a devout or practicing Moslem to carry a
bottle of any alcoholic beverage, in respect for more Islamic convention.
By way of other liquor, Scotch and Whiskey were sold in many outlets
over the counter, and many grocery stores displayed bottles of wine, ouzo,
brandy and vodka, each with its niche of clientele. This was part of a certain
quotidien which was an Alexandrian way of life, even for some devout
Moslems who nonetheless kept Ramadan, during which month they would
abstain totally. They prayed and found nothing wrong in the occasional drink
provided they would not get drunk and disgrace themselves. Whiskey was
the drink of choice, and often Gin with lime or tonic was a favorite with the
ladies. A bouteille would often be the perfect gift to take to an invitation to
dinner, and different labels would be discussed and evaluated, as would
be prices and outlets, specially when they became harder to come by. Of
course a bottle of Old Parr or Chivas would be considered most welcome
and a privilege to receive. Like black belt in karate, the darker the label, the
more potent the spirit, but that was before the blue and golden labels of
more recent years; and of course Johnny Walker was always “going strong”,
with huge billboards on the streets. Black and White came with two tiny
plastic dogs one in each color, and with the little white horse they made the
children’s day, feeling they could partake of the gathering of their elders. A
couple of trusted door to door vendors would do the round of houses known
to appreciate a “good” bottle, since a fraud was sure to cause a hangover
the next day. Champagne was usually reserved for more ceremonious and
celebratory occasions, with corks popping and all the rituals attending,
such as inscribing the cork with the date of the event in question. In famous
restaurants, especially at the Santa Lucia, and the Syrian Club, the adjoining
bar would have a bottle kept in the name of the client, to save him paying a
bouchon fee every time he went there for a drink. A set piece of furniture in
many an Alexandrian house, was the little Japanese bar in black lacquer. It
may still be a staple piece of furniture, but just for the geishas on the lacquer,
not for the liquor.
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Wines were imported, but we had a great homegrown variety such as
the Alexandrian/Greek Bolonaki, Gianaclis and Zotos, and the Alexandrian/
Italian Bertocchini, supplemented by new products by different companies,
always with interesting names from Ptolemy to Caesar, Omar Khayyam and
Sheherazade. During the Lebanese crisis in 1973, Arak el Arz, changed its label
to Domou’ el Arz, (The Tears of the Cedars) White wine was served with fish as
is the custom throughout the Mediterranean, with red and rosé reserved for
meats. Words of “worldly wisdom” were commonly heard around the table;
such as “beer after whiskey risky” and “whiskey after beer have no fear”; or
the occasional expression “jai le ‘vin triste’” ; uttered by a lovelorn female
lighting a cigarette
encased in an
ebony silver tipped
cigarette holder.
Wine added to
cooking meat, or
crepes
Suzettes
flambés in alcohol,
or cointreau after
a
meal,
even
some ouzo rubbed
on the teething
baby’s gums was
not
considered
sacrilege, anymore
than a whiff of liquor
in a box of imported
chocolates.
In
beauty
parlors,
before the days of
gel and mousse,
beer was used to
set curls and add
volume to limp hair,
and often too hair
would be washed
with a concoction
of eggs whisked in
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rum to strengthen the shaft. It was common practice to make abat jours
from the more quaint bottles such as the Dimple, and Am Ali would have no
inconvenience lighting them up. It was a time when champagnere, saut et
pince a glace, tire bouchon, and bottles of Chianti were household terms,
and coasters were not just for glasses of cold water but a whole range of
drinks whose content in alcohol was the last thing believed to bring the spirit
of the Mediterranean to our shores. A message of conviviality and consenting
co- existence will go a long way: depending on the spirit, not the bottle.

The Mediterranee, 1952
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Jardins Rosette
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Auberge Bleue on the Corniche,
Eastern Harbor
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Street Vendors
Sugar Cane Juice
Mango Juice
Tamarind, Sobia, Carob and Liquorice
Corn on the Cob
Sweet Potatoes
Semeet bel Doa’ah (Coloria)
Pips and Peanuts
Lupine Beans (Termess)
Candy Floss & Carameliazed Apples
Prickly Pears
Fish Mongers
Fresca on the Beach
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Street Vendors
In addition to the wandering street vendors who roam the streets of
Alexandria with their carts laden with vegetables and fruits, and whose
hawking cries rise and fall according to the tune each vendor has chosen for
his wares, there used to be a number of strolling vendors who offered food
and drink to slake thirst, stave off hunger, or simply pass time. Some no longer
exist, a number has diminished, and some are still going strong. Depending on
the food or drink, the vendors would either park their cart on a corner of two
streets or in a much frequented road, or wander with the cart, or, if the nature
of the product does not allow for the use of a cart, they would carry the wares
and walk the streets of Alexandria, drawing attention by announcing their
wares, or using a horn or trumpet, or clashing cymbals. These street vendors
remain a characteristic of Egyptian life, and the Alexandrian street would be
very dull indeed without them!
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Sugar Cane juice

Traditionally, it was a cart with a manual press to squeeze the sugar cane.
The frothy pale green juice would then be poured into tall glasses and drunk on
the spot, with no sugar or preservatives added. It acquires a bitter taste if left
a while. Sugar cane is lauded ofr its health benefits, especially its effect on a
lazy liver, which it jolts into action due to the sugar cane’s high glycemic index.
There were also carts that sold the actual canes, unsqueezed, for the men
to break on their
knees, peel with
their teeth (or
with a knife if
more
refined)
and chew on the
fiber to suck the
sap out. Children
clamored
for
these small pieces
of cane, called
“knuckles”.
Today,
the
carts
have
disappeared, but
there are many
shops which offer
the
electrically
squeezed sweet
drink.

Sugar cane
press, El Mahdy
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Mango juice

Egypt boasts some of the tastiest mangoes in the world. In summer, fresh
mango juice is one of the most popular drinks. There are no mango carts: the
freshly squeezed juice is offered in shops along with other fresh juice such as
strawberry juice, banana juice, orange juice or lemonade – whatever is in
season. It is proudly claimed that no preservatives are ever added. However,
the fruit is now being frozen so that it can be served all year round.
Though there is much
competition from the
canning industry – the
earliest to undertake it
were Edfina and Kaha
– which now excels in
fancy packaging, the
fresh variety remains a
great winner in summer.
Modern
“cocktails”
are combinations of
juices, with strangesounding
names
like
“sakalance”,
a
mutation
of
“excellence”, or “the
lion’s feeding bottle”.
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Tamarind, Sobia, Carob
and Liquorice juice
These natural drinks are very much in demand in popular areas.
Men dressed in typical Alexandrian dress, with baggy sailors’
trousers, wide sash and black or red waistcoat, carry the container
with long spout and the glasses on his back. In his hand he carries
the aluminum plates, or cymbals, which he clashes together to
announce his presence. The great attraction is in the way he holds
the container high up and directs the juice into the glasses, without
any spilling onto the ground, and forming froth in the glass. The
icy drink is a great treat on hot days, and is famed for its digestive
qualities.
Alternatively, the juice can be sold in small shops or stalls, the
most famous of which was the one next to the Faculty of Medicine,
Mazarita.
The drink most recently introduced to the Alexandrian street,
sobia is made from a combination of rice water and coconut. This
is the Egyptian saki!

Painting by Guirgis Lotfi,
from Mona Klat collection
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Corn on the Cob

Corn cobs are placed on a stationary little oven, fuelled by glowing coal,
and fanned with primitive type fans made of beards’ feathers till cooked.
They are favorites with children and grownups alike. The corn vendors are
stationed all along the Corniche, and sometimes on tram stations. Nowadays
their prices have gone up, and vary according to size, tenderness of the
corn, or neighborhood, and you may have to bargain occasionally!
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Sweet potatoes

The sweet potato, with its red skin and orange flesh, is cooked inside a
mobile cart and oven that the vendor negotiates in congested places. Hot
and sweet, it is in great demand in winter and spreads a glow inside people
on cold evenings.
There used to be a sweet potato with white skin which has almost
disappeared. It is not much mourned, for it is less sweet than the red one.
Marconi in town seems to have had a permanent sweet potato cart in
front of it.
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Semeet bel Doa’ah

(Coloria)

The semeet vendor arranges his soft or hard semeet loaves (round,
with a hole in the middle, like a large doughnut) round his wicker
basket, and offers with the semeet a mixture of cumin and salt called
do’aa wrapped in a paper, and a boiled egg for those who wish it. It
is a cheap and filling meal, but is no longer as readily available as it
was. Nevertheless, the combination of “semeet and do’aa” survives
in the Egyptian language with the same meaning as “bread and
salt” (aish wa malh), for is not semeet a variety on bread, and do’aa
on salt? Both express the meaning that our friendship is too strong
to be threatened by hard times. The expression is also similar to the
English “we have broken bread together” and therefore cemented
the relationship.
The most famous semeet vendor was the one parked on Rue Tewfik
in town, outside Hannaux Pour Hommes annex.
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Pips and Peanuts

Black pips, white pips, salted peanuts, and peanuts from Aswan are placed
in mounds on a cart, with a little oven beneath to keep the pips and peanuts
warm and crisp. They are sold in slim paper bags. Pips are cracked as people
watch television in the evenings – in the past it was as they listened to the
radio. They also used to be sold at the entrance of cinemas, and the sound of
pips being cracked accompanied the voice of the actors even in the posh
cinemas. They are now replaced by popcorn.
The carts are still popular along the Corniche and tram, in addition to the
roasteries that sell the pips and peanuts (often to be found near a coffee
beans roastery). It is now common to buy them vacuum packed, or manually
packed in small nylon packets stapled at the top with the name of the
roastery stamped on it.
Pips are to be found all around the Mediterranean, in different forms. They
are, as in Alexandria, used to pass the time and are called “passa tempo”
in Rhodes, which literally means “pass the time”, and is the equivalent of the
Egyptian word for pips and peanuts: “tassaly”.
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Lupine Beans (Termess)

These round yellow beans, boiled and salted, are piled in a mound on a
cart, with lemons cut in half arranged around them. They are sold in paper
cones and are to be found all along the Corniche. If prepared at home, they
may be sprinkled with a bit of chili powder to taste, and cumin to relieve any
bloating caused by the bean. Lupine is said to be good for diabetes.
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Cotton Candy (also known as Angels’ Hair)
& Caramelized Apples
The candy floss vendor carries a long stick to which are attached the seethrough plastic bags containing the bright pink fluffy floss. He blows a trumpet as
he walks the streets of Alexandria. Candy floss has now found its way into malls: in
the food courts and outside cinemas. The latest innovation is a variety of colors!
Caramelized Apple used to be sold on carts on the Corniche, with the vendor
calling out “Halawani Masr wa Bareez” (confectionary of Egypt and Paris). They
have entirely disappeared now.
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Prickly Pears

A desert fruit, the prickly pear appears for a few weeks in the summer.
When it is in season, the vendors display it on wicker trays. The tools of the
vendor are a can of water, a knife, and a few plastic plates. He plunges
the prickly pears in the water, dexterously peels them without letting the fine
needle-like thorns prick him, and serves them in the plastic plate. They can
also be wrapped and taken home – but they have to be peeled, as only the
vendors can peel them!
It is said that their skin exerts great benefit for skin with acne, if the inside
is smoothed on the affected area. But who would dare the prickly thorns on
the outside?
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Fish Mongers

A typically Alexandrian sight. A vendor carries a wicker or straw basket held
across his arm filled with fresh fish that he proudly exhibits to passersby, calling
out to people to enjoy the sight of the fish still fresh and writhing. Some of the
luckier street vendors eventually become shop owners, or as in some cases
owners of famous Alexandrian fish restaurants along the Corniche. Others
would sell shell fish such as clams (gandofli) or the smaller version called Om
el Khouloul, which is eaten raw with highly spiced tahini called hebash. These
must be very fresh or else there is a risk of food poisoning. If the shell is open,
then it is “sick” and must be discarded.
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Fresca on the Beach

Fresca comes from the Italian, meaning “fresh”. Fresca vendors carry
little glass boxes and sell caramelized sesame, peanuts or pistachios (and
almonds in the past) wedged between two small “wafers”, or larger wafers
smeared with honey. The box frames used to be wooden, but now with
modernization, the wooden frames have been replaced with aluminum
ones. Though Alexandrians have a nostalgia for the old wooden variety, the
vendors themselves prefer the aluminum frames, since the humidity would
not rot them, for fresca is sold only on the beach. As you walk on any beach
on the Egyptian north coast, from Abu Kir in the east to Mersa Matrouh in the
west, you can find sun-kissed boys or men carrying the glass boxes on their
shoulders, calling “fresca, fresca” in a typically nasal tone.
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Fellaha Cheese-seller

Early in the morning, a common sight in the train stations of Sidi Gaber and
Cairo Station (Misr Station) is that of peasant women (fellahas) arriving from
the countryside with their aluminum trays laden with began beida, white
cheese. With great agility they jump from the train, carry the huge trays on
their heads, and cross the tracks before the other trains rush in. These fellahas,
usually corpulent, would walk with an elegance and comportment (the huge
trays balanced on their heads) that would probably be the envy of many a
young aristocrat who had spent long days in a finishing school in Switzerland
trying to walk with a book on her head. They would get a ride in a donkeydrawn cart or a gharry to Manshieh, where they would display their creamy
white cheese, in perfect square slabs, to be sold to Alexandrians craving the
tasty healthy produce of the countryside. When the cheese is all sold, the
fellaha heads back to her village, to prepare for her trip to Alexandria the
following day.
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Occasions
Weddings
Sebou’
Funerals
Moulids
Sham el Nessim
Christian Fasting
Eid el Ghutas
Ramadan
Eid el Fitr (Smaller Bairam)
Eid el Adha (Greater Bairam)
Passover or Pessah
Rosh Hashanah
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Occasions
Food is a main ingredient in most folk or religious occasions in Alexandria.
Rites of passage, such as birth, weddings and funerals include certain foods
or rituals associated with cooking utensils, such as the pestle and mortar and
the sieve in birth celebrations. Religious practices, whether fasting, feasts
or celebrations of holy days, revolve equally round food and prayer. The
ritualistic consumption of certain foods at certain times has evolved, over
the centuries, into somehow sacred lay habits that are more associated with
availability and tradition rather than need. Only the slaughter of sheep at
Bairam has retained its religious significance since the dawn of Islam. Indeed,
as a country with a majority of Moslem citizens, there is a serious observance
of Islamic feasts and practices, some of which are not indigenous. A number
of foods, particularly sweets such as Om Ali and kunnafa, were introduced by
the Fatimids and the Mameluks, who were not Egyptians. Many more Christian
foods, though, are imports. Egypt has its own local Orthodox Christians, who
pride themselves on being the descendents of the Pharaohs. In addition,
almost every Christian denomination was represented in Alexandria. There
were members of the Anglican, Protestant, Greek Orthodox, Armenian
Orthodox, Armenian Catholic, Syrian Catholic and Latin Catholic churches,
in addition to smaller communities of Maronites and Syrian Catholics. These
were mainly the foreign communities who had settled in Alexandria, and
had their own houses of prayer as well as cemeteries. Many had their own
foods at religious occasions too. The Jews are perhaps the most peculiar
community in Alexandria, for it is wrong to call them a foreign community.
Many were part of the indigenous population, and looked, dressed and
spoke like the Egyptians. Some were poor and lived in the same districts as
the locals round the port area. Souk el Sammak el Kadim and Wikalet el
Lamoun had impoverished Moslems, Christians and Jews living in the same
streets. They were all Egyptians and were virtually indistinguishable from each
other, in dress, language and eating habits. In addition, many others came
as refugees from around the Mediterranean, the Balkans, East Europe and
Russia. Escaping either pogroms and persecution in Europe, or the Bolshevik
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Revolution and then Nazism, they found security in Alexandria and integrated
easily as part of Alexandrian social life. There were poor Egyptian Jews and
wealthy foreign Jews, and they did not have a distinctive cuisine: the poor
ate ful and the rich ate French food. Many of the Jews in Alexandria were not
particularly orthodox, and so were not particular about kosher. If they were
strict about their meat, all meat was halal and therefore kosher, and they
could avoid Monaco and its mortadella. Most didn’t, however, and, along
with the generally secular mood of the city, they shared the food of the
communities resident in Alexandria, for many of them were indeed members
of those communities. However, certain foods were eaten on certain religious
occasions.

Oriental sweets

Occasions
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Weddings
Wedding ceremonies vary according to financial status, religion and social
orientation, but food is all important here. Three constants won’t change,
regardless of budget: one is the wedding cake; the second is the rose or
almond sherbet, which is the single congratulatory drink in Egypt (for which
Tamvaco, and incidentally, the originally Alexandrian Groppi, were especially
famous); and the third is dragées, the sugar coated almonds the last two are
served on major happy occasions such as getting engaged, getting married,
or getting a degree. Food is usually an open buffet, and rarely a seated
dinner. It is increasingly becoming an opportunity to show off, but that too is
regulated by budget. The wealthy will impress guests by placing, in the form of
mezzeh, smoked salmon and salted nuts and asparagus on the tables, for the
guests to munch on till the buffet is opened in the small hours of the morning,
followed by marrons glacés and fancy chocolate. The less well-to-do will
often hand out lunch boxes, with a sandwich, a piece of cake (called basta
– probably a mutation of “pastry”), and a left-over complex from the days
of socialism and deprivation: a red apple – possibly, too, sharing a tradition
held by the Armenians of offering an apple not only on the feast of Sarkis,
the equivalent of St Valentine’s Day, as a token of love, but of presenting
a red apple following the consummation of the marriage. Whether this is
consciously derived from intercultural exchange or has just gradually found
its way into our habits is difficult to decide. And from socialism and this kind of
cultural exchange to capitalism and the influx of the American influence (the
new cultural exchange): cans of coke and Seven Up. The hostess will often
be seen harassing guests with “Here, have a canz. Have you taken a canz?
Canz, Canz!”
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One feature in wedding buffets, of whatever category, is that it will have
little connection with the regular diet of the household of the families involved.
Whether westernized or not, they will most likely opt for a Western style menu,
with the common fixture of macaroni béchamel, a great favorite with all
Egyptians, and always considered a treat both because the knowledge of
béchamel, let alone how to make it, will imply some culinary and intercultural
sophistication, and because of the taste savored by all. Desserts, on the
other hand, will be a combination of both West and Eastern cuisines, with
the regular crème caramel, profiteroles, jelly as well as oriental pastries, and
the all time favorite Om Ali. New is the chocolate fountain, a great favorite
especially with the very young Alexandrians are chocolate lovers, nurtured
by a historic legacy of Swiss and French chocolatiers.
As the bride and groom prepare to leave, signaling the end of the wedding,
they are often showered (as they may have been on their entrance) with
coins of value depending on the relative affluence of the bride and groom.
However, a tradition kept by all alike is to shower them with grains of rice and
peas for prosperity and fertility.

The wedding of El Leithy Abdel Nasser in Alexandria. Left to right: El Leithy Abdel Nasser,
Zeinat, Gamal Abdel Nasser and Tahia. Photo courtesy of Moheb Fahmy
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Sebou’

Sebou’
is
celebrated for
the birth of a new
baby by Moslems
and Copts alike in
Alexandria. It is held a
week after the baby is
born (sebou’ coming from
the word sab’a, Arabic for
seven, a mystical number),
and usually falls on the Thursday
following the delivery, the night
before the Moslem holy day and the
beginning of the Arab weekend. By then it is
expected that both mother and child will be
fit enough for the celebration, the mother from what more often than not
used to be a natural delivery and the baby from circumcision if it were a
boy. However, if the rite of the seventh day cannot be kept for any reason,
another will be chosen, but an odd number will always be observed. Candles
are lit and small, prettily wrapped packages (called, like their wedding
counterparts, bonbonnieres) are distributed, containing chickpeas, peanuts,
sugarcoated almonds and a piece of chocolate. Paper money, according to
the means of the family, may also be included, on which are written rhymed
phrases of welcome for the newborn, such as: “I have arrived, and filled the
house with light.” A drink called “moghat” is offered, which is fried powdered
fenugreek with ghee (clarified butter) and sugar, and a sprinkling of sesame.
Very rich in calories and nutrients, it is supposed to help the young mother
with her lactation, since fenugreek is also highly lactiferous. But all the guests
as well are offered the drink, usually served in cups.
Other rituals carried out in the sebou’ are mainly food related. The newborn
is rocked in a sieve (symbolizing flour and its association with bounty and
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Photo courtesy of Moheb Fahmy

abundance) to suggest survival and safety from the perils of life, to the rhythm
of a pestle pounding the mortar (usually pounded close to baby’s ears to
make sure he develops immunity to noise and fear), while salt is sprinkled
throughout the house to ward off the evil eye.
This is an occasion in which folklore is more important than class. In fact, the
upwardly mobile like to retain a touch of folklore as a concession to tradition
and a sign of authenticity and originality.

Newborn in a sieve
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Funerals

After the burial, the family and close friends return home for
a meal, which is usually provided by friends and neighbors.
Mourners flock in to pay their condolences, and are offered
black (sugarless) Turkish coffee. This used to go on for forty
days (dating to Pharaonic tradition, for it was after forty days
that the mummification process would be complete), but now
the official days of paying condolences is only three. In those
three days friends and neighbors continue to provide meals to
the house of the deceased, and mourners to drink the black
Turkish coffee, for during mourning nothing is sweet. The fortieth
day itself is observed: Moslems receive mourners again and
offer black Turkish coffee while the Koran is recited. Christians,
likewise, offer typical brioches, for which Hamos in Ibrahimieh is
especially famous. Visits to the cemeteries follow, on Thursdays,
on Eid days, before Christmas and Easter. Food is distributed
to the poor, especially an unsweetened cake called rahma
(mercy), dried dates and perhaps citrus fruit when in season.
The richer families would distribute fatta (rice and meat), while
the poorer ones would distribute fatta of yellow lentils (rice and
yellow lentils). On 2nd December Christians celebrate All Souls’
Day by praying in the cemeteries, handing out money and
brioches, laying wreaths – or a single flower – on the tombs.
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Bacos tombs - by Mahmoud Said
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Moulids

Moulids (birthdays) are celebrations of saints and sainthoods, and are held
on a periodical basis round the shrine of a wali (saint) considered once to
have a pious worshipper of God. Alexandria’s most famous shrine is that of
Sidi el Morsi Aboul Abbas (originally from Murcia, Spain, and hence the name
El Morsi) and the neighboring shrine of Sidi Yakout el Arsh. Also celebrated
with great joy is the Moulid el Nebi, on the occasion of the birth of the Prophet
Mohamed. Visitors will flock from the countryside and as far as Upper Egypt,
and camp out on the streets of Alexandria next to the Aboul Abbas Mosque.
A festive mood prevails and visitors include men, women and children. Once
the ritual of visiting the shrine, which often includes the tomb of the wali, is
finished, food is distributed. This will be sherbet and bonbon for Moulid Aboul
Abbas, just like a wedding, and
for the Moulid of Yakout el Arsh
it will be rice pudding (roz bel
Laban) and rice with honey
and nuts. Fatta (rice, bread,
and meat drenched with a
garlic and vinegar spicy sauce)
would also be handed out to
the visitors. In the plaza outside
the mosque there will be games
and the specialty of the Moulid
– moulid sweets made of sugar:
a bright pink arousset el moulid
doll for the girls, and a bright
green boy on horse for the boys.
These are what the children look
forward to, the equivalent of a
little Santa Claus in Christmas.

The traditional sugar doll and
boy on horse
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Sham el Nessim
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Salted fish

Sham el Nessim is Egypt’s oldest
feast, and dates back to Pharaonic
times. It is a spring festival that
celebrates rebirth and the return
of life, after the long dark winter
of death. It is the Egyptian feast
and is celebrated by the whole
country: rich and poor, Christian
and Moslem. It must be spent
outdoors, so that all the Egyptian
population can “sniff the breeze”,
which is what Sham el Nessim
means. Two main foods must be
eaten, equally important. One is
salted grey mullet called feseekh,
which has a pungent odor, and the
other is spring onions. Those who
cannot bear the smell of feseekh
tend to eat ringa, which is salted
herring. Important, too, is lettuce,
and boiled salted lupine beans
sprinkled with cumin, as well as
green beans in their pod. However,
the main meal is breakfast, usually
taken as early as 6 am. This is
when the egg parade begins and
the rubbing of spring onions on
children’s noses starts their day.
Some families have a tradition
of hiding eggs in different corners of the house, in typically unusual places,
where the children are encouraged to find them. The child who retrieves the
most is then treated to a small sum of money, called a “eideyya”, which is
money given out to the children of the family by parents and grandparents,
a tradition accompanying most feasts. The whole idea behind the specific
foods is their symbolism explained by myth: basically, eggs symbolize life and
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Painting by Girguis Lotfy
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rebirth and hence they are colored in the hope that color will be literally
brought to life. Spring onions were believed by the Pharaohs to ward off the
evil eye, salted fish symbolizes preservation, a major Egyptian concern, and
all the leafy greens represent fertility. Sham el Nessim occurs on the Monday
following the Orthodox Easter Sunday, and often Egyptians will think that
Easter is the English word for Sham el Nessim, especially as colored eggs are
a feature of the two feasts.
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Christian Fasting

Christian Fasting takes up a great deal of the year and is basically vegan.
Copts seem to fast more than other denominations. Before Christmas, they
abstain from meat and dairy products, but are allowed fish. In the Lent fast,
which lasts fifty five days and is broken at Easter, not even fish is allowed. It
also occurs at a time when there is no great variety of vegetables or fruits
available, and so a creative approach to the preparation of beans, rice and
lentils has to be taken. A great favorite is Bisara.
And as though this was not obvious enough, it is hard not to speculate that
Coptic Lent may be one reason for the popularity of ful and falafel, both
staple diets for the fasting Copt. Interestingly, and in a twist of converging
likes, likeness and intertwined culture and fate, ful is the staple food of the
Egyptian Moslem’s diet as well, also often accompanied by falafel. Of
course, the limited array of foods allowed in Lent accounts for the heavier
dependence on falafel, which does not necessarily always accompany ful
in Ramadan. In Lent, ful will often be eaten without oil, let alone any other
form of fat, since a growing number of Egyptians are becoming health and
cholesterol conscious, and because some devoted fasters will opt for a fast
which is stricter, with only a water base for cooking. More and more families
are taking to fasting during Lent, than was once the custom in urban societies;
part of the novelty owing to a renewed desire to assert the faith within a less
secular society and part owing to the benefits derived all around. The novelty
includes children fasting from an early age, also meeting the age at which a
Moslem child is now encouraged to fast. Fast, or “seyami” food is the latest
addition in food stores and pastry shops during Lent, candidly advertised in
newspapers and flyers sent along with the morning papers
Christmas, which in the West is celebrated on 25 December, falls on the 7th
of January in the Coptic Calendar, and on the 6th of January in the Armenian
calendar. In the West, turkey is served at Christmas. In Alexandria, however,
most Copts serve the typically Egyptian fatta, which is rice, bread, and meat
drenched in vinegar and garlic, though other denominations – as well as
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those more Westernised Copts – would continue to serve turkey. Another
typically Egyptian food offered at Christmas is beid meza’lel, which is boiled
eggs fried in butter. Some houses would bake a Christmas cake, but all have
to bake or buy the traditional biscuits and ka’ak that Moslems get in the
Small Eid. These vary slightly in taste according to whether the recipe used
has been westernized to use less ghee, sugar or a different filling other than
the customary dates agwa (a staple of Middle Eastern cookery, and dessert
also common in the Arab Peninsula), or pine nuts and pistachios as in the
Syrian-Lebanese favorite stuffing, or agameya a more local generic version of
loucoum which is also less costly. Ka’ak alsso makes for a lucrative number of
catering services that have been made available to the Egyptian household,
and especially so in Alexandria where possibly the very first caterer took the
pioneering step. Although the day, if not days, of preparation and baking
was itself considered a feast, with children and all the young women of the
household partaking in the rites of kneading and pounding the dough, and
of the finer travail of tweezing little designs on the pastry before it is put in the
furnace, less time and effort is now put into all this manual labor. However it
is considered second best to buy homemade ka’ak rather than commercial
or prepackaged brand name varieties.
In Easter, too, Copts eat fatta and beid meza’lel, but they also eat the
brioche introduced by the Greeks and Italians, while the Armenians will eat
a special bread called Cheureg. All will color the eggs western-style. For
chrome yellow, onion skin is boiled in water, to which vinegar will be added
and then the eggs boiled to earn their final shade; for red, hibiscus will be
used. Often, too, a green leaf or other shape will be pasted onto the egg
prior to dipping it in the dye and then allowed to boil before removing it
to reveal a pleasant stencil effect. Many, however, do not know the origins
of those practices, and would not question them with a raised eyebrow or
consider them a threat to identity, either religious or national, which makes
a feast like Sham el Nessim truly national, since both feasts are celebrated
within a day of each other, and many would confuse the two.
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Eid el Ghutas

Celebrated on 19 January, it supposedly marks the end of the Christmas
season begun on the 7th of the same month, and commemorates the baptism
of Christ. The word “ghutas” meaning total immersion, usually in water, also
describes the act of baptism of Coptic babies whereby the body is totally
immersed in the holy font. Food served during this feast is invariably the same
in most homes, though the origin of the traditional meal remains contested,
but some interesting explanations challenge the imagination. The main dish
is taro stew served with rice, followed by tangerines and knuckles of sugar
cane to chew on, in lieu of dessert.
Taro leaves, whose scientific name is Madumbes, but more relevantly to
our present purpose, also called Colocasia Esculenta, and in Arabic Colcas,
are said to derive their name from Mount Golgotha, aka Calvary. A name
attributed to the mount for a variety of reasons, none especially definitive,
but the etymology of the word remains the same: “the place for skulls”, since
the skull of Adam according to one version is buried there, and to another
because the place looks like one. Further on, through the Aramaic Gulgalta,
the word mutated into what we now know as colocasia, and ol’as. Ol’as, in
Arabic, also rhymes with rass, meaning head, in reference to the skulls with
which the word is connected (it is also said that if you don’t eat ol’as on
ghutas, you will wake up without a rass. And yet others will say you will wake
up without knickers, which in Arabic also rhymes with rass).
This said, the reason ol’as and sugar cane are eaten on the occasion of
an immersion, or the celebration of the baptism of Christ differs in relation to
the skepticism of each account. According to some, the head of the taro
resembles a bare skull and hence the justification of celebrating what may
have taken place on Mount Golgotha, and the crucifixion of Christ. With the
sugar cane left unaccounted for, we get another justification: mainly that
Colocasia (in which case, the name and shape are immaterial) is a root
vegetable that grows in moist sites and wetland found next to Golgotha; a
water retentive plant tolerant of waterlogging, a characteristic it shares with
another crop in particular: the sugar cane.
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Little more need be said to explain the cult of water immersion and
the association with those two highly moisture oriented plants. A different
account, however, more secular and skeptical, told by no less practicing
Copts is that given the date of the feast and the time of month, taro being
a very nutritive plant and sugar cane with its high glycemic index would
provide an exemplary diet of high calories to meet the cold. The pragmatic
view would also hold that tangerines are the fruit of the season, and would
explain away a whole traditional meal in the stark light of the market place.
Folklore also has it that one of the Alexandrian “nawwa’s” ( storms) occurs
around that time of year to wash, or possibly irrigate the colocasia even
more, since it bears the name “ghutas” following the same theme. As for the
tangerines, no more in season than say, oranges and bananas, are probably
chosen because their peel lends itself easily to making little incisions, and so
children can slit them at the top making them into tiny basket shapes where
a candle will be placed and lit. That the basket is meant to evoke the infant
Jesus, is only speculation, but remains a possibility to ponder, and a tradition
to add color to a feast with which not too many non Copts are as familiar as
with the Coptic Christmas, now a national holiday, though with a distinctly
less traditional meal.

Raw Taro
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Ramadan
Though Ramadan is the Islamic month of fasting, it is also the month
of eating. From the moment the family gathers round the table for iftar,
the breaking of the fast, till the suhour meal before another day of fasting
commences, eating is a major preoccupation. Ramadan is an occasion
for family and friends to meet for iftar, but whether there are guests or
not, the table is always laden with all sorts of goodies. The faithful will
break their fast with dates and milk, a custom recently imported from the
Gulf countries and popular because it is sunna, or a practice the Prophet
used to follow. Next comes the soup, often a French or Western recipe,
possibly a result of interaction with the foreign communities that were so
much a part of the social fabric of Alexandria. Ful is a must on the iftar
table; if it is eaten with great appetite throughout the year for breakfast
or lunch or dinner or snack, it is even more popular in Ramadan when
it asserts its identity as the staple diet of the Egyptian population. A hot
mezzeh is occasionally offered, in the form of qatayef stuffed with cheese
filling, a variation on samboosek. Some people even use minced meat,
which brings to mind the famous Spanish and Argentinian Empanadas de
Carne Fritas. Then the serious eating begins. There will be rice (often with
nuts) and pasta and meat and chicken and vegetable stews, and while
many will avoid fried fish because the thirst it induces is not welcome
in Ramadan, pickles are a must. Then there are cold drinks to slake the
thirst of a long day of fasting, especially if Ramadan happens to fall on
a hot month. The most favorite drink is an apricot paste diluted in water,
called qamar el din. Other popular drinks, natural and nutritious, are
carob (kharoub), tamarind (tamr hindi), liquorice (er’ souss), and hibiscus
(karkadeh – good for regulating blood pressure).
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And when the family is fairly groaning with
all that food in it – just as the table is groaning
with the food on it – the desserts are served. This
is the highlight of the day. The two mandatory
Ramadan sweets are kunnafa and qatayef.
Kunnafa is pastry, shredded very finely like
vermicelli, and stuffed with either mixed nuts
and raisins or ricotta cheese, and covered with
a sweet syrup. Qatayef is rather like crepe,
and is also stuffed with nuts or ricotta cheese
and the sweet syrup will be poured over it.
Both are rich and nutritious foods, suitable for
fasting days, and are eaten also in the Levant,
Turkey, Greece and the Balkans. Historians differ
on where kunnafa originated, whether it was
Turkey, or Nablus in Palestine, which makes the
most famous kunnafa of all, kunnafa Nabulsiyya.
Kunnafa and qatayef were introduced from
Syria to Egypt during the Fatimid period in the
11th century.
A variation on these two traditional sweets is
Om Ali, a pastry covered with warm milk and
nuts, said to have become widespread in Egypt
during the Mamluk period. The story is that when
the wife of the sultan Ezzedine Aybak managed
to get rid of his other wife Shagaret el Durr, and
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Left: Making konafa
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set her own son Ali on the throne, she distributed this sweet which became
known as Om Ali – the mother of Ali.
Yet another variation, eaten during Ramadan but also throughout the year,
is lokmet el qady, the morsel of the judge. Strange name, admittedly, perhaps
the result of cultural interaction in the Mediterranean, as the following article
sets out to explore:

Amongst the things that Mediterranean peoples quarrel over
are the origins of Loukoumades – a pastry similar to the doughnut.
It’s generally accepted that they are the rightful property of the
Greeks, though they have evolved into a traditional Egyptian
sweet found readily on the streets of Alexandria. One particularly
fine loukoumades outlet was Tournazaki, a shop that could be
found be found in Rue de Poste, downtown Alex.
Long before that, the Jewish community decided to adopt
loukoumades as their own and called them Sufganiyot, which is
a jelly doughnut rolled in sugar. It is said that the honey syrup
used on the loukoumades of today is of Turkish origin; therefore
the sweet is a molding of East and West cuisine. This is where the
Egyptians take over, gracefully transforming the loukoumades
into the famous lokmet el qady, which can be eaten with powdered
sugar, or sugar and honey syrup. A modern Greek preference is to
eat them with mastic ice-cream, or cinnamon.
Many shops in Alexandria have a side stand where a man
stands in front of a pot of oil and amazes bystanders with his
quick hand movements as he cuts the dough with a spoon making
perfect spheres. This is expert work, so don’t expect perfect results
if you decide to make loukoumades for yourself. Regardless of the
shape, they make a melt-in-the-mouth, delicious snack. (Alex Med
News letter, Issue I, Sept-Dec 2005)
Back to Ramadan, where the feast continues. After dessert, and mint tea
and coffee, nuts such as walnuts, hazelnuts and almonds (collectively known
as yamish) will be nibbled on as the family relaxes in front of the TV and the
numerous soap operas that are a feature of Ramadan. Increasingly, people
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are growing to prefer a few hours of
praying to watching TV.
Finally, the family prepares for another
day of fasting by having a final meal at
suhhour, before the dawn breaks. It is
not a meal kept by all, many preferring
to stay up slightly later than usual and
have a late dinner instead. Increasingly,
however, it has been encouraged that
those who fast try to catch some sleep
then wake up for a snack since this is
considered sunna, something practiced
by the Prophet. A typical meal would
be an oriental type breakfast of ful, eggs,
yoghurt and cheese; basically protein
foods that will help sustain energy for another day of total abstinence. Few
will eat a heavy meal, to avoid indigestion and thirst the next day. Then a cup
of tea is drunk before a few hours’ sleep introduces another day of fasting
and a night of feasting and praying.
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One relative novelty during the month of Ramadan, at least in the extent it
has become so prominent is “ma’edat el rahman”, or “table of the merciful”.
Exactly when the practice was begun, there is no precise information, but it
certainly is quite new on the Alexandrian scene. It was always encouraged
that people give out of the same food they eat for the Iftar of the needy in
the neighborhood or serving classes. That would usually be a platter sent to
the porter of the house, or those who cannot go home in time to breakfast
with their family.
Gradually, this evolved to become a whole meal set for as few as ten or
twenty seated around a “tableyya” (a round typical Egyptian table, around
which people would gather to sit on the floor and eat) in the garden of a
villa, a garage, or a quiet side street, or as many as a few hundred around
regular dining tables, if a nearby alley allowed. The tables would be laid side
by side, with flatware and crockery varying according to district and how
much the benefactor is willing to pay for them, often preferring to invest in the
actual food rather than the fancy tableware. Usually, a cook, or retired chef
is called upon for such events, a big stove and very basic cooking utensils are
provided, plus a few helpers, often women. The ingredients for the dishes are
usually purchased by the person offering those free meals.
Soup kitchens were always around in one way or another, but the tradition
at Ramadan may well have been begun by King Farouk in the wake of the
economic crisis following World War II when he would serve large meals in
public squares for the populace as a token of social bonding. The sovereign’s
iftars drew people by the hundreds, and he designated special days to
different groups: laborers, employees, students etc. and took special care
to attend or at least make an appearance to break the idiomatic bread
and any existing ice. From accounts received, the food served would be of
the highest quality and the menu carefully planned by the king’s chef, then
revised and approved by the sovereign himself before being prepared in the
royal kitchens. These royal iftars for the masses were later referred to by the
press as “The People’s Restaurants”.
The tradition has become well established of late, having found favor with
many affluent households and businessmen who often hold the “ma’eda” at
the site of their factories or offices. All passersby are welcome to partake, who
sometimes sample at different sites before deciding which “ma’eda” is most
to their taste, and some ask for their meals wrapped “take away” style to
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take home and eat later. It is not unusual for a chef to send an occasional
dish to his employers (normally to the lady of the house) to show off his skill
and reassure them as to the quality of service they are offering. Another
much more recent version of helping people break their fast on the road,
is that of young men serving the traditional Ramadan drinks of hibiscus,
carob, tamarind and apricot, supplemented of late by sobia, to passersby
and vehicle drivers unable to stop for a meal or who, deterred by traffic
were unable to get home in time for their meal. A recent variation includes a
small package of finger foods and sandwiches.
It used to be that Moslems would often wait until they got home or reached
destination to have their iftar and not have to revert to chowing on the road.
However, with changing times came a few changing styles. Alexandria had
once boasted much better traffic flow than Cairo, but that today is a myth of
the past, hence the need for food served on the road for those running late
or simply unable to go home and get back to work again. Besides, a growing
number of citizens are fasting and socializing during the Holy Month whose
gastronomical habits and recipes find favor with all. Even those who would
have abstained from fasting if traveling or unwell, rarely do so today, in spite
of the license in Islam exempting those on the road, or ill, as well as pregnant
women from keeping their fast provided they make up for it later.
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Eid el Fitr (Smaller Bairam)

After Moslems break their fast at the end of Ramadan, they celebrate Eid
el Fitr, which lasts for three days. The hallmark of the Eid is ka’ak, the cookies
filled with agamiyya (honey, flour and sometimes a pinch of sesame) or
agwa (dried dates). In the past, these used to be baked at home, or at least
prepared at home and baked in the public oven down the street if the house
was too poor to have a proper oven. Ka’ak is eaten by both Moslems and
Copts (see Coptic fasting). With modernization, consumerism and the rush of
life taking over, this tradition is dying out and people are increasingly relying
on the readymade products available in the shops, or provided by caterers
who are usually housewives turned professionals. After eating ka’ak for
breakfast, the family would go on a round of visits to the various grandparents,
uncles and aunts, and a huge lunch would be served at the house of the
principal member of the family. Often the main dish in Alexandria would be
fish, popularly called melouha (salty food). The reason could be that after
abstaining from fish for a whole month, there is a great longing for it. Another
explanation is that the fish originally eaten was baccalà fish (salted cod),
dried and salted and imported from Sicily, and introduced to the Alexandrian
table by its foreign communities. This eventually developed into the eating of
fish in general, regardless of its type or state. A third explanation could simply
be that fish was so abundant and cheap in the Alexandria of old, that it
made sense to celebrate the feast with the most popular food around.
Traditional ka’ak filled with agamiyya
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Eid el Adha (Greater Bairam)

In English “the festival of sacrifice”, Eid el Adha commemorates the
willingness of Abraham to sacrifice his son Ismail as an act of obedience to God.
However, God provided a ram in the obedient son’s place. This is why every
year Moslems who can afford to do so sacrifice their best domestic animals
(usually sheep, but also camels, cows and goats) as a symbol of Abraham’s
sacrifice. The sacrificed animals, called “udhiya”, have to meet certain age
and quality standards. Generally, these must be at least a year old. One third
of the sacrifice is given away as charity, one third to acquaintances as gifts,
and the last third is cooked in the household for a big festive lunch or dinner.
Sheep being the most common sacrifice, mutton is always served along with
the traditional Egyptian fatta. Because some people are put off by the smell
of cooked lamb, however, they avoid buying the usual baladi or local sheep
and get a barki (desert) one or a few years back even a Marino imported
from Australia. Others will avoid sheep altogether and use veal instead.
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Passover or Pessah

Passover focuses on Jewish identity and its transmission from one generation
to the next. It is an occasion for a family reunion, and those away from home
or living on their own are offered hospitality.The week-long festival begins
in the evening with one of the most popular of all Jewish ceremonies: the
Seder meal, which preserves features of a Greco-Roman banquet. All formal
Jewish meals begin with blessings for wine and bread and for the day itself,
but the Seder ritual is especially elaborate: the recitation of the biblical story
of the exodus from Egypt is interwoven with meditations on the themes of
liberty and rescue and with songs of praise to God. Because Passover is
concerned with the continuity of generations, children play a leading role
in the ceremony. It is the youngest present who traditionally begins the
proceedings by asking the leading question ”Why is this night different from
all other nights?” What follows, the narrative of the exodus, is the reply to this
enquiry. Then symbolic ritual food are served. A roast lamb’s bone and egg
are offered for the paschal sacrifice, matzoh as a reminder of the haste with
which the Israelites were forced to leave Egypt and horseradish or other bitter
herbs as a reminder of their sufferings. Last but not least is kosher wine, which
will be certified for Passover use. The evening concludes with some popular
songs which help to hold the children’s interest to the very end.
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Rosh Hashanah

Rosh Hashanah, which means head
of the New Year, has traditionally been
regarded as the first day of creation. The
ceremony lasts ten days of repentance,
beginning with Rosh Hashanah (New Year)
and culminating in Kippur (Atonement). In English
they are called High Holy Days, and in Hebrew the Awesome Days (Yamin
Nora’im). Rosh Hashanah is observed on the first day of Trisheit, the seventh
month of the Jewish calendar, as a day of rest. Activities prohibited on Shabbat
are also prohibited on Rosh Hashanah. The sounding of the Shofar (ram horn)
on Rosh Hashanah is a religious obligation and is intended to awaken the
listener from his or her slumber and alert them to the coming judgment. The
traditional Jewish greeting on that day is Shana Tova. Rosh Hashanah meals
often include apples and honey to symbolize a sweet new year. Various other
foods with a symbolic meaning may be served depending on local custom,
such as tongue and other meats from the head of an animal to symbolize
the head of the year, as well as dates, black-eyed beans, leeks, spinach, and
gourd. Pomegranates are used in many traditions.
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Corona Royal
Photo by Moheb Fahmy

In addition to the restaurants and patisseries of
Alexandria, there were other food related industries
and activities, of which chocolate is one. Always a
great favorite with Alexandrians, it was manufactured
in the city starting from the early 1900s. One of the
most famous factories is the Royal Chocolate Factory,
famous for its Corona chocolate. Here is how it got its
gazelle:
In the 1930s, in the industrial distict of Hadra, there
was an empty plot of land, some of it covered with
dust and sand, and the rest with green palm trees. Next
to it was the Manolides marble factory, and the English
army barracks. In charge of the barracks was the
unsmiling English general. Every morning, dressed in his
khaki army uniform, chest covered with the medals he
had won in World War I, he would inspect the grounds
and the army. Hence his name: the English Inspector,
El Mofatesh el Engleezi. And so the street became –
and remains – the El Mofatesh Street. This is the story
told on the street today, but in reality the street was
named after the palace of Ismail Pasha el Mofatish,
Minister of Finance in the days of Khedive Ismail.
When the Greek chocolatier Tommy Christo built his
chocolate factory there, it was the first of its kind not just in Egypt, but in all the
Near East. The workers were both Greeks and Egyptians. Nearby there was
a football pitch, where the workers would often play matches against each
other. And on the grounds lived a gazelle, which became tame, and was
befriended by all the workers. One sad day it was hit by the ball and died.
Tommy, the owner, grieved over the soft gazelle, and made it the mark of his
chocolate factory, and mounted a statue at the entrance. The statue of the
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gazelle can still be found
in its place. The name of
the factory changed from
The Royal Egyptian Chocolate
Factory to The Alexandria Factory for
Sweets
and Chocolate Corona. The days pass, and
Tommy dies, and the
gazelle remains.
From Upper Egypt to the
upper crust of Alexandrian
society, El Mehelmy, King of
Jute, makes it big in several
industries culminating in the
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ICA

chocolate factory, ICA. A tenacious man with a shrewd mind for business,
with an eye for assigning the right task to the right person, El Mehelmy made
his way to great fortune, unfortunately lost but fought for till the last breath.
This spirit seemed to have been a family trait, of which Waguih Mehelmy
recalls feeling a pang of pride, when sitting in the lobby of a hotel in the Far
East, he inadvertently overhears a stranger quoting this man, who turns out
to be no other but his great uncle, saying “If poverty ran after me, it won’t be
able to catch up with me!”
The
two
Jewish
Alexandrians – known
shareholders in the
prospective
ICA
–
Morris and Joseph
Levy
sought
the
partnership of this jute
tycoon in their sweet
factory because of his
straightforwardness
and sharp business
acumen.
This
new
alliance
saw
the
birth of a sweet and
chocolate industry that
survives to this day.
However, survival was
not always a sweet
ride, and wafer-like it
had its moments of fragility. Work was divided between the two brothers,
where one ran the show inside the factory while the other took care of public
relations. It was not until the Tripartite Aggression back in 1956 that Joseph
and Morris Levy had to leave behind their Alexandrian identities and homes
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to go their ways, after which the rest is history, except for one minor incident.
When on a visit to Morris in Switzerland, Mehelmy buys the company, but
is advised to sell within not more than one year because of the precarious
business forecast. His relentless business nature would not allow him to take
this advice too seriously. Mehelmy did not sell the company – but lost it to the
greater powers of nationalization that overtook the country.
After
nationalization ICA
was merged with
Corona and Nadler
(another
Jewish
owned business),
which
seemed
quite ironic. As
a child, Waguih
was
perplexed
why
Corona’s
chocolate seemed
superior to their
own. The answer
came in a matter-of-fact tone from his father, “Son, buy your chocolate from
Corona, our products are meant for the majority of the people”, looking
at him with an eye on profit. In other words, whereas Corona served the
elite, ICA only produced chocolate for the public, and did not even think
of venturing into competition, since their business target was well enough
served by that niche. In retrospect, however, chocolate was not ICA’s
greatest achievement, but with a twist of fate following a short stint training
at a chewing gum factory in the United States, Morris’s family relation came
back with a recipe that proved all too valuable, for he had uncovered the
secret of bubblegum, which ICA became the first to introduce in Egypt,
and their famous OK and Bazooka still sticks in our memories as later brands
borrowed the knowhow!
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Nofal Sweets

One sweets establishment that started out Egyptian is Nofal Sweets.
Founded in 1919 at 25 Zawyet Ragbany Street by Mohamed Aly Nofal, it
eventually moved to No. 10 of the same street. Its sweets, biscuits, toffees,
bonbons and chewing gum remember with pleasure the sweet days of Nofal
Sweets.

An advert in the English “who is
who” book in the 50s
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Siclam

Alexandria did not only excel at sweets and chocolates. It boasts the first
dairy plant in the whole of the Middle East, the SICLAM factory. It was started
in Mandara in 1952 as “Mandara Farm” by Jan Landart, a Swiss national.
Pasteurized milk was first introduced to the Egyptian market very modestly,
and a few months later a more modern dairy factory was build and the name
SICLAM was used.

The Siclam plant in Mandara
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Scales and Weights
The regular scales for vegetables, fruits and meat were the stationary scales
with two trays, while the mobile one had a single tray. Today the electric
scales are used. To weigh grains, the keila was used, and came in four sizes:
the keila, the ½ keila, the ¼ keila, and the smallest was called the kharouba.
They don’t exist anymore, either.

Photo
courtesy
Moheb Fahmy
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A Cuisine for all Tastes, and
a Taste for all Cuisines
What is Alexandrian cuisine? Is it Mediterranean? What is Mediterranean
cuisine? Or rather, is there such a thing as Mediterranean cuisine? Clifford
Wright, the American author of A Mediterranean Feast, argues that there is no
such thing. While an American will decide to cook a Mediterranean meal,
the Egyptian, Sicilian, Syrian, Greek or Moroccan will simply prepare his or her
own food, which is all quite different from each other (p. xv). Similarly, while an
American, or even a Briton, will today say “Let’s go for Italian/Thai/Chinese”,
it is understood that these meals will be partaken of outside the home, or, if
brought into the house, it will be in the form of “delivery”. It will not form part
of the domestic nutritional plan or preparation of meals. However, no such
concept exists in Alexandria. We don’t go out for Chinese, any more than we
go out for Greek or Italian or Lebanese. Such “cosmopolitan” food, readily
available in the great cosmopolitan cities of today, such as London, New
York or Dubai (not strictly a city), is vastly different from Alexandria’s culinary
experience. Alexandrians simply ate their own food, which was partly ethnic,
partly a borrowing from the neighbor’s kitchen. And so a typical Alexandrian
supper may consist of the staple Egyptian dish of ful, along with the Armenian
pastrami (basturma) either plain or cooked with eggs. If it was a dinner party
given at a home, the buffet had to offer some basics: the huge fish covered
with mayonnaise, piccata aux champignons, a béchamel dish, moussaka
(is it Egyptian or Greek?), alongside kebbeh, the stuffed vine leaves (dolma,
warak enab) which the Turks, Greeks, Armenians, Syrians and Lebanese all
claim for their own, and its accompanying yoghurt and cucumber salad. For
dessert there would be profiterole and meringue as well as oriental sweets like
baklava and kunnafa. When inviting people over for drinks only, the hostess
would provide tarama, a Greek dip made of fish roe virtually unknown outside
Greece, and tahini, a sesame dip. Such a variety, combining French cuisine
with food common in the Levant, Turkey and Armenia is the natural expression
of the cultural diversity of Alexandria. Nowhere more than in its eating habits
does Alexandria reveal its magnanimous nature of accepting the other,
though not always of total assimilation. In America, that great melting pot,
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a third generation Italian or German would know little about the language,
food or history of his grandparents who “came over”. But in Alexandria, the
sense of belonging to one’s community kept alive their language, habits,
denomination and past. And so, though they intermarried, each held on to his
or her community. An Armenian married to an Italian meant that the children
would speak the two languages, French (the lingua franca of Alexandria),
Arabic (the language of their adopted country), and they would eat
molokheya as well as typical Armenian and Italian food at home and at the
homes of their Armenian and Italian grandparents. Grandparents, in Egypt
as in the Mediterranean, are greatly honored by children and grandchildren,
and were as much a means of sustenance as was the material gain to be
made in Alexandria. Our grandmothers’ cuisine was in no danger of going
down the drain of the kitchen sink. With a reverence to the community’s
cuisine and the local one combined, the result is a cuisine grand-mère; and
in many an Alexandrian household, gran’mamman, granny, ya ya, nonna
and anna will originally often have come from across the Mediterranean.
If language is one of the main markers of cultural identity, so is cuisine.
Claude Levi-Strauss has taught us that using fire to transform raw food into
cooked dishes is the difference between nature and culture and is what
makes humans culture specific, as opposed to animals. At the same time,
historian Fernand Braudel discovered from travel literature that “breaking the
bread of others” was a difficult process, a fact testified to by nutritionist Jean
Trémolières who acknowledges the rigidity of people’s alimentary habits. So,
if cuisine is culture specific, and if partaking of the other’s food or changing
one’s own eating habits is difficult at best, then the Alexandrian experience
of sharing food and culinary customs is also its ultimate experience of sharing
cultures and offering a table laid for all. We owe our taste of Alexandria to
those who have broken bread together without an awkward social lurch,
or cultural dissonance. Mettre la main à la pate, whether for the young
apprentice earning his daily bread at the Greek baker’s down the street, or the
French or Swiss pastry shop downtown, or the wide-eyed newly-wed young
bride next door learning a culinary secret from overseas, it all became a
labor of love consolidated by the common pursuit of the pleasures of food
to which our neighbors were, by virtue of a healthy Mediterranean appetite,
likewise inclined.
In our collective digest and in the pantries of our culinary history there
is no ethnic dyspepsia. Dishes have emerged from a multi-ethnic kitchen
A Cuisine for all Tastes and a Taste for all Cuisines
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that is recognizably shaped not so much by local produce as by local
color and character. It is a cuisine whose chef raises his many hats to all,
and the foreigner raises his back. This was neither confusion nor fusion in a
strict modern day culinary sense, but variety; in the only and best sense there
is. With its meeting of cultures and tongues, and its cross fertilization, and the
aroma of a distinctive human ingredient, it could be the culinary equivalent
of cosmopolitanism.  Historically, therefore, we were way ahead of what
became common culinary practice in a later more informed and studied
manner. Elements mixed, tastes and recipes crossed, we learned new ways
from various and different examples. With a flexible natural inclination reflected
in a distinctive DNA of tolerance and plurality and an accommodating palate
attending, we were able to reach out more readily in a way the Moroccans,
the French, the Italians and the Spanish have never felt the need or the
inclination to do.
So while there is no Mediterranean cuisine per se, there is now a general
agreement that there is a Mediterranean diet, and a consensus that it is the
healthiest. That would be a preference for fresh vegetables and fruits, pulses,
cereals, fish, poultry, dairy products (cheese and yoghurt), small amounts of
red meat and eggs, moderate amounts of red wine and plenty of olive oil.
Nutritionists and doctors believe that this diet, though not bland or low fat,
reduces heart disease, certain cancers, diabetes and obesity. However, these
benefits come not from the diet alone but a whole lifestyle built on exercise
(originally physical labor) and leisurely meals. The main meal would be lunch,
taken around 2 pm, with a properly laid table, a variety of foods offered,
a glass of wine perhaps, and fresh fruit to follow. Many households would
have an elderly aunt or uncle, or a grandparent, living with them, and they
would share the meal too. The relaxed family atmosphere accompanying
the consumption of healthy food was an essential part of the Mediterranean
diet. The preparation of food, as well, was something of ritual. Time and
care were given to the process of nurturing. Here is an example of how food
was part of living in an Alexandrian household and was closely attuned to
nature:

The days followed peacefully upon one another. Father went to
work every morning and when he came home at lunchtime the kitchen
smells that filled the house were delicious and closely identified with
the seasons. Lentil soup on cold days in winter, and stuffed cabbage
and sweet lemons and tangerines seemed to blend with the raindrops
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hitting the panes and the smell of naphthaline from our woollens
just removed from storage. They were the essence of winter and we
were snug and warm inside. In summertime there was molokheya
and red onions and grapes and water melon. Mother was a fulltime housewife with no side-tracks, wholly devoted to running the
house and looking after her family. Certain things she allowed no one
else to do. In spring she made the year’s stock of strawberry jam; in
autumn she would spend a whole day peeling dates with Abdallah
preparing for the jam. Then one by one she would stuff them each
with an almond, a clove, and a thin strip of tangerine skin. In winter
she spent hours slicing bitter oranges into paper-thin strips. Her jams
were always perfect because she prepared them strictly according to
age old traditions and closely supervised the cooking. (Wassef, p. 219)
What is traditionally taken to be typical Mediterranean food, though,
turns out not to be native at all! We may consider all these fresh fruits and
vegetables indigenous to the area, but many of them were introduced by
the Arabs in the Middle Ages to the Mediterranean basin. The Arab presence
in the region meant that they introduced to Europe better material conditions
and a refined style of life. In addition, they modernized technology, thereby
improving agriculture on both sides of the Mediterranean. It was the Arabs
who introduced new foods such as the citrus fruits one thinks of as being
an essential part of the eastern Mediterranean diet, including lime, as well
as wheat, rice, bananas, mangoes, aubergines, taro (colocasia), sugarcane
and watermelon. (Wright, pp. 7; 22-23) Alexandria itself acted as a place
of exchange, from which certain foods traveled to Europe through the
Venetian and Genoese merchants whose fundoks ran a brisk trade in the
Mediterranean.
There was an exchange, therefore, of the basic ingredients, but not
necessarily of cooking, “the process by which Nature becomes Culture” as
Claude Levi-Strauss pointed out. Nor do certain ingredients necessarily make
for a Mediterranean diet. Wright believes that what is common in the diet
is a “shared trinity ingredients”: olive oil, wheat and the vine (p. xv). Wine,
though, would not necessarily be very popular in Alexandria. True, there
was a successful wine industry promoted by the Greeks, such as Gianaclis,
Bolonaki and Zotos, and the Italian Bertocchini, which were enjoyed by the
foreign communities resident in the city. A cold glass of Stella beer, produced
locally, was always welcome. But the Moslem restriction on alcohol meant
that wine was not part of the staple diet of the Egyptian, though beer was
A Cuisine for all Tastes and a Taste for all Cuisines
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part of the trinity of the ancient Egyptian diet that was composed of bread,
onions and beer.
Indeed, some of the ancient Egyptian foods have endured unchanged
for millennia. Beer is consumed in far less quantities today, because of the
Islamic ban on alcohol, though the Stella is still around in its green bottle, and
in a cans form – a tribute to modern times. Onions remain great favorites,
whether white, red or spring. Cucumbers, popular in the region for their
ability to slake thirst, were grown in ancient Egyptian times and continue to
be eaten widely, either in a salad or with white cheese, which may be the
Egyptian version of the famous English cucumber sandwich (the combination
of white cheese and cucumbers would change according to season: there
would be white cheese and watermelons in summer, or with grapes, or with
green beans). Diced cucumbers in smoothed yoghurt, with crushed garlic,
salt and chopped mint, are the necessary accompaniment to stuffed vine
leaves, and will be found in more or less that form all over the Mediterranean.
Cucumbers are also pickled, along with carrots, cauliflower and turnips.
Bread, of course, is the king of foods in Egypt, ancient as well as modern.
Emmer wheat was grown in ancient Egypt, and barley too was used for
the poor. Egyptians continue to eat bread for breakfast, lunch, dinner and
snacks, and hence it is called eish, derived from life, rather than the word
khubz used throughout the Arab world. A small piece of bread folded to form
a cone shape for dips, or to mop up the sauce on plates (called wedn el
otta, the cat’s ear), is widespread and stretches across all classes of society,
though the more correct ones will do the mopping with a fork rather than
their fingers. This habit of ghumous, as it is called, dates back to the ancient
Egyptians and is also popular in Turkey and Armenia. In the common Egyptian
tongue, people will say they have eaten bread and salt together, signifying
the importance of these two foodstuffs. Bread is eish, life itself, and salt too
was precious to the extent that sometimes Roman troops were paid in salt
and hence the word salary. The English would say “A man worth his salt” to
indicate how worthwhile he was. Ancient Egyptians mined it from Wadi el
Natroun (from Natrum Muriaticum) and used it for the preservation of the
dead (mummification) and for the preservation of food. In Egypt – as in other
countries round the Mediterranean – salt has mystic powers. It is used to ward
off the evil eye and as a protection against black magic, and is a necessary
component in rituals such as circumcision and celebration of newborns (see
Sebou’). Excavations and paintings on tombs show that ancient Egyptians
held lavish feasts and ate meat, fowl, pigs, grains, vegetables and fruits,
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though a number of their foods, such as gazelle and onyx, have disappeared
from the tables of modern Egyptians. Some eating habits have remained:
ancient Egyptians used to eat parsley with meat, and modern Egyptians will
serve kebab on a bed of parsley. The cultural interaction between an ancient
Egyptian habit and an Ottoman dish notwithstanding, it has been proven by
modern science that parsley brings down cholesterol and uric acid and thus
counteracts the effect of red meat.
Essentially, Alexandrian cuisine would be an amalgam of ancient Egyptian,
Ottoman and Mediterranean foods. However, it is not necessarily in keeping
with what is typically known as a Mediterranean diet. The third component
of the trinity, olive oil, is not as popular in Alexandria as it is in Spain, Italy,
Greece or Belad el Sham, as Syria, Lebanon and Palestine were commonly
referred to. Egyptians have a love for samna, clarified butter or ghee, and
will use it more than any other cooking fat, though a more health-conscious
younger generation has begun to switch to corn oil and sunflower oil, and
there is certainly a greater variety of olive oil on the shelves than heretofore.
Yet samna baladi remains the favorite and often food would be advertised
as having been cooked with samna baladi. In the good old days, well-todo families would prepare it at home, rather than buy it from the market. A
whole day would be set aside for the process, which often involved a peasant
woman coming especially from the countryside to supervise the activity. Here
is Wadida Wassef describing how samna was made at her parents’ home in
the 1940s:

When spring came it would be time to make the yearly stock of
samna. Om el Hana would appear at the kitchen door with our ration
of butter which she carried on her head in a huge flat basket all the
way from her village. In a first operation in the village the butter
was kneaded with salt then shaped into fat sausages, then loaded onto
Om el Hana’s head. Then she and her basket were sat on a donkey
who took them to the railway station where she boarded the goods
train that stopped here and there to pick up all manner of passenger,
animal or human. When she reached our house the second operation
began. Mother sitting on a low stool, Om el Hana on the floor, placed
the butter in a huge copper cauldron and took turns stirring it …
[the] butter settled at the bottom, the samna, without which no food
cooked in Egyptian homes was worthy of the name, floated on top.
It was then poured into big earthen jars and stored in the pantry to
last until the next spring. The operation lasted from early morning
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until sunset. Samna is a classic of Egyptian cooking. Egyptian women
are extremely fond of it as their volume indicates. The thought of
food cooked in oil or vegetable fat made their stomachs turn. … [Om
el Hana] must have been the forerunner of the modern computer.
Illiterate and unschooled, she could do complicated mathematical
operations with amazing accuracy and she was never wrong. One
could almost hear the clickety-click of figures in her brain as she
calculated the exact amount she expected to be paid. (Wassef, p.219220)
Wadida Wassef, her mother and her grandmother were all educated
at foreign schools. Her mother was an expert at French cuisine, and
consulted with great care the manuals of the day, such as the Comtesse
de Qencé’s Encyclopédie de la vie Pratique, which instructed housewives
in the art of cooking and running the household. It “propounded a typical
highly sophisticated French cuisine, requiring special herbs and long and
complicated procedures for cooking. Accordingly my mother’s Lapin à la
crême à l’estragon and her Savarins were proverbial.( Wassef, p. 220)” Despite
the French influence on her kitchen, the mother honored the samna baladi
and did not replace it with olive oil. Such behavior was probably common
among all Egyptian housewives in Alexandria, and despite the cry against it
in today’s call for a healthy diet, it is still the mark of good Egyptian cooking,
as is the vegetable and meat stew cooked with tomato sauce.
The Ottoman influence on the Egyptian cuisine is perhaps the single
strongest influence, more so perhaps because the Ottoman Empire included
countries whose communities have been an integral part of the Alexandrian
social fabric. Dominating parts of Asia, Europe and North Africa for 400
years, the Ottoman Empire assimilated foods from the three continents and
spread them round. Foods and practices that originated in the Central Asian
steppes with the nomadic Turkic tribes eventually found their way to Armenia,
Bulgaria, Greece, the Levant and Egypt. Golash and baklava made of thin
phyllo dough and stuffed with either nuts or meat, have become delicacies
on the Alexandrian table, with no thought given to either their origin or
name. Because it is a collection from a number of different countries, it is not
easy to discern a basic element or a single dominant feature, like the Italian
“pasta” or the French “sauce”. Whether in a humble home, at a famous
restaurant, or at a dinner in a Bey’s mansion, familiar patterns of this rich and
diverse cuisine are always present. It is a rare art which satisfies the senses
while reconfirming the higher order of society, community and culture, but
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it is also cause for cultural contention, as the various communities resident
in Alexandria, and the world around, will each claim dolma or yoghurt for its
own, for it is food that cultures are most possessive about, next to territory. Are
kebabs, souvlakia, and shawerma Turkish or Greek? Were cubes of meat first
skewered on the sword and cooked over a fire in the steppes of Asia or by
Homer’s heroes?
A practical-minded child watching Mother cook cabbage dolma on
a lazy, gray winter day is bound to wonder: who on earth discovered this
peculiar combination of sautéd rice, pine-nuts, currants, spices, and herbs, all
tightly wrapped in translucent leaves of cabbage exactly half an inch thick
and stacked-up on an oval serving plate decorated with lemon wedges?
How was it possible to transform this humble vegetable to such heights of
fashion and delicacy with so few additional ingredients? And, how can such
a yummy dish possibly also be good for one?
One can only conclude that the evolution of this glorious cuisine was not
an accident. Similar to other grand cuisines of the world, it is a result of the
combination of three key elements. A nurturing environment is irreplaceable.
Turkey is known for an abundance and diversity of foodstuff due to its rich flora,
fauna and regional differentiation. And the legacy of an Imperial Kitchen is
inescapable. Hundreds of cooks specializing in different types of dishes, all
eager to please the royal palate, no doubt had their influence in perfecting
the cuisine as we know it today. The Palace Kitchen, supported by a complex
social organization, a vibrant urban life, specialization of labor, trade, and
total control of the Spice Road, reflected the culmination of wealth and the
flourishing of culture in the capital of a mighty Empire. And the influence of the
longevity of social organization should not be taken lightly either. The Turkish
State of Anatolia is a millennium old and so, naturally, is the cuisine. Time is of
the essence; as Ibn Khaldun wrote, “the religion of the King, in time, becomes
that of the People”, which also holds for the King’s food. Thus, the reign of the
Ottoman Dynasty during 600 years, and a seamless cultural transition into the
present day of modern Turkey, led to the evolution of a grand cuisine through
differentiation, refinement and perfection of dishes, as well as their sequence
and combination of the meals.
All these unique characteristics and history have bestowed upon the
Ottoman cuisine a rich and varied number of dishes, which can be prepared
and combined with other dishes in meals of almost infinite variety, but always
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Ladles in the Imperial kitchen at Topkapi Palace, Istanbul. (photo by Doha Fahmy)

in a non-arbitrary way. This led to a cuisine that is open to improvisation
through development of regional styles, while retaining its deep structure, as
all great works of art do. The cuisine is also an integral aspect of culture. It is a
part of the rituals of everyday life events, and reflects spirituality, in forms that
are specific to it, through symbolism and practice.
Today the Turkish community in Alexandria counts around 300 hundred
members, and is composed of two types. There are the expatriates who are
here on a contractual basis, mostly working in the factories recently built in
Borg el Arab. The rest are the descendents the Turco-Egyptian aristocracy that
had formed the ruling class of Egypt from the days of Ottoman rule through
to Mohamed Ali and his family. While the Turks did not intermarry with the
foreign communities of Egypt, they did occasionally marry Egyptians, as well
as the Circassians who were famed for their beauty (so much so that the Wali
granted land to the nobleman who would marry a Circassian slave, in order
to maintain the good looks of the ruling class), and they eventually integrated
into society. Few today will speak Turkish, unlike the Greeks or Armenians who
have not forgotten their native tongue. While a good number of Alexandrians
are proud to have a Turkish grandmother somewhere in the family tree, few
will speak the language, or know whether that blood is Turkish or Circassian
(which have become virtually indistinguishable), or recognize Turkish dishes in
their kitchen. In some cases, what becomes known as a Turkish or Circassian
specialty turns out to be an Egyptian meal with little connection to Turkey. One
such case is the famous Abaza lentils, a closely-guarded recipe of the Abaza
family. The Abazas, one of the best-known Circassian families in Egypt, have
branches in Cairo, Alexandria and several governorates. As he was getting
off the train in Sharqiyya, a member of the Abaza family met a group of his
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friends and invited them all to lunch at home. The wife, totally unprepared
for the sudden arrival of all these guests, had to invent this dish with whatever
ingredients were available. It became the most famous dish in the family.
One of the most famous traditional Turkish dishes in Egypt is Sharkassiyya
(which, as its name indicates, is probably originally Circassian). Cooked with
walnuts, it is considered a delicacy, and families will compete in preparing it.
Not so common, however, is the cold Sharkassiyya, a specialty of Najla Kutay,
one of the few remaining Alexandrian Turks who hold on to their heritage:
Not only walnuts but all nuts are used by the Turks in their cuisine, whether
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for main meals or for dessert. As nuts are expensive in Egypt, and during the
Nasserite socialist regime of the 1960s were almost totally unavailable, peanuts
are often used as a substitute. Yoghurt is a staple ingredient, sometimes eaten
with sugar sprinkled on top, but always accompanying kebabs (unlike the
Syrian-Lebanese, who will eat their kebabs with hummous chickpea paste).
Turks will often have old cheese for breakfast, which is called gebna Torki
(Turkish cheese) in Cairo, or gebna Rûmi (referring to Rumelia, the European
part of Turkey) in Alexandria, and which is also a great favorite with Egyptians,
along with white cheese (gebna beida). Like the Egyptians, too, Turks will eat
white cheese with watermelon, but they will make other combinations such
as avocado and honey. Grain, bread, vegetables and pastries stuffed with
almost anything: these are, like the Egyptian diet, staples ingredients in Turkish
food.
Thus the kitchen in Alexandrian embraced some elements, rejected others,
and held fast to some traditions. Ful (fava beans) is eaten by all, rich or poor
(though it is said that princes would have it for breakfast, employees for
lunch and paupers for supper).
Traditionally, ful medammes
was cooked in a special pot for
eight hours over a low fire, but
today families will buy it already
cooked, and would simply add
the condiments they prefer.
That could be anything from
heated butter or samna, or olive
oil and lemon, or sausages,
eggs, pastrami. The twin of ful
is falafel, a fried patty made
of fava beans, and often ful
and falafel would be served
together. Not perfect for the
colon (though cumin is added
to combat bloating), but a
hearty, cheap and easily the
most popular meal in Egypt, it
is often served with pickles and
greens. In Cairo, falafel is called
ta’miyya, so the word falafel in
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Alexandria is probably an import from Belad el Sham (Syria and Lebanon),
where they eat their ful and falafel mixed with chickpeas, though that hasn’t
caught on in Alexandria. The famous ful Iskandarani is spiced up with cumin,
chili powder, and diced green pepper, onions and tomatoes. Alexandrians
seem to prefer their food spicier and hotter than the Cairenes, and so their
liver is special too. Kebda Iskandarani, as it is called, is also made with chili
and green pepper, cumin, lemon and thyme, probably an influence from
the Lebanese who often use the two in their cooking. Cumin seems to be
the ingredient that differentiates Alexandrian from Cairene food. After ful
comes molokhiyya. That is jew’s mallow cut up very
very finely and boiled with chicken broth to
make a sort of green soup. Many families
will have it on the Friday or the Sunday
as the treat of the holy day, including
foreigners. At first repulsed by its
strange nature and the fried garlic
which is tossed on top, members of
the foreign community gradually
come to love it and include it
in their weekly fare when it is in
season (summer). Jacques Felix
Mawas, an Egyptian Jew descended
from Rosette de Menasce, a French
grandmother on the maternal side, grew
up in a house that served French cuisine. Here
he describes the eating habits of his family:

At home we had European meals but my paternal family remained
essentially Oriental. So, for example, there would be a roast and
potatoes, and then one of my aunts would ask of the domestics “What
have you got in the kitchen?” And they would get her the molokhiyya
that they were having. But when we had guests it was European
cuisine. We had a superb Italo-Serbian cook who did a wonderful job.
(Voices from Cosmopolitan Alexandria, p. 40)
It is interesting to note that among the domestics there was a preference
for the local tasty molokhiyya over European food. Molokheyya is drunk like
a soup, eaten with bread (cat’s ear) and with rice. Some families will serve
it with a special fatta (rice and bread) and homes will vie with each other
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about the molokhiyya they serve. Some will boast that theirs is the best in the
city, as does the family of Helmy el Kholy:
Being a coastal city, fish, crabs, lobsters, sea urchins and shellfish such as
mussels (om el kholoul) and clams (gandofli) are eaten with relish in Alexandria,
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Mussels

though some things are no longer as commonplace as they used to be,
such as fried whitebait (bisarya, also known as frittura) or sea urchins (ritza).
After a meal of fish, Alexandrians will rub their hands with fresh lemon juice to
remove the “fishy” smell. (In the trendier fish restaurants, halved lemons will
be presented neatly wrapped in gauze; the lemon then can be squeezed
and the seeds/pips safely screened) A preferred dessert after a typical fish
meal would be guavas if they are in season, which is interesting given their
very high content in vitamin C, a great adjuvant to the zinc in sea food, and
the anti scurvy vitamin par excellence. In another context, the saying goes
“Enn asmaktou, fa ablehhou”, or “If you’ve had fish to eat, then a date is in
order”; an explanation not as readily available as with the above. In terms of
combinations, it will be noted that a favorite Alexandrian accompaniment
to grey mullet is a clay pot of aubergines, an ingredient otherwise also found
in the baba ghannoug salad (aubergine and tahini) that accompanies fish
as it does kofta and kebab. It could be observed that grilling is a process that
agrees with aubergine, since it will be noted that to prepare baba ghannoug
the aubergine is first grilled or put to roast in an oven before it is mashed and
added to the tahini and then seasoned with lemon juice. All are ingredients
that mix happily together.
After a meal of fish, Egyptians drink tea (preferably with mint, out of a
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glass, not cup). The idea is probably that tea slakes the thirst brought on by
fried food. However, the explanation Alexandrians supply is that “fish likes
swimming”. Tea would also counter the lulling effect of an often copious
meal, made even more so by the minerals found in sea food, and which
in turn may account for a renowned laid-back attitude encountered in the
citizens of Alexandria.
Either tea or Turkish coffee must be drunk after meals, noting, of course,
that coffee should be called Greek coffee in the presence of an Armenian or
a Greek. Both are hugely popular with Alexandrians and until recently were
the only hot beverage of choice for the intellectual-cum-artist community
huddling over a cup of unsweetened coffee, or strong dark tea, extra
sweetened in the “les deux maggots” style cafés in downtown Alexandria.
Formerly at the top of those hangouts was the Elite, with Mme. Elite (that was
the only name by which it mattered that she be referred to) kept a watchful
eye over her regular cliques of customers. The cosmopolitan atmosphere
seemed to agree with the liberal intellectuals of the seventies and gave the
place an air that the cafés frequented today do not provide. On the top of
the list is el Ahwa el Togareya (in Manshieh), and in the last year, Clay Café
(in Sporting, on the tram). Nescafé has not managed to displace them as
the favorite caffeine drink, but likewise has a certain, if different pretension,
to acquired taste. Rituals of blending the Nescafé with sugar and milk and
stirring briskly are devoutly kept in order to ensure a frothy consistence. A
variety called “Moag el Bahr” (sea waves) is made by stirring the powdered
coffee, sugar and just a drop of water constantly, then very gradually adding
the milk. The result is an astonishing effect of a degrade color of café au lait.
Next to the Ottoman, the French was probably the second most influential
cuisine in Alexandria. The French influence on culture in Egypt has been
profound, despite the brevity of their stay in Egypt during Bonaparte’s
expedition. In addition to the immense contribution made by Bonaparte’s
savants in intellectual affairs, it must be remembered that French was the
language of culture and refinement, and French missionaries were busy
opening their schools from Alexandria in the north to Upper Egypt in the south,
from as early as the 17th century (France being the protector of Catholicism
in Ottoman lands). Though the French rarely mixed with the indigenous
population or intermarried, all westernized homes served French food,
especially when there were guests. Eating out really meant having French
food, for although there might have been a few Greek dishes on the menu,
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the main fare at restaurants was French. French names for foods entered the
everyday language and became Egyptian words. Even the Anglophones
used French when it came to food, so it was always saumon fumé and never
smoked salmon. French was the language of cuisine.
Isabelle Tawil, a French woman who married an Alexandrian of Syrian
origins, Pierre Tawil, settled down to a kitchen of adapted recipes. She cooked
cassoulet, a dish from Toulouse, on special occasions. She purchased the
frankfurters and pork from Monaco, the best charcuterie in town, but as the
rest of the sausages needed for the dish were not available in Alexandria,
she simply did it without. Her recipes were carefully noted by her daughter
Marilene Tawil, with Maman noted at the bottom of the recipe to indicate its
source. Next to Maman is written Osta Hamed: the cook is identified as a source
because he did the shopping and had to provide alternatives when some
ingredients were not available. He also took training in the Mohamed Ali Club
(now the Creativity Center), where every summer chefs from Europe gave
training to local cooks and taught them the secrets of fine cuisine. Cooking
was therefore an art and good chefs were much sought after. Sunday at the
Tawil house was reserved for molokheyya, known as mouloukiyya, regal, food
of the kings. That was the supreme dish of the week. It was cooked Egyptianstyle, like a soup (the Syrians and Lebanese cooked it differently, with the
leaves whole), but out of deference for Pierre’s aunt, with whom they lived,
a concession was made to Syrian cooking, and mutton was added to the
chicken with which it is made in Egypt. In the afternoon, they had delicious
cakes from Flückiger, the Swiss patisserie in town. Ful was never far from the
table: Wednesday was the day for ful! During Easter, the whole household
was engaged in making the traditional ka’ak, but Isabelle also kept a recipe
book of pastries which she collected from the cookery classes she took with
the nuns. It was indeed a cosmopolitan flavor.
With a total disregard for the delicacy of French sauces, which had to
be prepared with great care and properly weighed ingredients, Rosette
de Menasce adopted a happy-go-lucky attitude to her recipes. Rosette
had arrived from France in the 1890s, and had married one of Alexandria’s
wealthiest men, Baron Felix de Menasce. They lived in his palatial residence
at Moharrem Bey, then a posh suburb of Alexandria, home to the TurcoEgyptian aristocracy and the wealthy Jews. It was named after Mohamed
Ali’s son in law, who was the Admiral of the Egyptian fleet, and it was every
Alexandrian’s dream to have a house there. The popular saying went: “A
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A group photo of the most famous chefs in Alexandria, 1925 from the book on cuisine and
chefs, the first of its kind in Egypt, co-written by the famous chef in the royal kitchen, Toghian
Said, and published in 1934
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hundred thousand pounds, and a palace in Moharrem Bey (meet alf
gueineh, wa saraya fi Moharrem Bey)”. In between her socializing, Rosette
de Menasce prepared a personalized cookbook of French recipes, without
much attention to quantities but with a flair for anecdotes. The table of
contents gives an indication of the French dishes served in Alexandria, with
the ingredients provided locally, such as the geese from Moharrem Bey for
the foie gras.
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Of the foreign communities that have made Alexandria their home over
the last two hundred years, it is the food of the Levant, Shawam, Armenians,
Greeks and Turks that is close to Alexandrian food. Though North African
countries such as Libya and Morocco are geographically a western extension
of Alexandria, there has not been much interaction by way of cuisine. In the
Middle Ages and up to the 18th century, there had been a steady flow of
Maghrebian merchants who settled in Alexandria and traded in grain, clothes,
blankets and burnouses. With the arrival of Mohamed Ali and the opening of
the port to Christian merchant vessels, trade with North Africa declined, and
Moroccan presence in the city diminished. Those who remained became fully
integrated and lost their cultural specificity, whether language, food, dress or
habits. Though their cuisine hardly has anything in common with the Egyptian
cuisine, both bake food in terracotta pots called tagen or tagine. Both also
eat couscous, but while for the Maghrebians it is the national meal, cooked
with tomato sauce, meat and vegetables, in Egypt it is a sweet eaten with a
sprinkling of sugar on top.
By contrast, foods such as dolma, stuffed cabbage leaves, golash, yoghurt,
baklava and kebabs will be eaten in Egypt, Lebanon, Palestine, Syria, Armenia,
Turkey and Greece. There may be a preference for cold dolma – where the
absence of meat in the stuffing is supplemented with a generous dose of
lemon and olive oil – in the Syrian-Lebanese community in Alexandria, and
for the hot variety with a meat stuffing among the Egyptians, but both will be
eaten with the same appetite and with a yoghurt and cucumber salad.
When asked about the staple ingredients of the Syrian and Lebanese diet,
the Lebanese retorted indignantly, “Syrian food is SO different from Lebanese!”
Perhaps, but only to the discerning palate. The average Alexandrian will note
that the Syrians, Lebanese and Palestinians (of whom there was a numerous
population in Alexandria, mostly Christians fleeing Ottoman persecution back
home) had more or less the same food. They had a preference for greens,
dairy products and pastries filled with minced meat, cheese or spinach.
For breakfast they dip their bread in labneh (a creamy cheese made by
straining yoghurt all night in gauze) or in olive oil and thyme. They could
also have mana’eesh (a pizza-like pastry spread with cheese or thyme) for
elevenses. Indeed, they pay attention to their breakfast, which the Lebanese
call tarwee’a, the closest meaning of which would be in common parlance
“to have a meal of ‘feel good’ food to enhance a better mood.” It set the
mood for the day, and the Lebanese are a hard working people who like to
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earn their bread all the more to enjoy it, dipped in little plates of hummous,
babghanoug, or tahini. All three eat tabbouleh, fattoush and kebbeh. All
favor yoghurt, which is highly nutritious and a good replacement for milk
for lactose-intolerant people. Yoghurt is good for digestion and is therefore
always a companion to the stuffed vine leaves and other foods that are
difficult to digest. Shawam also cook extensively with yoghurt and excel
at dishes such as shoshbarak, sheikh el mahshi and kebbeh labaneyyah,
but what the Egyptians have borrowed is the kebbeh cooked without the
yoghurt. The Lebanese connection, by virtue of the size of the community,
was very much a part of the Alexandrian daily life. Little girls intrigued by the
egg shaped variety of what we called kobeba, rarely using the Lebanese
version kebbeh, were encouraged to learn how to produce them. The
paste, still in the raw, would be molded into a ball, then with the index finger
gentle probing without perforating the patty would leave just enough room
for some stuffing of pine nuts, carefully rolled back in the palm of the little
hands. The Lebanese kitchen and the Alexandrian, it inevitably followed,
had mothers and grandmothers enjoying remarkably similar habits, tastes
and traditions, not least of which a morning cup of strong Turkish coffee. The
Lebanese, though, will have theirs boiled and compromise the “wesh”, the
darker frothy top layer, which for Egyptians is a matter of pride especially
when the coffee is offered to a guest. It must be remembered that of all
the communities with which we have mixed on a domestic level of mothers
and grandmothers exchanging recipes and kitchen savvy, one ingredient
made it all the more digestible: the language. As Alexandrians, granted we
did make do with different languages, managing a kitchen version for the
less refined or educated, but with the Lebanese, both sides could dish out
enjoying the common lingo. Hence, the added dimension of the interaction,
not only between housewives but also between employers and domestics,
many of whom will have much easier access to the disseminating process
since the bar for intercultural exercise is lowered.
Like the Ottoman, the Greek culinary interaction with Alexandrians led to
similarities in the cuisine and contentions over certain foods, such as Greek
and Egyptian claims to moussaka. The Greek was easily the largest foreign
community in Alexandria and its members had numerous clubs, schools,
hospitals, newspapers – even whole neighborhoods, such as Ibrahimieh,
were Greek. Most, if not all, of those Greeks had arrived from the poor
Greek islands in search of livelihood in what was a very wealthy Alexandria,
and many of them did make fortunes and became among the leading
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notables of the city. Others turned their hand at various other professions and
businesses and integrated well with the many ethnic groups that had made
Alexandria their home. As they were the neighbors of Egyptian and Shawam,
and their kitchens easily led to each other, they shared and mixed foods and
ingredients and helped themselves to each others’ foods. Like the Copts (the
Egyptian Orthodox Christians), Greeks fast a lot and during fasting they eat
a dish similar to koshary, made with rice and black lentils (but no macaroni).
They also have a meal that is almost identical to bisara, made with lentils
and onions on top. The Greek lentils are yellowish and bigger, and the dish
is more like soup, with some olive oil added. Both Egyptians and Greeks are
uncommonly fond of beans: if the Egyptian bean is the fava bean, called ful,
then the Greek bean is the white one we know as fassolya beida. And there
is a patty similar to falafel, made with chickpeas, hummous, more like the
shami falafel made also with chickpeas. Indeed, it is sometimes impossible to
distinguish whether the dish is Egyptian, Lebanese, Greek or Ottoman. That
is also true of golash, which seems to have been an Asian dish but which,
stuffed with cheese or spinach, now belongs equally to all four countries. The
Greek salad is similar to the Egyptian salad, only the Greeks will add their feta
cheese while the Egyptians will be content with a vinaigrette dressing (using
limes instead of vinegar when they are in season). Of course, the Egyptian flat
bread, eish baladi, and the Syrian and Lebanese thinner bread, are all called
pita bread in Europe and the States, after the Greek bread or pie. Like the
Egyptians and the Shawam, the Greeks are fond of sheep intestines, which
are properly seasoned and cooked over a charcoal fire: two varieties are
coccorrezzi and spleenandero. There are also the typical Greek dishes, such
as kofta zucchini, made with zucchini, eggs and mint, and eggs also go into
the soup and are whisked till creamy, with lemon added.
As with the elite of other communities, including the Egyptian, the notables
of the Greek community moved more towards French cuisine the higher
they moved up the social ladder. So it didn’t matter to the Greek aristocracy
whether they lived in Alexandria or elsewhere; they ate neither Greek nor
Egyptian, but French. Regardless of class, however, certain foods are always
served on certain occasions: for Easter there will be mutton, Koulourakia, and
Tsoureki, the brioche with colored eggs. For New Year there will be pork, and
for Christmas, the turkey will be stuffed with rice, nuts, raisins, chestnuts, pine
nuts, minced meat, kidneys and hearts – a rich meal for hospitable community
that, along with the Alexandrians, were among the few who ate kidneys and
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hearts. For dessert, there would be the traditional pastries Vasilopita and
Finikia Kourabiedes.
Next to the Greek, the Italian was the second largest foreign community
in Alexandria, numbering 27,000 at the beginning of the 20th century. For
Christmas they had not turkey but fish and minestrone soup, followed by
tiramisu and pannetone, the Italian Christmas cake. The turkey was eaten
on New Year’s Eve. So while all those communities mixed and mingled,
and often shared their food, their special occasions were sacred and each
one held fast to its eating habits. It would be fatuous to say that the Italians
introduced pasta and pizza to Alexandria; those would have come anyway,
with the hamburgers, Kentucky and Pizza Hut. Their arrival was inevitable
and had nothing to do with Italian presence in the city. The Alexandrians,
however, did not accept the pasta exactly as it arrived from across the
Mediterranean; the Alexandrian palate would not get accustomed to pasta
al dente, and cooked it well. Like the Alexandrians, the Italians used garlic in
their cooking, as well as rosemary and laurel leaves. Olive oil, of course, was
a staple ingredient, but mainly as a dressing with vinegar (rather than lemons
or limes) for salads. Fat is rarely used in cooking – hardly any butter and never
any samna. Italians ate Italian food at home: fish and minestrone soup (with
vegetables and white beans) on Fridays (no meat on Fridays for Catholics),
ravioli, cannelloni, tagliatelli, pasticcio and polenta were the usual fare, with
fresh homemade pasta brought from a special shop behind Cicurel. On
Sundays gnocchi would be served, which is potatoes and flour prepared like
pasta, with sauce Bolognaise. If there were guests, the meal would be more
leisurely than usual, with the antipasto served first, followed by the pasta,
meat, vegetable and salad, and the round Chianti bottle of red wine with
a restricted long neck covered with straw accompanying the courses. Time
would be spent savoring each morsel, chatting and gesticulating, and yes,
having a heated conversation at times. And remember, Italians will never
keep spaghetti for the following day. Any left-over spaghetti would be made
into an omelette: heat the spaghetti, add the beaten eggs, and hey presto!
A spaghetti omelette!
But the community most famous for its omelettes is Spain. Made with
potatoes, it is called Spanish Omelette, Tortilla Espanola, or Tortilla de Patatas.
There are variations on the omelette, and it can be thin or thick, medium or
well done. But the one constant is that it is made with potatoes. In Alexandria,
the housewife usually tosses in whatever vegetables she has, and calls the
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mixture Spanish Omelette! Three items are a must on the Spanish table: olive
oil (which is even eaten with cheese, instead of butter), wine (a glass a day
is good for the heart), and bread, thick and crunchy, which is eaten with
everything, even pasta. Even though the Spaniards love bread as much
as the Egyptians, when they pose for a picture they don’t say “cheese” or
“bread”: they say PATATAS.
Today there aren’t many Spaniards in Alexandria. Most are teachers at the
Cervantes Center, or employees at the Spanish Gas Company. When they
are taken to Saber’s to try the rice pudding, they are surprised, for the famous
Roz bel Laban is none other than their Arroz con Leche back home, which they
eat with cinnamon sprinkled on top, and which in both tongues translates as
“rice with milk”. So did Arroz con Leche originate in the Arab world and make
its way to Spain when the Arabs lived in Andalusia for hundreds of years? Or
is Roz bel Laban originally Spanish and it arrived at Alexandria with Abou el
Abbas el Morsi when he came from Murcia?
By contrast, there are still many Armenians in Alexandria, perhaps around
1,500 – the remains of the third largest community which would have numbered
tens of thousands in the 1930s. Fleeing from Turkey in the wake of World War
I, they peaked in the 1920s and 30s, but Armenians had been seeking safety
from persecution as well as wealth from as early as the 18th century. In 1805,
when Mohamed Ali became Wali of Egypt, he encouraged Armenians
along with other foreigners to settle in Egypt. Among them was Boghos Bey
Youssoufian the banker who contributed much to business in Egypt, and his
nephew Nubar Pasha who was Egypt’s first prime minister. Armenians were
skilled workers and artisans, as well as merchants and professionals. However,
when they first came from Armenia they were mainly poor migrants escaping
poverty and persecution. They were used to battling the severe cold and
ate to survive, not to linger over an elaborate dish. Alcohol was drunk to
keep warm, and eating was often a communal activity, more a necessity
for livelihood than an epicure or cultural phenomenon. Thus fish is not a
great favorite: too lean, and too soon digested. By contrast, filling dishes
and pastries such as cheureg (eaten sweet or savory) and mante are almost
national dishes, and when meat is not available, the patty would be made of
lentils instead of minced meat – lentil keufte. Though Armenians still eat what
they always did, with little outside interference (it is said that every village has
its own distinct cuisine), they do eat molokheyya and ful, like the other foreign
communities, (ful on Fridays), and occasionally have to substitute Armenian
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ingredients with local ones. Béchamel has been introduced to their cuisine,
and some Turkish recipes. However, if they do not take easily to other foods,
their pastrami (dried meat covered with a garlic and fenugreek paste) has
been appropriated by Egyptians and is one of the greatest dinner favorites.
Staple Armenian ingredients are starch (to combat the cold), bulgar wheat,
dough, chickpeas, red pepper, and, of course, the ever popular yoghurt (yes,
tradition can overcome politics, and they will share their love for yoghurt with
the Turks). Yoghurt is also drunk, beaten, with salt added, and is called Ayran,
which the Syrians also drink, and also call Ayrani. In very hot weather, Ayran
is served with ice cubes in a pitcher. There are other similarities with Syrian
(Belad el Sham) foods, for Armenians eat chickeufte, which is like the raw
kebbeh (kebbeh nayye eaten in Lebanon, Syria and Palestine): raw minced
meat pounded with crushed bulgar wheat and parsley. They will also eat
tabbouleh on the first day of fasting in Lent, ideally outdoors in gardens. On
feast days and certain occasions, there are specialties that are vastly different
from what other communities eat on that particular day. Armenian Christmas
is neither 25 December nor 7 January but 5 January, for reasons of calendar
difference, and it is a big do in Alexandria, with the Governor attending the
celebrations. On Christmas Eve rice (denoting snow, in the absence of the
real thing in Alexandria) is served with fish and a sprinkling of raisins on top.
Valentine is in February, but is on the 10th and is called Serkis Day. On that day,
the fiancé would offer his betrothed a platter of sweets, not much different
from the moulid sweets served on Islamic feasts, but the Armenian will add a
red apple in the middle of the sweets. In wakes, they serve fatta, and on New
Year’s Eve it is a soup made from seven beans. In Easter it is customary to eat
a special omelette made from a batter of whisked eggs added to boiled
and strained green beans, or omelette panée, breaded and fried. These will
always be accompanied by cheureg.
The Armenian cuisine is removed from ours in concept, and they kept their
taste buds to themselves, sharing but not imposing. It was a cuisine born of
necessity for nourishment and survival of hot and cold, war and strife. Their
culinary tastes were an attempt at forging and defending an identity at odds
with fate, using cheap ingredients, no sophistication, but in the end nourishing
and diverse. It might well be the Mediterranean diet par excellence!
Perhaps one of the smallest communities in Alexandria was the Swiss. They
were formally established as a community in 1858, with only 32 founding
members. They would soon grow to form a dynamic community with school,
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clubs, industry and diverse activities, though it never became a large
community and counted only around a thousand members at the time of
the World War II. Both in Cairo and Alexandria they were successful at hotel
management, with the Beau Rivage in Ramleh run by the Bolens family.
Like the other communities they had balls and events, at which King Farouk
was often seen. Esther Zimmerli remembers shopping with her mother at the
Ibrahimieh market, where they bought poultry, vegetables and fruits. Meat
was bought from the Swiss butcher in town. After a day at the beach, they
would shop for things to snack on in the evening:

On our way home in the evening we would stop off in our
neighborhood, Camp César, to buy a delicious freshly baked flat
bread: a specialty of the Arab baker’s. Opposite, at the Greek grocer’s
Papayannakis’ shop, we would buy some mortadella and a semicircular tin of Norwegian soft Primula cheese. Finally, we would also
buy a few bottles of the reputed local Stella beer for our guests. … This
overwhelming desire for a cold beer in heat of battle has been vividly
described in Ice Cold in Alex. Before putting our purchases in the car,
we would cross the road to stroll among the different stalls. We were
always faced with an impossible choice between on the one hand the
thirst-quenching batikhas, watermelons with a red, juicy flesh and
black seeds, and the other, the shamams, sweet honey tasting melons
with a pale green flesh and yellow seeds. Other delicious fruits on
offer included mountains of dark blue figs, sweet seedless grapes, and
fresh, shiny dark brown dates, as well as pyramid shaped mounds of
gleaming red pomegranates and of pale yellow gawafas, the perfumed
guavas resembling quince. (Zimmerli, p. 49)

Swiss butcher
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Today all these fruits are still
arranged in appetitezing mounds
in the fruit markets and stalls. But
the Greek grocer has gone, and
the Swiss community has shrunk
considerably, becoming once
more about 30 members.
It isn’t only the Swiss community that has decreased. The cosmopolitan
population of Alexandria has all but disappeared, leaving only a trace of the
lively mosaic of races, languages and cuisines that had once characterized
this Mediterranean city. Nevertheless, many eating habits have survived, even
if their origin is forgotten.
Here and there a meal
will find its way to the
table, or a dip to eat with
a cat’s ear, and we will
not stop to remember
how we learned to
eat this particular dish.
The
foreigners
will
continue to delight in
ful and molokheya on
Fridays and Sundays,
and the Egyptians will
continue to think that
dolma,
moussaka,
pastrami and kebabs
are national Egyptian
dishes.
Alexandrians
will still take pride in
kebda Iskandarani and
consider their cuisine
the best in Egypt, for is it
not a blending of many
communities and the
distinctive cosmopolitan
flavor of the city?
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Alexandrian Recipes
Kammouniyya
500 g rib eye, thinly sliced
3 onions, finely chopped
3 garlic cloves, finely
chopped
1 tbsp ghee
1 heaped tsp cumin
2 heaped tbsp coriander
3 tbsp tomato paste
Salt and pepper to taste
500 ml beef broth
Put all ingredients, except broth,
into a pot and place over medium
heat.
Stir occasionally until beef has
changed colour and the spices
give off a strong aroma.
Add beef broth and bring to the
boil then lower heat and simmer
until beef is very tender. Add
more broth during cooking if
needed.
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Alexandrian
Koshary
5 cups chicken broth
2 cups short grain rice,
rinsed
1 cup yellow lentils, rinsed
1 tbsp ghee
3 onions, thinly sliced
Oil
Measure broth into a pot and
bring to the boil.
Add rice and lentils and bring
to the boil again, then lower heat
and simmer until rice and lentils
are soft and have absorbed all the
liquid.
Heat oil and fry sliced onions
until golden brown and crispy.
Spoon koshary in a serving plate
and garnish with onions.
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continue to sauté until peppers
soften. Add cumin and stir.
Deglaze with vinegar and 1 tbsp
lemon juice.
Add liver and cook over low heat
until liver is well done.
Add 1 tbsp lemon juice then
remove from heat.
Serve hot with bread.

Alexandrian Liver
(Kebda Iskandarani)

500 g veal liver, washed
with lemon juice
Juice of 2 lemons
¼ tsp baharat
Salt and pepper to taste
1 onion, finely chopped
3 tbsp oil, ½ tsp cumin
5 garlic cloves,
finely chopped
2 green chili peppers,
finely sliced
1 red chili pepper,
finely sliced, 1 tbsp vinegar
2 tbsp lemon juice
Marinade liver in lemon, salt,
pepper and baharat
Sauté onions in oil until golden
then add garlic and peppers and

Keshk el Foqara
(Specialty of the house of El
Leithy Abdel Nasser)

10 tbsp evaporated milk
5 cups water
¾ cup rice, washed, dried
and ground
¾ cup sugar
750 g sour cream
2 sachets vanilla
Bananas, sliced
Strawberries, quartered
(or canned cherries if out of
season)
Canned pineapple, cubed
Pistachios, roasted
Hazelnuts, roasted
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Dissolve evaporated milk in
water in a saucepan.
Add rice and sugar to the milk
and blend well.
Place saucepan over low
to medium heat stirring
continuously about 1 hour until
the mixture thickens.
Remove from heat and blend in
sour cream and vanilla. Set aside
to cool.
If Keshk is too thick when
cooled, whisk in juice of canned
pineapples as needed.
Fold prepared fruits into keshk,
reserving a little for garnish, and
serve in a deep serving plate.
Garnish with roasted nuts and
reserved fruits.
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Armenian Recipes
Amarain Aghstan

1 ½ cups sugar
½ cup walnut halves
1 tsp cinnamon

2 bunches parsley,
roughly chopped
2 bunches basil,
roughly chopped
2 bunches dill,
roughly chopped
½ cup soft goat cheese
1 cup olive oil
Mix herbs together.
Add oil mixing well.
Crumble goat cheese by hand
over greens.

Rinse wheat twice.
Place in a pot and add water.
Bring to the boil over high heat,
then reduce heat placing lid on
and simmer for 1 ½ hours or until
softened.
Five minutes before removing
from heat, add sugar, walnuts
and raisins mixing well.
Pour in a deep serving dish and
garnish with walnut halves and
cinnamon.

Cheureg

(Easter Bread)

Anoushabour

(Traditional New Year
Pudding)
1 cup wheat kernels
6 cups water
½ cup walnuts, chopped
1 cup raisins

1 cup margarine
2 heaped tsp dry yeast
3 tbsp lukewarm water
1 cup lukewarm milk
5 eggs, beaten
¾ cup sugar, 1 tsp salt
5 ½ cups flour
2 tsp baking powder
Egg wash
Melt margarine over low heat
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and remove from heat once
melted and cool.
Dissolve yeast in lukewarm water
then mix with milk, eggs, sugar
and salt.
Add margarine to this mixture.
Sieve flour and baking powder
then add them to the above
mixture to form a soft dough.
Knead dough for 5 minutes.
Proof dough in an oiled bowl,
covered with a damp cloth, until
double in size.
Punch down dough, and shape
into desired shapes then arrange
them on sheet trays.
Let rise again until almost double
in size.
Brush with egg wash very
carefully so as not to deflate
dough.
Bake in a 200ºC oven until crust
is golden brown.

1 tsp all spice
1 tsp ground cinnamon
Salt and pepper to taste
2 tsp honey
Cut off the top of the pumpkin
and hollow it of all seeds.
Mix all ingredients except honey.
Stuff pumpkin with the mixture
adding honey over the mixture.
Bake in a 200ºC oven for about
1 hour.

Ghapama

(Stuffed Pumpkin)

1 ½ kg pumpkin, whole
2 cups minced beef, cooked
1 cup rice, boiled
100 g butter, melted
1 onion, chopped
1 ½ cups mixed nuts, whole
272

Hankar Smpoug
(Eggplant)

500 g minced beef
3 tsp butter
2 onions
Salt and pepper to taste
1 cup tomato sauce
1 cup water
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2 kg eggplants
1 cup milk, warm
Spoon butter in
a saucepan and
add
minced
beef.
Stir until beef is
browned then add
onions, salt and pepper
to taste.
Add tomato sauce and water to
the beef mixture and simmer over
low heat.
Char eggplants in a very hot
oven or on open fire.
Peel the skin of the eggplant and
discard and mash eggplants into
a pulp tempering in the milk
gradually until it reaches the
desired consistency.
Serve hot beef in the centre of
a serving dish and arrange
eggplant mixture around it.

Izmir Keufte
1 kg ground beef
4 – 5 garlic cloves, mashed
1 tsp cumin
2 eggs
½ cup toast, crust removed

and soaked in a little water
Salt and pepper to taste
1 litre oil
Mix all ingredients, except the
oil.
Shape into meatballs.
Heat oil and fry meatballs until
cooked through.
Serve with thick tomato sauce
over rice.

Mante
1 kg flour, sieved
2 eggs, beaten
1 cup oil
Water, as needed
1 ½ kg ground beef
4 large onions
Salt and pepper to taste
750 g butter, melted
1 kg yoghurt
4 garlic cloves
Sumac, to taste
4 cups chicken broth
Place the flour on the counter
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and make a hole in the centre.
Add eggs and oil in the hole
and work from the inside out
into a dough. Add some water if
needed.
Mix ground beef, onions, salt and
pepper and shape into meatballs.
Roll out dough to 1 cm thickness
and cut into 2 x 2 cm squares.
Centre a meat ball onto each
square and press the sides of the
square together to enclose the
meatballs.
Arrange mante on a greased
sheet tray and pour warm butter
over them.
Bake for 30 minutes in a medium
oven.
Mix yoghurt with garlic and
sumac.
Serve in chicken broth and top
with yoghurt mixture.

Nenei Beureg
1 kg flour, sieved
2 eggs
1 cup oil
Water, as needed
274

Salt to taste
750 g butter, cold
1 ½ kg Feta, crumbled
1 bunch parsley, chopped
1 tsp pepper
Place the flour on the counter
and make a hole in the centre.
Add eggs and oil in the hole
and work from the inside out
into a dough. Add some water if
needed.
Divide dough into 4 pieces and
roll out to a 3mm thickness.
Divide butter into 3 amounts and
layer 1 piece of dough with butter
placing another piece of dough
over butter and repeat.
Roll out layered dough and
divide into 4 pieces. Let rest for
15 minutes.
Mix the feta, parsley and pepper
in a bowl.
Roll out 2 pieces of dough.
Place one piece of dough onto an
oven tray and spread half the
cheese mixture over it.
Place second piece of dough over
cheese mixture and seal sides.
Repeat with other 2 pieces of
dough.
Bake in a medium oven for about
30 minutes.
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Soujoukhov Havgit
2 kg Armenian sausages
15 eggs, beaten
1 litre oil, Bread
Pour oil in a skillet over medium
heat.
Panfry sausages until browned.
Add eggs and continue cooking
until eggs are cooked through to
desired doneness.
Serve with bread.
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British Recipes
Yorkshire Pudding

Beef Stew

Vegetable oil
3 cups whole milk
3 large eggs, beaten
2 cups all purpose flour
Salt and freshly ground
pepper to taste

1 large onion,
roughly chopped, 1 tbsp oil
500 g beef shanks, cubed
4 – 5 carrots, peeled and
roughly chopped
1 Parsnip, peeled and
roughly chopped
1 turnip, peeled and roughly
chopped
3 celery sticks, stringy side
peeled and roughly chopped
3 potatoes, peeled and
roughly chopped
Beef broth, enough to cover
ingredients

Preheat oven to 220ºC.
Grease a muffin tin with about 1
tsp oil and insert in oven about 10
minutes or until oil is smoking.
Place milk, eggs, flour and
seasoning in a bowl and whisk
until smooth.
Remove hot tin from oven and
quickly ladle batter into tin
filling only ¾ of each muffin
mould. Batter should sizzle
when ladled into the tin.
Return tin into oven before
it cools down and bake for 10
– 20 minutes until puffed up,
hollowed and crisp on the outside.
Avoid opening oven while baking
because pudding may collapse.
Remove from oven and serve
hot.
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Sauté onion in oil in a stew pot
over high heat until translucent.
Add beef and brown on all sides.
Add all the vegetables and cover
with beef broth.
Bring to the boil over high heat
then lower heat and simmer for
1 ½ hours or until beef shanks
fall off the bone and the stew has
thickened.
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French Recipes
Veal cutlets gratin
with légumes de jour
1 tsp onions, chopped
Pinch of black pepper
1/8 cup vinegar
2 egg yolks, 500 g milk
150 g melted butter
150 g potatoes
1 garlic clove, mashed
Pinch white pepper
3 tbsp cream
10 g grated cheese
200 – 250 g veal cutlet,
whole
Salt and pepper to taste
1 tbsp olive oil
40 g mushrooms, sliced
20 g onions, chopped
1 tbsp parsley, chopped
1 tbsp olive oil
200 g mixed vegetables,
sautéed
Put onions, pepper and vinegar
into a sauté pan over high heat
and reduce to half.
Beat yolks and pour in a bain-

marie and pour reduction over
eggs whisking continuously until
mixture thickens and doubles in
size.
Drizzle butter into mixture while
whisking vigorously to emulsify.
When it reaches a mayonnaise
consistency remove from heat.
Poach potatoes in milk with
garlic and pepper then simmer
until cooked.
With a slotted spoon, remove
potatoes onto an oven proof dish
then add cream and grated
cheese. Gratinate in oven for 10
minutes.
Season cutlets with salt and
pepper and sear in oil in skillet
over high heat.
Arrange cutlets on a wire rack
secured over an oven tray and
insert in a 170ºC oven for 20
minutes.
Panfry mushrooms, onions and
parsley in 1 tbsp olive oil and
place into a bowl.
Add 1 tbsp sauce béarnaise to
bowl and mix well.
Plate cutlets and top with
mushroom mixture.
Spoon remaining béarnaise
sauce over mushroom mixture and
insert under grill to gratinate.
Serve with vegetables and
potatoes dauphinoise.
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Meringue

(Specialty of Mona Awad)

Pinch of salt , 5 – 6 eggs
(weigh eggs with shells first)
Castor sugar
(same weight as eggs)
4 tbsp castor sugar for
whipping cream
500 ml whipping cream
Strawberries
Butter, Flour
Separate eggs carefully making
sure yolks do not get into egg
whites
Beat egg whites and a pinch of
salt to hard peek then add sugar
in 3 inclusions beating well after
each addition.
Brush an oven tray with butter
then dust with flour.
Scoop meringue onto oven tray
and insert in a very low oven.
Bake until meringue is crispy
Whip cream with sugar to soft
peak to make crème chantilly
Garnish with strawberries
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German Recipes
Potato Salad
6 potatoes, boiled and sliced
1 onion, chopped
½ apple, sliced (optional)
2 pickled cucumbers, sliced
3 tbsp mayonnaise
1 tub yoghurt
2 tsp mustard
Salt, pepper and vinegar to
taste
Eggs, hard boiled
Mix mayonnaise, yoghurt,
mustard, salt, pepper and vinegar
in a bowl.
Add potatoes, onions, apple
and pickles to the bowl and fold
carefully to mix with dressing.
Let stand in the fridge for 2 - 3
hours.
Garnish with hard boiled eggs.
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Greek Recipes
Moushakaspy
3 kg eggplants, sliced
1 kg potatoes, sliced
Olive oil (for frying)
2 tbsp olive oil
1 kg ground beef
2 onions, chopped
200 g tomato sauce
Salt and pepper to taste
3 tbsp butter
5 tbsp flour
4 eggs

and whisk until eggs are well
incorporated.
Arrange potato slices on an oven
proof dish.
Top the potatoes with one layer
of eggplants then spoon ground
beef mixture over it.
Arrange the final layer of
eggplants over beef mixture then
spoon béchamel over eggplants
sealing all sides with the
béchamel.
Insert moushakaspy into a hot
oven until béchamel turns golden
brown.

Deep fry the eggplants and the
potatoes in olive oil. Drain on
paper towels.
Measure olive oil in a sauté pan
and heat then add onions and
ground beef and stir until onions
are translucent.
Add tomato sauce, salt and
pepper and continue simmering
for 10 minutes.
Melt butter in a saucepan then
add flour and stir over medium
heat until flour is cooked.
Temper milk into the mixture and
continue stirring until béchamel
is smooth.
Remove from heat and add eggs
280

Halvas
5 cups water
½ cup honey
2 ½ cups sugar
2 sticks cinnamon
3 cloves
4 strips lemon rind
2 cups semolina
1 cup olive oil
¼ cup walnuts, finely
chopped
¼ cup almonds finely
chopped
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¼ cup raisins

Stifado

Prepare syrup by simmering
water, honey, sugar, cinnamon,
cloves, and lemon rind over
medium heat for 10 minutes.
Measure oil into a saucepan and
heat.
When oil is hot add semolina a
little at a time stirring after each
addition.
Add walnuts and almonds and
lower heat and continue cooking
while stirring continuously until
semolina mixture turns golden.
Remove from heat and add
raisins and syrup.
Return to heat and continue
cooking and stirring until syrup
is completely absorbed by the
mixture. Remove from heat.
Rest mixture for 5 minutes then
pour into moulds to set.
Serve with powdered cinnamon.

1 ¼ kg beef, cubed
1 cup olive oil
5 – 6 garlic cloves
½ cup vinegar
1 tsp tomato paste
Rosemary, to taste
2 bay leaves
Salt and pepper to taste
1 ¼ kg shallots, peeled
Measure olive oil in a saucepan
over high heat.
Add beef to olive oil and sear until
beef is browned on all sides.
Add the remaining ingredients
except the shallots and simmer
over low heat until beef is tender.
Add shallots and continue to
simmer until onions are soft.
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Taramosalata
160 g fish roe
160 g toast, crust removed
and soaked in a little water
2 cups olive oil
5 – 6 tbsp lemon juice
2 tbsp onion juices
Process all ingredients in a
food processor until it becomes a
creamy paste.
Serve with toasted bread.

Stuffed Calamari
1 ¼ kg calamari, medium
size, cleaned
1 ½ cups olive oil
1 ½ cups onions, finely
copped
1 cup parsley, finely
chopped
1 cup water
Salt and pepper to taste
¾ cups rice
282

Juice of 1 lemon
1 cup water
Pull the calamari tentacles to
separate from the body leaving
the body intact.
Slice the tentacles into small
pieces.
Measure half the oil into a
saucepan over medium heat.
Add tentacles, onions, parsley,
water, salt and pepper and
simmer for 30 minutes.
Add the rice to the pan and
continue to cook for another 15
minutes adding more water if
needed. Remove from heat and
cool.
Stuff the calamari body with the
rice mixture and place in a sauté
pan with the remaining oil,
lemon juice and water.
Simmer on low heat until
calamari is tender.

Yiouvarlakia
me Avgolemono
1 kg minced beef
1 big onion, finely chopped
½ cup rice
2 eggs
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1 bunch parsley, finely
chopped
2 eggs, beaten
Salt and pepper to taste
Pinch of nutmeg, finely
grated
Flour
1 carrot, chopped
1 zucchini, chopped
½ tomtato, chopped
1 sprig thyme
1 celery stick
Salt and pepper to taste
3 cups water
Juice of 2 lemons

soup is too thick.
Drop meatballs into soup and
continue to simmer until meatballs
are done. Check doneness by the
degree of tenderness of rice.
Whisk the eggs in a bowl
and drizzle lemon juice
while continuing to whisk to
incorporate.
Temper a ladleful at a time of the
simmering soup into the egg and
lemon mixture while continuing
to whisk.
Return the tempered mixture to
the soup pot over low heat and
heat the soup without bringing it
to the boil to keep the eggs from
curdling.
Serve in a soup bowl.

Mix the first eight ingredients and
form into meatballs then lightly
coat with flour. Set aside.
Measure water into a pot and
add carrots. Bring water to the
boil then add zucchini, tomato,
thyme and celery stick. Lower
heat and continue to simmer
until vegetables are tender.
Pour vegetable soup into a blender
and carefully blitz until smooth.
Season with salt and pepper.
Return soup to pot and bring to
a simmer, adding a little water if
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Italian Recipes
Italian Pasta

Mock Cannelloni

500 g pasta of choice
Salted water for cooking
pasta
2 tbsp olive oil
3 garlic cloves, finely
chopped
1 chili pepper, deseeded and
finely chopped
¼ cup parsley, finely
chopped
Parmesan cheese, grated

1 ½ cups milk
1 cup flour
5 eggs, Oil
Salt and pepper to taste
Pinch of nutmeg, finely
grated
250 minced beef, cooked
1 cup tomato sauce, cooked
½ cup béchamel

Cook pasta in salted water to al
dente.
Measure olive oil in a large sauté
pan and place over medium
heat.
Add garlic and chili and sauté
them until garlic is golden.
Add pasta and parsley to sauté
pan and toss to coat.
Spoon into a serving platter and
sprinkle with parmesan cheese.
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Mix all ingredients, except oil,
until smooth.
Drizzle very little oil onto a nonstick skillet on medium heat and
ladle a small amount of batter
into the pan.
Spread batter evenly onto skillet
by tilting pan in all directions.
When crepe is golden on one side,
flip to cook other side. Keep crepes
warm.
Fill crepes with minced beef
and roll into a mock cannelloni.
Arrange in an oven-proof dish.
Ladle tomato sauce then béchamel
over the cannelloni and insert
into an oven until béchamel is
golden brown.
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Lebanese Recipes
Kebbeh
180 g bulgur
Warm water
300 g minced beef
200 g onions, finely chopped
150 g minced beef
50 g butter
500 g oil, for frying
Soak the bulgur in warm water
to soften.
Drain bulgur and blend with
first quantity of minced beef
and onions (reserving 1 tbsp for
filling) in a food processor.
Measure butter in a sauté pan,
place over high heat and brown
the second quantity of beef and
reserved onions.
Shape beef and bulgur mixture
into a hollowed egg shape and
stuff with the filling then seal
the open end.
Fry in hot oil.
Add to the labaneyeh.

Kebbeh in oven
2 ½ cups bulgur
2 ½ cups water

2 tbsp oil
1 onion, chopped
200 g ground beef or lamb
400 g ground beef
Salt and pepper to taste
2 onions, chopped
Butter, Pine nuts
Soak bulgur in water for 15 – 30
minutes.
Measure oil in a sauté pan and
add onion, pine nuts and ground
beef or lamb over high heat until
browned. Set aside.
Drain bulgur from excess water
and add the second quantity of
beef or lamb to it. Add salt and
pepper to taste.
Add second quantity of onions
to bulgur mixture and work in a
food processor until smooth.
Spread and press half the bulgur
mixture in a buttered oven proof
dish.
Top with panfried ground beef
or lamb mixture then spread
remaining bulgur mixture over
filling.
Cut criss-crossing lines with
knife through kebbe then dot with
butter and insert in a medium
oven until done.
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Labaneyyeh
2 litres yoghurt
4 tbsp corn starch
4 tbsp water
2 cups coriander, finely
chopped
8 garlic cloves, mashed
50 g butter
Pass yoghurt through a fine
chinois into a saucepan.
Dissolve corn starch in water and
add to yoghurt, mixing well.
Place saucepan over high heat.
Bring to the boil then lower
heat stirring continuously until
mixture reaches a thick creamy
consistency.
Measure butter in a sauté pan over
medium heat and add coriander
and garlic. Stir until garlic is
golden. Remove from heat.
Add this mixture to the yoghurt
mixture and blend in.

Tabbouleh
½ cup bulgur,
washed and drained
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8 – 10 spring onions
2 tsp salt
¼ tsp blackpepper
¼ tsp mixed spices
5 cups parsley, finely
chopped
¼ cup mint, finely chopped
(or 2 tsp dried mint)
3 large tomatoes, finely
chopped
¼ cup lemon juice
¼ cup olive oil
Refrigerate drained bulgur for
at least an hour
Finely chop spring onions
separating the white bulbs from
the green stems.
Add chopped spring onion bulbs,
salt, pepper and spices to the
bulgur and mix well.
Mix spring onion stems, parsley,
mint and tomatoes into the
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bulgur mixture.
Before serving add lemon
juice and olive oil and toss well to
evenly dress the salad.
Tabbouleh is usually served in a
wide based bowl or deep serving
dish and garnished with lettuce
leaves. When it is served as mezza
a large spoonful is placed in a
lettuce leaf, wrapped into a roll
and eaten with the fingers.
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Libyan Recipes

Couscous
1 kg couscous
Extra virgin olive oil to
sprinkle over couscous
Water to sprinkle over the
couscous
4 tbsp olive oil
1 large onion, chopped
Pinch black pepper
500 g beef or mutton, cubed
5 tomatoes, processed
3 tbsp tomato paste
1 tbsp turmeric
1 tbsp mixed spices
1 tbsp cinnamon
1 tbsp chili powder
250 g chickpeas, cooked
3 potatoes, cut into large
cubes
1/8 pumpkin, cut into large
cubes
3 tbsp basil, chopped
Salt and pepper to taste
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Spray couscous with some olive
oil and water and place in
the perforated container of the
steamer.
In the base casserole of the
steamer, heat olive oil and add
onions. Stir until onion is golden
then add black pepper.
Add beef or mutton to pot and
sear on all sides until golden in
colour.
Add tomato, tomato paste, salt,
pepper and all spices and stir to
mix well.
Add water and bring to the boil
then reduce heat and simmer
placing the couscous in perforated
container on top and cover with
lid to steam.
When the beef or mutton is almost
cooked, add the vegetables and
the basil and continue simmering
until fully cooked.
Serve couscous in a round serving
dish and arrange meat and
vegetables over couscous.
Serve any remaining meat,
vegetables and sauce in a bowl.
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Moroccan Recipes
Chicken
and Lemon Tagine
2 tbsp olive oil
2 tsp ground coriander
1 whole chicken, 1200 g,
quartered
Salt and pepper to taste
2 large onions, thickly sliced
1 tsp ground ginger
1 pinch saffron threads
1 cup water
3 garlic cloves
100 g green olives, pitted
2 lemons, quartered
2 tsp parsley, chopped
2 sprigs coriander for
garnish

Place lid and simmer over low
heat for about 1 hour.
At this stage, add olives, lemons
and parsley and simmer for
another 15 minutes.

Mix olive oil with coriander and
rub chicken with this mixture.
Panfry the chicken in a pot over
high until golden adding salt
and pepper to taste. Set aside.
Panfry onions in fat left over in
the pot.
Add ginger, saffron threads,
garlic, chicken and water to
onions and bring to the boil.
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Palestenian Recipes
Falafel
2 cups dried fava beans,
crushed
1 egg , 1 cup chickpeas
4 cups onions or scallions,
finely chopped
1 cup parsley, finely
chopped
2 slices white toast, crust
removed, processed to crumbs
1 tsp baking soda
4 garlic cloves, peeled and
crushed
1 tsp cayenne
1 tsp ground cumin
Salt to taste
Flour (optional)
Oil for deep frying
Soak fava beans and chickpeas
in water overnight to soften.
Drain thoroughly and pound or
process to a pulp.
Mix onions and parsley then
blend with fava beans and
chickpeas mixture then add fresh
bread crumbs, egg, baking soda,
garlic, cayenne, cumin and salt,
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and stir until well blended.
Bind with a little flour if
necessary.
Roll into small balls then flatten
slightly and leave to rest for 15 –
20 minutes.
Heat oil then fry in batches
turning them once until a rich
brown colour.
Drain on a paper towel.
Serve hot with tahini salad or
in pita bread with tahini and
tomato slices.

Ma’louba
Upside down Rice and
Eggplant Casserole
2 medium round eggplants,
sliced
Oil for frying eggplants
5 tbsp virgin olive oil
1 large onion, chopped
1 kg lamb shoulder, deboned
1 tbsp baharat
2 tsp salt
1 tsp black pepper
1 tsp allspice berries
Pinch of cinnamon
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Pinch of nutmeg
Water, enough to cover lamb
1 tbsp olive oil
3 large tomatoes, sliced
1 ~ 1 ½ cups long grain rice
½ cup pine nuts, toasted
Yoghurt
Arrange eggplant slices on paper
towels, sprinkle with salt and
let stand for about 30 minutes
to allow juices to seep out of the
eggplants.
In a large sauté pan, heat olive
oil over high heat then add the
onion and stir until golden.
Add lamb, baharat, 1 tsp salt, ½
quantity of black pepper, allspice
berries, cinnamon and nutmeg,
stirring well to distribute evenly.
Allow meat to brown on all
sides.
Add water and lower heat to
simmer for about 2 ½ - 3 hours
until lamb is very tender, adding
more water if needed.
Remove lamb and onions from
skillet using a slotted spoon.
Deep fry eggplants in very hot
oil until golden brown. Drain on
paper towels.
Lightly oil bottom of a 4 – 6 quart
pot with second quantity of olive

oil and arrange all tomatoes
to cover bottom of pan in an
overlapping or double-layered
fashion.
Sprinkle a handful of rice over
tomatoes. Spoon the lamb over
the rice and arrange eggplants
over lamb pressing down with a
spatula or the back of your hand.
Spoon the remaining rice over
eggplants spreading it evenly
and pressing down again.
Add remaining salt and pepper
then add boiling water and cover
with a tight fitting lid and place
over low heat until rice is fully
cooked.
Do not remove lid to check too
often to allow proper steaming.
When done, centre a round
serving tray over pot and flip
to turnover ma’louba onto the
serving dish taking care it does
not collapse.
Garnish with pine nuts and serve
with yoghurt.
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Sfiha with minced beef
and tomatoes
1 tsp yeast
½ cup warm water
6 cups flour, 1 tsp salt
2 cups milk or yoghurt
1 cup olive or vegetable oil
½ cup warm water to wet
hands while kneading
Oil for brushing
½ cup ghee
4 large onions, finely
chopped
500 g minced beef
1 tsp salt, ½ tsp baharat
½ tsp cinnamon
Pinch of black pepper
1 tbsp vinegar
¾ cup yoghurt
5 large tomatoes, diced
½ cup pine nuts
Yoghurt
Stir yeast in water and let it
stand until frothy.
Sieve flour and salt over the
292

counter and make a hole in the
centre of flour.
Mix yeast mixture with milk and
oil and pour into the hole at the
centre of the flour.
Work together from the inside out
and bring to a ball and knead
dough until smooth, wetting
hands with warm water as
needed.
Brush with oil and place in a
large container and cover with a
damp towel.
Proof dough until double in size.
Punch the dough down and
knead again for 2 minutes.
Divide dough into balls the size
of an egg and cover with damp
cloth to keep from drying.
Melt ghee in skillet over medium
heat and add onions and stir
until golden.
Add minced beef and stir for 2
minutes then add all the spices.
Mix vinegar and yoghurt and
pour over tomatoes and mix well
then pour into skillet over minced
beef mixture and simmer until
beef is done.
Roll out each dough ball into a
circle and arrange in an oiled
sheet tray.
Spoon beef and tomato mixture
in the centre of each circle and
garnish with pine nuts.
Let stand for 15 minutes to rest
dough.
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Insert tray in a 225ºC for about
15 minutes or until golden
brown.
Serve with yoghurt.

Spinach rolls
1 tsp yeast, 1 cup milk
1 cup warm water
1 cup vegetable oil
6 cups flour
¼ cup water to wet hands
while kneading
2 kg fresh spinach, drained,
patted dry and chopped
4 onions, chopped
2 tsp salt
1/3 cup sumac
¾ cup olive oil
1/3 cup lemon juice
Dissolve yeast in warm water
and let stand until frothy.
Add milk and oil to yeast
mixture then pour over flour
and work into a dough.
Knead dough until smooth,

place in a bowl and cover
with a damp cloth. Proof
dough for 1 hour or until
double in size.
Add salt to onions and let
stand for 5 minutes.
Squeeze spinach between
palms of hands to get rid of
excess juices.
Repeat with onions and add
to spinach.
Add sumac, oil and lemon
juice to spinach and mix
well.
Divide dough into balls the
size of an egg.

Mana’eesh Zaatar
2 tsp yeast
1 tsp sugar
5 cups flour
1 tsp salt
2 eggs
½ cup lukewarm
water
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1 cup evaporated milk
Water, as needed
1 ½ cups zaatar
¾ cup olive oil or corn oil
Dissolve yeast and sugar in water
and let stand until frothy.
Sieve flour, salt and milk in a
bowl and mix well.
Beat eggs and add to the yeast
mixture then pour over flour,
adding water as needed to bring
dough together.
Knead the dough until smooth
and place in a bowl covered with
a damp cloth and proof until
double in size.
Divide dough into balls and roll
out to form a circle about 3 mm
thick.
Place dough in an oiled sheet
tray.
Combine zaatar and oil and
spoon in the middle of dough
circles spreading zaatar evenly
over dough.
Bake in a hot oven for 10 – 20
minutes or until golden brown.
Serve warm or cold.
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Spanish Recipes
Tortilla De Patatas
4 large potatoes, thinly
sliced or balled with
a melon baller
1 large onion, thinly sliced
6 eggs
Salt to taste
Oil
Measure some oil in a skillet
over medium heat and sauté the
potatoes for a few minutes until
softened.
Add onions and continue to cook
until onions are translucent and
tender.
Drain potatoes and onions to get
rid of any excess fat.
Beat eggs with salt and add
potatoes and onions whole or
mashed.
Pour omelette mixture into
lightly oiled nonstick skillet
spreading the mixture evenly.
If desired doneness is well done,
then place over medium heat; if
desired doneness is medium then
place over high heat.
When golden brown on bottom
side, turn over onto a flat dish
and slide back to skillet to brown
other side.
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Swedish Recipes
Dillstuvad Potatis
4 kg potatoes, boiled, cooled
3 litres whole milk
10 tbsp flour
Salt and white pepper, to
taste
300 g dill, finely chopped
Cut the cooked potatoes into large
cubes.
Mix milk and flour in a large pot
then place over high heat stirring
continuously until thickened and
creamy.
Season with salt and pepper to
taste.
Add the potatoes to the pan and
carefully fold them in the sauce
over low heat until the potatoes
are warmed through.
Add the dill, mixing in carefully
and remove from heat.
Serve with gravadlax and
hovmastar sauce.

4 eggs
100 g sugar
4 tbsp flour
25 almonds, ground
5 drops bitter almond oil
600 g zucchini, grated
Blitz cream, milk, eggs, sugar,
flour and ground almonds in a
blender until creamy.
Pour mixture in a bowl and add
almond oil and zucchini.
Butter the sides of a tart tin about
28 cm in diameter and coat with
breadcrumbs.
Pour batter in the prepared dish
and bake for 50 – 60 minutes in a
medium oven until golden brown
and has set in the centre.

Mock Zucchini
cheese cake
250 g double cream
250 g whole milk
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Gravadlax
(Cured Salmon)
3 ½ kg Salmon, whole,
semi-defrosted
3 tbsp white peppercorns,
crushed
3 bunches of dill, finely
chopped
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200 g sugar, 20 0 g salt

Serve with dillstuvad potatis and
hovmastar.

Descale and fillet salmon
removing head, tail, fins, skeletal
bones and pin bones.
Pat exposed flesh with paper
towels to dry.
Mix sugar, salt and white
peppercorns and divide into 2
quantities. Mix dill with one of
them.
Line a large shallow tray with a
double layer of cling film.
Scatter half the curing mixture
(without the dill) onto the cling
film.
Place a salmon fillet skin side
down onto the mixture.
Scatter all the dill curing mixture
on the flesh side (now facing
upwards) of this fillet.
Place the second fillet over it flesh
side facing downward.
On the skin side of the second fillet
(now facing upwards) scatter the
rest of the curing mixture.
Cover salmon with another
double layer of cling film and
wrap tightly using more cling
film if necessary.
Cure fish for 36 – 48 hours
turning once.
When ready, remove from cling
film and brush off any remaining
curing mixture then slice thinly
discarding skin.

Hovmastar Sauce
200 g mustard, 4 tbsp sugar
Salt and white pepper to
taste
4 tbsp white vinegar
400 g oil, corn or sunflower
400 g dill, finely chopped
Whisk mustard, sugar, salt,
white pepper and vinegar until
creamy.
Slowly drizzle the oil onto
the mixture while vigourously
whisking to form a sauce the
consistency of mayonnaise.
Stir in the dill and serve with
gravadlax
and
dillstuvad
potatis.

Vasterbotten
Cheese Pie
300 g flour,
125 g butter, cold
Peel of 1 lemon, grated
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3 eggs, 1 tbsp water
300 g sour cream
½ tsp salt
Pinch white pepper
150 g Vasterbotten cheese,
grated (substitute with any
strong hard cheese)
Sabler flour with butter then add
water and lemon peel and work
dough until it forms a ball.
Let it rest in the fridge for at least
30 minutes.
Roll out dough into a circle then
mould it in a tart tin and blind
bake for 10 ~ 15 minutes in a
225ºC. Let it cool.
Mix eggs, sour cream, salt and
white pepper in a bowl then add
the cheese.
Pour mixture into prebaked pie
crust and bake for 25 minutes in
a 225ºC.

Swedish Meatballs
¾ kg minced beef
1 egg, ½ cup milk
½ cup bread crumbs
½ tsp all spice
1 onion, chopped
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1 tbsp butter
½ tsp nutmeg, finely grated
Salt and pepper to taste
Oil for frying
2 tbsp butter, 3 tbsp flour
1 cup beef broth
½ cup single cream
2 tsp dill, finely chopped
Mix egg, milk and breadcrumbs
in a bowl.
Sauté onions in first quantity of
butter over medium heat.
Add to mixture in bowl along
with the spices mixing well.
Shape into balls the size of
walnuts.
Fry meatballs in hot oil then
drain on paper towels.
Add second quantity of butter
to a saucepan over medium heat
and stir in the flour. Continue
stirring until roux reaches a light
blond colour.
Temper in beef broth and
cream and whisk into a smooth
béchamel.
Spoon the meatballs in the
béchamel, bring to the boil, then
lower the heat and simmer for
about 30 minutes.
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Swiss Recipes
Cheese Fondue
1 ½ cups dry white wine
1 ½ cups emmenthal, grated
1 ½ cups gruyere, grated
3 tsp cornstarch
3 tbsp kirsch
1 baguette, cubed
In a fondue pot, heat dry white
wine
When wine is hot, add cheese very
gradually making sure cheese
has melted after each addition
Dissolve cornstarch in kirsch and
gradually add to cheese mixture
while stirring continuously to
thicken the cheese.
Keep stirring until cornstarch is
completely dissolved and there
are no lumps.
Keep mixture hot in the fondue
pot.
Skewer baguette cubes and dip
into cheese fondue.

Beef Fondue
1 kg beef tenderloin, cut into
½ inch cubes
Oil

Fill a fondue pot with oil and
heat it.
When oil is hot, place beef cubes
onto skewers and dip in oil to
cook.
Smother with dip of choice, e.g.
cheese dip, onion dip, artichoke
dip, etc.

Zurcher
Geschnetzeltes
500 g veal, thinly sliced
1 large onion, chopped
30 g margarine
250 g mushrooms, cleaned
and sliced
15 g flour
125 ml beef broth
125 ml white wine
Salt and pepper to taste
1 tbsp beef seasoning
125 g cream
Parsley, chopped (optional)
Melt margarine in a large
skillet.
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Add onions and veal and panfry
until golden.
Panfry mushrooms in a second
skillet until golden then add to
veal.
Add flour and mix well to coat
all contents in skillet then pour
broth and wine into skillet and
simmer for about 5 minutes.
Add salt, pepper, beef seasoning
and cream and bring to the boil.
Add parsley, if desired, and
serve.

brown other side.
Serve hot.

Rosti
1 kg potatoes, boiled with
skin
30 g butter
1 tsp salt
1 tsp pepper
½ cup cream
Peel potatoes then grate them
Melt butter in a skillet then add
potatoes pressing down and cook
over medium heat.
Sprinkle with salt and pepper
then add cream.
Continue cooking until golden
brown on one side then flip to
300
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Syrian Recipes
Fattet Makdous
500 g beef, cubed
1 onion, chopped
Mastic crystals
Few cardamom pods
Salt and pepper to taste
1 tbsp olive oil
Water, enough to cover beef
1 kg eggplant, cubed and
slightly salted
Oil for frying
3 loaves pita bread, cut into
small pieces
4 tbsp ghee
8 tubs yoghurt
2 cloves garlic, mashed
Handful pine nuts
Add beef, onion, mastic crystals,
cardamom pods, salt and pepper
to a pot and sauté for a few
minutes in oil then add enough
water to cover.
Bring to the boil then lower heat
and simmer until beef is fully
cooked.
Fry eggplants in hot oil until
golden and drain on paper towels
then place in a saucepan.

Remove beef from broth with
a slotted spoon, add beef broth
to eggplants and simmer for 2
minutes then remove from heat.
Panfry bread in ghee until
golden and crispy.
Whisk yoghurt and garlic in a
bowl.
Spoon bread onto serving dish
and gradually add beef broth to
bread.
Spoon eggplants and beef over
bread.
Cover with yoghurt and garnish
with pine nuts. Serve hot.

Fried Green
Fava Beans
1 kg green fava beans,
peeled
1 cup olive oil
or sunflower oil
2 bunches coriander, chopped
1 garlic bulb, peeled and
finely chopped
Yoghurt
Spring onions
Sauté fava beans in hot oil.
Add salt and pepper and place
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lid on and simmer over very low
heat.
When cooked, add coriander and
garlic and simmer for a further 2
minutes.
Serve cold with yoghurt and
spring onions.

Keshk el
Labneh Salad
1 medium onion, chopped
4 garlic cloves, mashed
½ cup parsley, chopped,
reserve 1 tbsp
¼ cup apple, chopped
1 cup walnuts, crushed
Salt and pepper to taste
500 g fresh labneh
Olive oil
Place onions, garlic, parsley,
apple, walnuts, salt and pepper
in a bowl and mix.
Add labneh and fold in to
blend.
Spoon into a round serving dish.
Drizzle some olive oil over salad
and garnish with reserved
parsley.
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Sheikh el Mahshi
500 g minced beef
1 onion, chopped
2 tbsp oil
Salt and pepper to taste
1 kg zucchini, cored
3 tbsp butter
2 cups water, boiling
1 kg yoghurt
5 tsp corn starch
1 tbsp dried mint
Handful toasted pine nuts
Measure oil in a sauté pan
and place over high heat, add
onions and stir until translucent
then add minced beef, salt and
pepper.
Lower heat to medium and
continue cooking until beef is
done but not browned, stirring
occasionally. Cool beef mixture.
Stuff zucchini with beef mixture.
Panfry zucchini in butter over
medium heat until golden
then add water and cook for 10
minutes.
Whisk corn starch into yoghurt
and place over low heat stirring
continuously until thickened.
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Add dried mint to yoghurt
and stir then add zucchini and
carefully fold in to coat.
Spoon into deep serving dish and
garnish with pine nuts.
Serve with rice.

Tabakh Roho

Add eggplant, zucchini and
tomatoes.
Dissolve tomato paste in water
and add to the lamb. Bring to
the boil then lower the heat to
medium and simmer until lamb
is tender.
Stir garlic, mint and pomegranate
syrup into pot.
Serve with rice.

1 kg lamb, with bone
2 large onions, sliced
3 tbsp butter
500 g eggplant, cubed
500 g zucchini, cut in half
1 ½ kg tomatoes, sliced
2 tbsp tomato paste
Boiling water, enough to
cover lamb
3 garlic cloves, finely
chopped
1 tbsp mint, finely chopped
3 tbsp pomegranate syrup
(Dibs arruman)
Melt butter in a pot over medium
heat. Turn the heat up, add the
onions and stir until translucent
then add the lamb and brown.
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Turkish Recipes
Imambayilde

(The Preacher Fainted)
Before going to the mosque, the
imam or preacher left his wife
a sum of money and told her
to cook something for dinner.
In the evening he came home
to a well-prepared dinner. He
enjoyed eating the eggplant that
his wife had cooked, thanked her
for the delicious dish, and asked
her for the rest of the money. But
when she told him that the dish
had used up a lot of oil and that
there was no money left – he
fainted! That is how this dish got
its name.

500 g onions, grated
600 g tomatoes concassé
14 garlic cloves, chopped
1 bunch parsley, chopped
2 tsp salt
1 ¼ kg long eggplants
275 g olive oil
3 ½ cups water, 1 tsp salt
Mix onions, tomatoes, garlic,
parsley and salt. Set aside.
Garnish eggplants using a
channeling knife to cut channels
about 1 cm apart.
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Cut 2 pockets into eggplant and
stuff with the onion mixture.
Arrange eggplants in shallow
pan and pour olive oil, water
and second amount of salt over
eggplants.
Place a weight over eggplants,
cover with lid and bring to the
boil over high heat.
Lower the heat and simmer until
eggplants are softened and the
juices have evaporated, about 1 ½
hours.
Serve cold.

Hot Circassian
chicken Sharkassiyya
2 cups walnuts
¾ cup peanuts, peeled
1 petit pain, soaked in milk
1 onion, grated
1 tbsp butter
1 tbsp tomato paste, heaped
½ tbsp butter
2 garlic cloves, mashed
2 chicken or 1 turkey, cooked
Almonds, roasted
Pine nuts, roasted
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Grind nuts and bread in a food
processor until smooth.
In a pot, sauté onion in butter
until translucent then add tomato
paste and continue to cook for 2
more minutes.
Temper broth into nuts mixture
until the desired consistency is
reached then pour over onions.
Bring to the boil then simmer for
30 minutes stirring occasionally.
Sauté garlic in butter and add to
circassian sauce.
Ladle circassian sauce into a
serving bowl.
Serve with rice and chicken or
turkey.
Garnish with almonds and pine
nuts.
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